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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
1929 Monday, September 23-Fall Quarter begins.

(Registration.)
Wednesday, September ZS-Instructional work begins.
Friday, September 27-Quarterly Convocation Exercises.
Thursday, November 28-Thanksgiving: legal holiday.
Thursday, December 19-Examinations begin.
Friday, December 20-Examinations end.
Saturday, December 21-Christmas vacation begins.

1930 Thursday, January 2-Winter Quarter begins. (Registration._)
Friday, January 3-Instructional work begins.
Friday, January 3-Quarterly Convocation Exercises.
Thursday, March 13-Examinations begin.
Friday, March 14-Examinations close; Winter Quarter ends.
Saturday, March IS-Tuesday, March 18-Spring Vacation.
Wednesday, March 19-Spring Quarter begins. (Registration.)
Instructional work begins.
Friday, March 21-Quarterly Convocation Exercises.
Tuesday, June 3-Wednesday, June 4-Examinations for Seniors and
Sophomores.
Thursday, June 5-Friday, June 6--Examinations for Juniors and
Freshmen.
Saturday, June 7-Alumme Day: Meeting and Banquet.
Sunday, June 8-Baccalaureate Sermon.

r

Monday, June 9-Music and Expression Recital; Reception to
Visitors.
Tuesday, June IO-Sophomore and Senior Class Exercises; Senior
Play.
Wednesday, June 11-Graduation Exercises; Spring Quarter ends.
Monday, June lo-Summer Quarter begins.
Monday, September 22-Winter Quarter begins for the session of
1930-31.
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THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES
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The State of Virginia operates four colleges for the training
of white women for the profession of teaching. These cdleges
are under the general control of, The .13oard of the Virginia
Teachers Colleges, the members of which are appointed by the
Governor of Virginia, with the exception of th,~ State Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Governor, who are e,-rofficio members. One appointment to the Board is made from
each of the ten Congressional Districts of the State, and two additional members are appointed from the State at large. This insures representation from every section of Virginia.
The function of these colleges is fully recogmzed as exclusively that of training teachers; and their province is the preparation of teachers for all grades of school work, from the lowest
primary through the higest secondary grade, and for all types of
instruction and supervision in both the usual and the special lines
of teaching.
There is, of course, much uniformity in the four colleges, thus
organized and controlled, and in many cases what is said of one
applies to all four. As is very natural and proper, however, tht're
are certain differences, each college having in some measure a dii:;tinct individuality. These differences result, not so much from
any marked variation in standards nor even necessarily from consciously directed effort, but in most cases arise out of climatic
conditions, regional interests and needs, possible differences of
equipment, and the personal characteristics and the technical
abilities of instructors and administrators. It may be expected,
therefore, that one college will present advantages superior to the
others along certain lines, due to individual differences and in response to a worthy ambition to serve the State in the largest possible measure.
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THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT
HARRISONBURG
The College at Harrisonburg, the second to be established in
the Virginia system of teachers colleges, was established by act of
the General Assembly, March 14, 1908, as the Normal and Industrial School for Women, and was open to students September
28, 1909. In 1916, it dropped the general industrial features and
devoted its energies solely to the preparation of teachers; its
official name was then changed to The ·State Normal School for
Women at Harrisonburg. By an act of the General Assembly of
1924, the name of the school was changed to that of The State
Teachers College at Harrisonburg.
During the eighteen years that the college has been in opera tion, it has given instruction to 10,269 different persons, 2,123 of
whom have gone out as full graduates, and many hundreds of
others have gained teacher's certificates of various grades, either
as a result of regular classwork here or of preparation in its
special classes for State examinations. There is at present hardly
a county or city school system in Virginia which does not include
a teacher trained at this institution, hence the influence of the
college is state-wide, rather than limited to any section.
ITS PROFESSIONAL STATUS
While the college is a professional school, it conforms in general to the standards of the accepted rating agencies of liberal
arts colleges, so far as its faculty, equipment, admission requirements, and the character of the work done are concerned. The
college is a member of the Association of College and Secondary
Schools of the Southern States, the highest rating agency in the
South. This means, of course, that the work of the college is
fully recognized and accredited at other universities and colleges
which the gradµates of this college might enter for advanced
work. It is also a "Class A" member of the American Association of Teachers Colleges and is recognized by other accrediting
agencies as a standard teachers college. Yet, while it is a professional institution for the training of teachers, certain other
related vocational courses prepare young women for the duties
of home making and for other occupations in the field of home
economics education.

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

.,
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Being a State-supported institution, the maintenance of the
highest standards in physical equipment, as well as in professional
ideals, is an obligation resting upon its administrators. In consequence of State aid, however, it is possible to offer all the advantages of a full college session of nine months for $300.00 to
Virginia students and $330.00 to students from other states; these
amounts include all the charges for room, board, laundry, and all
the fees, except for small laboratory fees charged for a few courses. (See the detailed statement under the general head of expenses.)

IDEALS OF THE TEACHERS COLLEGE
The principles which govern the college may be set forth in a
general way by the following creed :
'
1. We believe that the building of character is the chief aim
of every college; hence, in the training of the teacher, the development of a strong, noble, womanly character is of first importance.
2. vVe believe that the personal influence of the teacher is
one of the greatest factors in the education of young people;
therefore, we must seek to develop those attitudes and inspire
those thoughts which will result in right conduct throughout life;
and we must endeavor to remove blemishes and imperfections in
personal conduct and manner of living, however trifling they may
seem, which will injure the teacher's influence for good.
3. We believe that in every grade of educational work sound
scholarship is essential to success; hence it is necessary to combine academic with professional training, and to make this academic work as thorough as possible, fitting it to individual needs.
4. We believe that the greatest aim in learning for the prospective teacher is not to acquire information simply for the purpose of knowing, but to acquire it for the purpose of teaching to
others what one knows. For this reason, it is essential that the
subject-matter of education be approached in a professional and
critical manner and be taught with emphasis upon the method
side. On the part of the students in a teachers college, the attitude toward all studies should be one of thinking and knowing
rather than of mere acquisition; of interest and appreciation, not
the bare performance of superimposed tasks.
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5. We believe that it is not the least of our duties to cultivate
in our prospective teachers a professional spirit. The teacher
should be more than a time-server and a wage-seeker. We must
seek a broadening and enriching of the minds of our students, the
development of an impelling belief that teaching is the highest
and ~ablest of callings, and a burning zeal to render the largest
measure of service in the world.
6. We believe that certain principles of professional ethics
should be adopted by all who enter the teaching profession; that
among these are a recognition of the sacredness of contracts, a
decided stand against questionable practices, a determination to
eliminate petty jealousies and prejudices, a careful guarding of
speech and daily conduct, and a constant effort to elevate moral
standards in all the realtions of life.
LOCATION
The city of Harrisonburg is situated in the heart of the beautiful Shenandoah Valley about 1,300 feet above the sea level and
has a population of 7,000. It is the county seat of Rockingham
County and is in the richest agricultural section of the Valley
of Virginia. It lies about 150 miles southwest of Washington
City and about the same distance northwest of Richmond. It is
on the Harrisonburg division of the Southern Railway and, by
means of the Chesapeake-Western, is in close reach of the Norfolk and Western system via Elkton, which is 18 miles distant.
At Staunton-26 miles away-connection is made with the main
line of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and at Lexington with
the James River division of the same road. An automobile bus
service for the transportation of passengers is provided between
Harrisonburg and Staunton, Lexington, Roanoke, Winchester and
Elkton.
Since climate plays a very important part in determining one's
daily health, happiness, and efficiency, it must enter as a most important factor in the location of an educational institution. A
clear, dry, tonic mountain climate offers the best possible stimulation for intellectual and moral development as well as physical
well-being. The climate of Harrisonburg in point of healthfulness is unsurpassed in Virginia. For many years this city has
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been a refuge for those seeking a healthful climate, especially in
summer for residents of the tidewater sections and the eastern
cities. Its location, particularly its elevation, gives complete immunity from malaria. Bracing mountain air and the purest freestone water have made it through a long series of years exempt
from fevers and endemic diseases. In the immediate vicinity are
a number of fine summer resorts and medicinal springs to which
people in large numbers come from all sections of America.
Competing in value with the climate is the matchless beauty of
the scenery of the Valley of Virginia. From the day when Lord
Spotswood and his Knights of the Golden Horseshoe climbed
through the gap in the Blue Ridge and beheld this wonderful
panorama of natural loveliness, the admiration and prasie of the
world have been showered upon it. Men have traveled far and
have returned to say that no lovelier expanse of country can be
found. This, too, is an educational asset, for, to appreciate scenic
beauty and grandeur, to be uplifted by the sublimity of cloudcapped mountain ranges, to be inspired by green hills and fruitful
valleys, to be thrilled by the golden glories of sunset among the
everlasting hills or the autumn and spring colorings on the mountain sides, are educative experiences affecting character, lifting
life permanently to a higher plane.
With the above facts in mind, it is not surprising that a large
majority of the educational institutions in Virginia, both public
and private, are located in this mountain and valley section, and
that students from many distant points seek such advantages.
The public water supply, which is used for all purposes by the
college, is brought by pipe line direct from mountain streams
thirteen miles away, in the vicinity of the famous Rawley Springs.
This water is entirely soft and perfectly clear. Frequent analyses
are made in order to detect anything of an injurious character,
a State laboratory being located in a hospital adjoining the campus. The greatest care is taken to prevent even the slightest contamination.
The Valley has not been affected by the great industrial development of the present which has brought such large numbers
of outsiders to some of our cities and counties. It is still Virginian in ideals and manners of living·. The people are thrifty
and law-abiding and there is little admixture of foreigners and a
very small number of others than native whites.

r
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The college grounds comprise sixty acres of land with a
wide frontage on South Main Street. The site commands a magnificent view of the surrounding valley in every direction, from
the Blue Ridge to the Shenandoah Mountain, and adjoins one of
the best residential sections of the town. The combination of city
and country features makes the situation ideal for the location of
a college.

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMEINT

,11

The college plant is being built on a plan adopted at the establishment of the institution. The principal buildings are constructed of native blue-limestone, with red tile roofs, and are substantial in appearance. They are heated throughout by steam and
lighted by electricity. Every precaution has been taken against
fire, accident, and sickness. All rooms are outside rooms with an
abundance of window space, providing excellent light and ventilation. Bedrooms are comfortably furnished and all beds are single.
Telephone connection is established in each building for both
local and long distance service.
Maury Science Hall: This building contains laboratories for
physics, chemistry, biology, cooking, dietetics, textiles, millinery
and clothing, together with two classrooms for general work, several offices and store-rooms. All departments in this building are
provided with modern equipment.
Harrison Hall: This building contains large dining halls,
kitchen, laundry, cold storage plant, bake oven, and pantries, a
library, music assembly-room, studios, and practice-rooms, a postoffice and supply-room, a number of offices, accommodations for
general administrative purposes, social rooms and assembly-room
for the Young Women's Christian Association, a reading room, a
study hall for day students and a tea-room. The entire equipment has been carefully selected and is of high grade in all respects.
Jackson Hall: This building provides twenty-three bedrooms
for students and one bedroom for an instructor. Bathrooms with
the most approved fittings are placed on each floor. In the basement are several classrooms.
Ashby Hall: This building includes thirty-six bedrooms for
students, one bedroom for a teacher, a gymnasium, and locker and
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dressing rooms. Both tub and shower baths are provided in
abundance. The gymnasium contains the necessary apparatus for
a thorough course in physical education.
Spotswood Hall: This building contains thirty-nine bedrooms
with ample bathrooms.
Aliimn(£ Hall: This building, constructed largely through the
loyal efforts and generous contributions of the alumn~ and other
friends of the college, provides a general reception hall with
kitchenette and cloakroom attached, offices for the Dean of W omen, for student organizations and publications, and an Alumn~
Secretary, several guest rooms and, for the present, bedrooms for
thirty students.
Shenandoah Apartments: The inability of the Legislature to
make sufficient provision to accommodate all of the students that
apply for admission at this institution made it necessary to have
provided, through local capital, an additional dormitory building.
This building, known as "Shenandoah Apartments," is directly in
front of the main quadrangle and contains excellent rooming accommodations for fifty students.
Wellington Hall: This building is an exact duplicate of
Shenandoah Apartments and is built and leased on the same plan.
Sheldon Hall: This is a large fire-proof dormitory with all
the possible conveniences for such a purpose. It accommodates
one hundred and twenty students.
Cart er H oiise: This building is in the nature of a large private
residence and affords excellent dormitory accommodations for
twenty students.
Cleveland Cottage: This building is equipped as an infirmary
and is arranged so as to provide, in the best way, accommodations
for the resident nurse and for cases of sickness.
Walter Reed Hall: A splendid new building, dedicated primarily to the college's program of health education, represents
the highest skill of architect and builder. It contains a second
large gymnasium, with the most modern equipment and devices
for the widest possible range for physical education work. The
gymnasium, owing to its large seating capacity, is used as the
college auditorium; here, too, all public entertainments and many
special programs are presented. The large stage at one end accommodates itself to the most elaborate of plays and other feat-
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ures of the Lyceum Course. The gallery around the entire room,
except the stage end, furnishes a fine opportunity for spectators
at basketball and other games. In this auditorium, also, a modern
moving picture equipment and other means of visual entertainment and instruction are provided.
Just below the gymnasium is an indoor swimming pool which
furnishes an attractive feature of school life here.
The front of this building is a duplicate of Maury Hall and is
used as an academic building for the departments of education,
English, history, health education, and fine and industrial arts. It
contains sixteen classrooms and offices.
In addition to the above buildings, the plant includes a residence for the president, two barns, and a servants' cottage.
A portion of the campus is arranged as an athletic field for
tennis, field hockey, golf, basketball, and other outdoor sports.

NEW BUILDINGS
During the past year three new buildings have been constructed at the college : Johnston Hall, a beautiful fire-proof dormitory
accommodating one hundred-twenty students; The Practice
House, a splendidly equipped duplex practice home for students
in home economics; and an Addition to the service Building providing an addition to the heating plant, a storeroom, a senior
dining hall and an addition to the kitchen.

LIBRARY
The library consists of more than 14,000 carefully selected
volumes and additions are being constantly •made on the recommendations of the different instructors. The departments of education, literature, history, and home economics are especially well
supplied with reference works. There is a good collection of
technical works and a number of the most modern books on the
vital questions of the day. All the books and pamphlets of permanent value are classified in accordance with the Dewey system.
The library is housed in a commodious room equipped with
the most approved and convenient library furniture. It is open
all day and in the evening on every day except Sunday. Every
means is used to make it a valuable workshop for the students,

.
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who are given a series of lessons in library economy for the purpose of helping them to use the library to the best advantage, and
also in order that they may obtain some idea as to the management of a library in the schools in which they may later teach.
In addition to the collection in the main library some of the
departments are supplied with useful collections of books relating
to their particular lines of work. Reference works are thus readily available in the home economics conference rooms, the chemical laboratory, and some other places. These are branches of the
main library.
THE TRAINING SCHOOLS
The training schools are an important part of the Teacher~
.College. There the teacher-in-training is given the opportunity of
·gaining practical experience in solving various problems which
will confront her when she leaves to take charge of a schoolroom.
THE HARRISONBURG PUBLIC SCHOOLS

l·

It is obvious that the nearer the training school can approach
the actual conditions of the public school, the better it will serve
the purpose of preparing student-teachers for work in the public
school. With this in view, an arrangement has been made between
the Teachers College and the public schools, whereby the schools
of the town are used as training schools for the students of the
college.
The public school system of Harrisonburg holds high rank
according to present standards. The schools embrace a kindergarten, the primary and grammar grades, a junior high school,
and a four-year high school. The pupils in these schools number
about 1,500. The buildings have been carefully planned and are
lighted, heated, and ventilated in the most approved manner. The
training facilities include a well-equipped playground.
The value to the Teachers College of thus securing a complete
plant for its training work is very great; but the value of being
thus enabled to offer its students facilities for observation and
student teaching under real public school conditions cannot be
over-estimated.
In the training school the students first observe the work of

I I
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skilled teachers and are then gradually given charge of the schoolroom, and held responsible for the discipline and instruction ;
throughout their entire period of teaching the students are closely
supervised by skilled teachers, who observe their work and direct
them in the methods used. The Director of the Training School
assigns all student teachers to their places and directs their work.
Students are given an opportunity to teach in their special fields
as far as possible.
RURAL TRAINING SCHOOLS

Two of the public schools in Rockingham County, one an accredited high school and one a rural junior high school, not far
from Harrisonburg, are used for student teaching. In these
schools the students have an opportunity to observe and to do
student teaching under special supervisors. Students are sent to
these schools by automobiles.
At the Bridgewater High School a model demonstration and
practice Smith-Hughes department in home economics has been
established and is in charge of a supervisor.
Through these means, the Teachers College is enabled to offer
its students opportunities for becoming familiar with the problems and work of the rural school. This can be done· only by
actual experience 'under real conditions as they exist in the country schools.
THE PRACTICE HOME

For students specializing in home economics, there is provided
a practice home. Home economics students are assigned in
groups, to live in this home for six weeks. The house is in charge
of the instructor in home management, who lives constantly with
the students and supervises the home. All household duties are
performed by the students, who serve in turn as hostess, housekeeper, cook, etc. This gives practical experience in a pleasant
way and such a home is looked upon as an indispensable part of
a well-equipped department of home economics.

• I
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GOVERNMENT OF STUDENTS
FACULTY REGULATION

I,

r

It is expected of every young woman who avails herself of
the privileges offered so bountifully and freely by the State that
she conduct herself at all times in a manner entirely befitting a
lady. Nothing short of this can be permitted in any Virginia
college for young women preparing to assume the duties and responsibilities of life in the school, in the home, or in the world
outside. This i1ivolves a consideration of and respect for the
rights and feelings of others, and a manifestation under all circumstances of those gentle and refined qualities for which Southern womanhood has always been justly famed.
The college does not have a long list of rules and regulations,
but a few general statements covering matters of importance are
here given:
1. All students are expected to be present at all regular exercises of the college from the first day of the session to the closing
day, unless excused for good cause. Permission for absence from
classes is given only on account of sickness or some unavoidable
cause. There are but two vacations during the session which are
considered suitable times for students to leave the college-the
Christmas and Spring vacations. All absences inevitably detract
from the scholastic standing of the students. Work missed by
absence, from whatever cause, must be made up by extra work.
Students in attendance during the spring quarter will not be permitted to leave until after the Commencement Exercises are concluded, except in case of sickness or serious emergency, and parents are requested not to ask such permission to prevent the embarrassment of refusal. Any student returning to the college late
after any holiday or vacation must appear before the Administrative Council of the Faculty and furnish satisfactory reason for
her absence, whatever the excuse may be.
2. All students residing in the college dormitories are subject
to the chaperonage of the officials and teachers in charge and to
all the regulations of the college for the government of the boarding department. It is desired to make the dormitories of the college as nearly as possible a home for the students. The right is
always reserved to refuse permission to students to board in town .
No out-of-town student will be admitted as a student to the col-
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lege until her boarding arrangements are approved by the Dean
of Women.
3. No student living in any of the dormitories of the college
will be permitted to spend the night away from her room, unless
a parent of the student sends a written request, and such request
is approved by the Dean of Women. This regulation will apply
to all boarding students who are in Harrisonburg during any of
the holidays.
4. Students in residence desiring to leave Harrisonburg for
week-end or other brief visits to their homes or elsewhere must
submit written requests from their pa rents and obtain permission
from the Dean of Women. If a student does not return to the
college promptly on the first day after any such holiday, she will
be subject to such penalty as the Administrative Council may decide to impose. Excuses will not be accepted except in cases of
sickness or serious emergency.
·
5. The college does not permit hazing in any form.
6. All of the above regulations will apply to a student as soon
as she reaches H arrisonburg and as long as she remains in the
city, whether the college is in session or not.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The students have inaugurated a student government association. Each student is given a full copy of the regulations before
she registers, and she is required to sign a statement that she understands the same and pledges herself to observe them to the best
of her ability. The Dean of Women has general guidance of
the conduct of students. The student association selects from the
faculty a committee of three advisory members, including the
Dean of Women.
It is presumed that every young woman who decides to attend
the college does so with a full knowledge of the foregoing regulations and with a serious purpose to abide by them, and by any
other regulations which the faculty or student government association may make, in a complete and cheerful way. It will be the
constant effort of the faculty of the college to lead its students to
adopt the highest standards of life and conduct; and in the event
that any young woman does not abide by the regulations of the
college or student government association, or continually ne-
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glects her studies and other school duties without satisfactory
excuse, thus becoming a menace to the life of the college, she will
be subject to admonition and may be dismissed if, in the judgment of the Administrative Council of the Faculty, such action
1s necessary.
EXTENSION WORK
The college is now doing a limited amount of extension work.
It is giving courses on Saturday for teachers in service. It also
sends its professors to various points in the State to work with
teachers at institutes, to lecture to groups of teachers and others,
and to conduct demonstrations at gatherings of teachers and
homemakers.
THE COLLEGE CALENDAR
From the college calendar on a preceding page, it will be noticed that the college is open for work the entire year with the
exception of about three weeks in September and one week in
June. The year is divided into four "quarters" of about twelve
weeks each. While it is best for the student to enter at the beginning of the fall quarter and remain through three consecutive
quarters, thus completing the ordinary session as it is at most ·
colleges, yet the students are welcomed at the opening of any of
the four quarters, and attendance during any three quarters,
whether consecutive or not, is considered as constituting a year's
work.
The special attention of teachers in service is called to the
following:
Spring Quarter: This quarter begins the latter part of March
and affords opportunity for teachers whose schools close early in
the spring to enter the Teachers College and complete three,
four-and-a-half, or six months of consecutive work before their
schools reopen in the fall.
Summer Quarter: This quarter is divided into two terms of
about six weeks each, and students may enroll for either or both
of the terms. The work done during these terms ranks with that
of any other time of attendance, three full summer quarters being
taken as the equivalent of a regular college year. A special catalog giving full information of the summer quarter is published
early in the spring.
I
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STUDENT LIFE AND OPPORTUNITIES

SOME SPECIAL FEATURES
1. This is a professional college, established by the State of
Virginia for the training of women for teaching, for homemaking, and for certain other domestic vocations. It prepares teachers for all grades of school work, for the high school and the
junior high school, as well as for the elementary school.

2. The college is open practically the entire year. Any three
quarters of work, whether they are consecutive or not, will constitute a full year for credit.
3. A number of different courses are offered to meet varying
needs. The length of time required to complete a course varies
from one to four years, according to preparation and course
taken.
4. The year courses in each subject are planned in definite
sequences. This arrangement enables the student to do her work
in distributed quarters without loss of unity.
5. The college offers special advantages in music, expression
and home economics, in addition to the regular professional
branches. Special courses and unusually fine facilities are offered
for preparation to teach, supervise, or practice home economics
in all of its branches.

~
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6. Special attention is paid to training for work in the rural
schools, and for this, special facilities are provided, including observation and practice in country schools.
7. The college is distinctly and primarily an institution for
teachers and those preparing to teach. Teachers are admitted to
any quarter durin~ the year and are assisted in every possible
way. Many excellent positions are open to experienced teachers
who take professional training.
8. The location is unsurpassed for healthfulness. The grounds
are extensive. The entire scheme for the complete school plant
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was planned in the beginning. A constant effort is made to fit
our own time, conditions and needs.
9. A student government and honor system insures the highest standards of student life and, at the same time, gives the
moral benefits of a democracy.
10. Textbooks may be bought at the college book store. Board
is furnished at a cost as small as can be made consistent with
good quality. All expenses are thus made very low. Opportunity
will be offered, as far as possible, for worthy students to "work
their way through college."
11. The college is for women only, except in the summer quarter, ~ence it has all the advantages, socially, morally, and physically, of an institution planned and conducted exclusively fo r
women. The faculty is chosen, courses formulated, and equipment provided with the special . needs of women constantly in
mind.

•
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WELFARE OF STUDENTS

RELIGIOUS WELFARE
I
lj
I

I
I

Being a State institution, the college is, of course, strictly undenominational. Regularly during the session, assembly and chapel exercises are conducted but the greatest care is taken to make
the exercises thoroughly non-sectarian. The ministers of the
town churches are asked, from time to time, to speak to the students and to take part in these chapel services.
Harrisonburg is a church-going community. There are eleven
white churches in the town, representing the following denominations: Baptist, Church of the Brethren, Church of Christ, Episcopal, Hebrew, Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian, Reformed,
Roman Catholic and United Brethren in Christ. These churches,
and the Sunday schools connected with them, are doing active
work and all students are cordially welcomed in them. At the
beginning of a student's connection with the college, she is asked
to state the church which she is in the habit of attending at home
and she will be expected to attend regularly the services of the
same denomination in Harrisonburg while a student at the college. Attendance on such services will not be compulsory, but
all students will be urged to attend some church as far as possible. Most of the denominations are represented in the college
faculty.
Definite courses in the Bible, both the Old Testament and the
New Testament, with full college credit, are offered by the college,
and Sunday school teacher-training classes have been arranged
in cooperation with some of the Sunday schools of the community. The inauguration of these classes has resulted in an increased interest on the part of the students in the Bible, which
has been studied in a serious and systematic manner by a large
proportion of them. It is believed that this will mean much to the
various communities in the State when these young women begin
their work as teachers.
Early in the history of the college the students organized a
branch of th_e Young Women's Christian Association, which holds
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an evening prayer service and a weekly devotional meeting, the
exercise being conducted by its members, with occasional talks
made by members of the faculty and other invited speakers. This
organization contributes to the social life of the college by welcoming new students and giving informal entertainments during
the year. Handbooks are issued by the association and mailed
beforehand to each new student. These books contain a concise
account of many phases of student life and should be carefully
read by all entering for the first time. New students are urged
to call upon the members of the association for advice and help.
The Dean of Women acts as adviser to the Young Women's
Christian Association, gives attention to the religious interests of
the students, and encourages in every way all agencies for their
development along this line.
PHYSICAL WELFARE
One of the strongest points in favor of the location of the
college at Harrisonburg is the situation with reference to health
conditions. The bracing mountain air, the abundant supply of
pure water from mountain springs, the excellent drainage and
sewerage system, the absence on the one hand of the noise and
dirt of the city, and on the other hand of the seclusion of the
country, make the situation as ideal as one could wish. Such
surroundings must certainly contribute to right thinking and
noble living and to sound minds in sound bodies.
While all sickness cannot be avoided, the college has maintained an unusual health record. Particular care is given to preventive measures. A daily sick report is made to the president
and dean of women and, in cases of more than ordinary importance, parents of students are notified immediately and kept duly
informed. Needed attention for the sick is provided by means
of an infirmary in charge of the resident physician and a trained
nurse. A modern hospital is located adjacent to the campus and
the best medical and surgical attention can be had at this institution. Specialists in the city may be consulted if necessary.
The sanitary condition of the grounds and buildings is carefully looked after, inspections being made at frequent intervals.
All equipment is of the most approved sanitary design, and the

I.
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water, sewerage, and drainage systems offer every possible protection in this respect. Food served at the college is prepared
under scrupulously hygienic conditions by means of an equipment
that is modern in every particular and under the supervision of
an expert dietitian.
It is requested that all students who have not been vaccinated
during the three years preceding entrance have this attended to
before coming to school. It is also suggested that it is well to
have the teeth, eyes, ears, and throat examined and such work
as may be necessary in this connection attended to before leaving
home, as this will probably save the loss of time from school
work.
HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM

The program for health education is in keeping with the emphasis that is being laid upon the subject by the more prominent
educators everywhere. The college, therefore, has not only made
ample provision for this subject in its various curricula, but has
provided for all the more important sports and pastimes of this
nature that can appeal to students, whether they are preparing to
teach this subject or not.
The thr~e general aims of the regular courses offered by the
department of health education are: ( 1) to enable students to
meet the requirements of the West Law, thereby giving to future
teachers such knowledge and such training as will help them care
for the physical welfare of the pupils in their charge, and proficiency in such exercises as are suitable for use in the different
grades of the public schools for developing bodily vigor, and
directing the play of the children; (2) to give every student a
knowledge of the laws of health and the opportunity to acquire
physical health and vigor, as far as possible, in a recreative and
pleasant manner, at the same time freeing her from the strain of
constant study; and (3) to furnish a major or a minor in phys"
ical education for those who may wish to teach this subject in
the grades or in the high school. In this college, therefore, a
student may specialize in physical education, preparing herself to
teach exclusively physical education subjects or she may combine
her interests in this work with other subjects and be able to supervise the work in physical education and at the same time take
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a position in which she can do some combination of teaching thi s
subject with other subjects in the junior or senior high school.
Two gymnasiums, with the necessary apparatus, are provided
for healthful physical exercise and instruction indoors. An athletic held, with provisions for tennis courts, a basketball court,
volley ball courts and a hockey field, is suitably located on the
campus, adjoining the new gymnasium. A special classroom and
laboratory has been fitted up for the work in home and school
nursing.
The college also maintains on the campus a nine-hole golf
course for those who are interested in this sport.
I

ATHLETICS

In athletics, emphasis is put on inter-class contests and competition within the classes, the object being to give all students the
greatest possible opportunity to take some part in as varied an
athletic program as possible. Mass athletics, where an incentive
is given to the whole group of students to take as active a part
as feasible, becomes the ideal for the development of interests and
abilities in games and sports of various kinds; hence, all classes
learn to play hockey, baketball, volley ball, tennis, indoor baseball,
and so on, and high interest is maintained by a program of contests within the college. A general field day is held in the spring,
in which all the classes have the representatives chosen by tryouts, and these compete for class-honors. Inter-class swimming
meets are held at various times during the year.
Varsity hockey, tennis and basketball have been promoted as
legitimate and helpful aspects of college life. Contests are held
for the most part between the four Teachers Colleges of the State.
SWIMMING POOLS

Two swimming pools, an outdoor and an indoor pool, are
open to all students who are physically fit for such exercise. The
use of the pools is carefully regulated in every way and lifeguards are on duty during all hours in which the pools are open.
Regular swimming instruction, with life-saving training, is part
of the program of the physical education department. Lockers
and baths adjoin the pools.
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SOCIAL WELFARE
The people of Harrisonburg are cordial and hospitable. Many
cultured homes are open to the young women of the college. The
churches, through their Sunday schools and young peoples' societies, offer social opportunities. Wholesome development of this
side of student life is necessary and valuable and organizations
for promoting it are encouraged. There are receptions and social
evenings; entertainments, public lectures, and musicals are given
from time to time.
Four literary societies are in operation-the Alpha, the Lee,
the Lanier, and the Page-each gaining through the emphasis of
special phases of literary work the advantages of well-conducted
associations for this purpose. These programs are of a highly
interesting and helpful nature, including debates, special papers,
readings, music, and dramatic productions.
Under the direction of the music department' a glee club is
organized. This chorus, at times in cooperation with the members of the church choirs of Harrisonburg, presents public programs of high standard. Assistance is also given in the choirs
of the different churches. Public programs of song are given
at various points in the neighboring country and in the larger
cities of the State. The students in music and expression offer
public recitals from time to time.
Various other clubs, such as the Stratford Dramatic Club,
the Choral Club, the Aeolian Music Club, and the Kappa Delta
Pi Scholarship Society, provide excellent facilities for social education and the development of leadership.
The Alumna: Building provides a beautiful reception room
where students may receive their guests. In this building also
are offices for various student activities, guest rooms, and offices
for the Dean of Women and for the Alumna: Secretary.
Care is taken that all social affairs be kept within the bounds
of propriety for young women, suitable chaperonage being provided at all times. The Dean of Women exercises general supervision over all the social interests of the students and encourages
every means for wholesome enjoyment. She serves in the capacity of adviser ex-officio for all organizations on the campus.
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ENTERTAINMENTS AND EXCURSIONS
The Valley of Virginia is replete with historical interests and
natural curiosities. Etxcursions can be readily arranged to the
Grand Caverns, Luray Cave, Endless Caverns, Shenandoah Caverns, Massanutten Caverns, the battlefields made famous during
the Valley Campaign, some famous nearby resorts, and many
other points of interest.
Owing to the great agricultural wealth of this section of Virginia, the various industrial activities and the natural formations
of the surrounding country, the classes in history, agriculture
and the sciences have many opportunities for practical observation.
During the year, students hear excellent lectures, recitals and
concerts. Most of these appear in the regular school entertainment course. A number of distinguished speakers also appear
before the student body each year. This list includes lecturers,
prominent educators, ministers, social workers and State Officials.
Lectures and demonstrations are given from time to time by
members of the faculty and visitors at the student assembly or
at special gatherings. While it is believed that a sufficient number of entertainments is always given, the policy of the school is
to select a few of the very high class rather than a large number
of cheaper entertainments with less merit.
The students also give recitals, musical programs, and dramatic entertainments, the crowning event of the year being the play
presented by the gradauting class in the open-air auditorium dm ing the final week. Another event of much enjoyment is the
annual Christmas cantata given by the Choral Club with the aid
of accomplished musicians from the city.
The motion picture apparatus, the stereopticon, the projectoscope for the use of opaque material, the phonograph and other
equipment of the college are used for visual and auditory instruction in an entertaining manner. Special programs are arranged
to illustrate and impress upon the students the work of the various departments of instruction, especially in literature, geography, history, domestic science, art, industry, natural science,
public health, music, and agriculture.
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DAY-STUDENT STUDY HALL
In Harrison Hall a room is furnished for the day students
of the college. There they may study, read, meet in groups for
discussions, or spend the lunch hour socially.
TEA ROOM ON CAMPUS
The department of home economics in the college sponsors a
tea room in the basement of Harrison Hall for the purpose of
taking care of guests of the college, student activities, and lunch
hour for the faculty and day students.
PUBLICATIONS

The Virginia Teacher, a high grade professional magazine for
teachers, is published by the college each calendar month of the
year except August and September. The publication aims to present to teachers in service stimulating and helpful discussions and
suggestions concerning all grades of school work from the oneroom school to the urban high school. Especially does the magazine emphasize the problems of teaching as a profession and the
related problems concerning the professional training of teachers.
The editorials, dealing with current educational problems, news
items from the various public high schools, book reviews and
various articles contributed by teachers of this and other colleges make the magazine a very valuable aid to any public school
teacher in Virginia. In the notes of Recent School Activities and
the Alumnre News, the magazine offers an especial appeal to former students of this school.
The Announcement of the Summer Quarter is issued as a supplement to the February number of The Virginia Teacher, and
The Annual Catalog of the College appears as a supplement to
the April issue.
The students publish each June an annual, The Schoolma'am,
which contains much matter ·of interest to themselves and their
friends. The book is abundantly illustrated, and vividly reflects
the student life of the session.
The Breeze, a four-page student newspaper, is issued every
week and gives the varied activities of student life as they are
seen and related by the students.
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READING ROOM
In connection with the library a large reading room is provided for the students, whe.re they have access to all the current
literature. The subscription list of current publications includes
seventy-five of the best magazines in general literature and those
representing special departments of college work, as well as a
number of daily and weekly newspapers.
ALUMNJE ASSOCIATION
The purpose of this association is to keep the college in touch
with its graduates; to acquaint them with its work, its plans, and
its needs ; to further their interests in all possible ways ; and to
promote fellowship and association among them by providing
opportunity for annual reunions. The association is now organized on a permanent basis, and is in a flourishing condition. Some
of its activities are the observance of Alumnre Day during Commencement, the keeping of an accurate list of the names and
addresses of the graduates of the college, and the support and
direction of the Alumnre Senior Aid Fund. A special reunion
of alumnre is held, with luncheon or supper, during the annual
educational conference at Thanksgiving. At this time all former
students of the college, in both the summer session and regular
session, are invited to meet with the alumnre, and the result is a
most happy occasion.
There is maintained at the college an alumnre secretary, whose
duty it is to keep in constant touch with former students, to keep
them informed about the activities of the college, and to render
whatever help may be possible in regard to teaching positions.
The office of the secretary is in the Alumnre Hall.
A Faculty Committee on Alumnre Relations seeks ways of
keeping the college and its former students in continued touch
and of helping them in every way possible through mutual cooperation. Communications and suggestions will be gratefully
received at all times.
SUGGESTIONS TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
1. Read the catalog carefully, also all other bulletins sent
you from the college. Do not hesitate to ask questions. For all
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information, for copies of the bulletins, for application blanks,
etc., write to the President of the State Teachers College, Harrisonburg, Virginia.
2. It is always best to begin at the beginning of a quarter, and
at the opening of the first quarter, in September, as far as possible.
3. You should not come unless you intend to do thorough,
earnest and conscientious work, to be loyal to the standards of
the school, and to be subject to its regulations. You must look
upon going to college as a business and attend regularly, without
offering excuses except in cases of necessity.
4. Fill out application blank. Use the one in the back of this
catalog, or write to the president of the college for one. This
blank also contains an application for room. After filling out
the blank, mail it to the president of the college at once. If you
do not get a prompt reply, write again.
5. The school session begins Monday, September 23, 1929.
Be sure to arrive in Harrisonburg on September 23 if possible.
Students who have engaged rooms must not expect them to be
held for them later than 10 :00 p. m., Monday, September 23,
except in very special cases by previous arrangement. The first
meal served at the school will be supper, Monday, September 23.
6. A representative of the college will meet all trains arriving
on the first two days of the session and on other days by request.
A special train known as the "College Special" will be operated
from Staunton to Harrisonburg on Monday, September 23, leaving the B. & 0. station about 8 :00 p. m.
7. Students will be sent tags for use in labeling their trunks
before the opening of college. All baggage should be clearly
marked with the name of the owner and checked through to Harrisonburg, if possible. Students should retain their railroad baggage-checks and bring them to the Supply Room immediately on
arrival. This will avoid trouble and save time and money.
8. The dormitories are completely furnished, but students
may add anything they like in order to make their rooms more
attractive.
9. Be prepared to pay the college fees and one quarter's board
in advance at the time of enrollment, and also the charge for
text-books and any laboratory fees which may be due.
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10. Have your mail addressed to the State Teachers College,
Harrisonburg, Va.
11. Be present the first day of the session.
12. If you desire an education and are willing to work for
it, but are afraid that you have not sufficient means to pay your
way, write to the president and explain the situation fully. Do
not expect too much, but be assured that everything possible will
be done to help you find a way to continue your course to completion. Assistance will be rendered as far as facilities will permit in the form of student employment or in the form of a loan
from one of the several loan funds at the disposal of the college.
1'3. Before the opening of the fall quarter, a student handbook containing further suggestions will be sent to you.

I
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ADMISSION AND CLASSIFICATION

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Students are admitted to the Teachers College as regular
freshman students :
1. Upon the presentation of a certificate of graduation from
a public high school or private secondary school accredited by the
Virginia State Department of Education or, in the case of outof-state students, by the accepted accrediting agency of the state
of residence.
2. Upon satisfactory completion of college entrance examinations given either by the college, or by the Department of Public Instruction of Virginia, or by the College Entrance Examination Board. Students wishing to take entrance examinations at
the college should arrange for these examinations with the Dean
of the College several weeks before the opening of the fall term.
3. Students who hold a Virginia first grade certificate and are
twenty years of age or older will be admitted to the first year of
the two-year professional curricula for elementary teachers and
will be eligible to the elementary certificate upon the satisfactory
completion of the first year of these curricula. Such students are
not eligible to enter the more advanced courses until the college
entrance requirements have been met.
4. Experienced teachers, who cannot meet the usual entrance
requirements of the college, may be admitted to the curricula
leading to the normal professional certificate and diploma or to
the B. S. degree and collegiate professional certificate provided
such teachers first hold an elementary certificate and have completed the first year of the elementary curriculum in a standard
teachers college; secondly, provided such teachers, in completing the first year of college work, shall have secured grades upon
their work as high or higher than the median grade of the college; third, provided such teachers have taught successfully for
five years or longer; fourth, provided such teachers take an intelligence examination and rate average or better in general in
telligence.
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5. Students twenty years of age or older may be admitted
without satisfying the usual entrance requirements, but will be
given no college credit for any work completed until the entrance
requirements are met. These students must pursue their courses
diligently and must show sufficient preparation for the work they
wish to do.
No college credit will be given for any work done in high
schools or private secondary schools.
ADVANCED STANDING
For all work done in the other state teachers colleges and in
other recognized higher institutions, credit is given in such courses as are a fair equivalent of the courses in the curriculum which
is chosen. Students transferring from other institutions must
present an honorable dismissal and must satisfy the entrance requirements of this college.
Any student wishing to transfer credits from another college
should ask the registrar or dean of that college to send a full
statement of her credits to the dean of this college several weeks
in advance of the opening of the session. Former students of
this institution and other students, whose courses have been interrupted for any considerable period of time, will conform to
the requirements of the latest catalog.
REGISTRATION
Every Student upon entrance must have a schedule of courses
approved by some member of the Classification Committee. This
program cannot then be changed except by permission of the dean
of the college.
All new students entering either on the basis of high school
graduation, entrance examinations, or first grade certificate,
should present entrance credentials in the way of a diploma or
a letter from a high school principal or superintendent at the time
of entrance.
BASIS OF CREDIT
As the work of this college is organized on the four quarter
basis, the unit of credit is the quarter session hour. This is equiv-
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alent to one-third of a college session hour or two-thirds of a
semester hour. The general plan for distribution of work in order to secure one quarter session hour's credit is as follows: ( 1)
one recitation or lecture period and two periods of preparation;
(2) two laboratory periods and one period of preparation; ( 3)
three laboratory periods requiring no preparation.
Class periods are one hour in length and laboratory periods
are usually two hours in length. The number of periods of work
normally expected, outside of the classroom, may be readily determined for any course by multiplying the number of quarter
session hours' credit by three and subtracting the number of class
periods.
EXTRA STUDIES

In addition to the courses required in the several curricula, a
student who desires to do so may take individual instruction in
music or expression and other extra courses provided: ( 1) the
total number of quarter session hours is not increased by more
than three; (2) the student's health and scholarship record justify such additional courses ; and ( 3) the student secures the approval of the dean of the college for such extra studies before
placing them upon her schedule. Students are expected to make
an average nearer B than C in order to carry work giving as
much as three additional quarter session hours' credit.
In order to provide opportunities for those students who wish
instruction in instrumental and vocal music and expression, the
college has built up and equipped complete and efficient departments of music and expression. Six instructors are employed
in these departments and the courses offered are of the type
usually found in standard colleges.
These courses are separate and distinct from the professional
curricula for teachers but may be taken while professional studies
are being pursued. Credits in these subjects, totalling not more
than nine nor less than three quarter session hours, may be used
toward the completion of the elective requirements of the fouryear curricula leading to the Bachelor of Science degree.
All students are required to take English A until they attain
such a degree of proficiency as will justify excusing them from
it. The right is reserved to require any student whose penman-
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ship is very poor to take a course in penmanship until a fair
degree of proficiency is reached.
PROGRAM OF STUDENTS
The program or schedule of classes of each student at the
time of admission or the beginning of each quarter must be ap~
proved by the dean of the college or some designated committee.
No classes may then be dropped from this schedule, no additions
may be made to this schedule, and no transfers may be made to
other sections unless these changes are approved by the dean of
the college.
SELECTION OF WORK
Before being enrolled in classes, each student must consult a
member of the Classification Committee, who will make every
effort to guide her aright in the selection of her work. When it
appears advisable to any student and to the Classification Committee that such a student should transfer from one curriculum
to another, she may be allowed this privilege. Such a transfer
is usually attended with some loss of time and credit because of
the difference between the various curricula.
No student is permitted to take any class which conflicts with
the regular fixed program. It is frequently best to remove deficiencies in courses by taking summer work, and it is especially important that all such deficiencies be removed before the beginning
of the graduating year.
The college reserves the right not to organize any class, even
though announced, should there be less than five applicants for
such a course.
The right is reserved to add to, or to take from, any student's
program of work at any time during the year in case this seems
advisable to the faculty for the good of the student, even though
the course as regularly outlined may not require it.
Correspondence from prospective students relative to the
choice of studies will receive careful attention, but this matter
can usually be best settled in a personal interview after the student reaches the college.
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RECORDS OF STUDENTS
The school keeps an accurate and complete record of the work
of all students. The instructors render reports at regular intervals of the work of every student, and reports are sent to the
parents of pupils who are under age at the close of each quarter.
In the meantime, if a student is found to be falling behind in her
work, she is notified and given an opportunity to improve. To
be awarded any certificate or diploma, a student must have a
satisfactory record not only as to grades made in her studies, but
also as to faithfulness in the performance of all school duties.
All financial accounts must be settled before the award of any
diploma or certificate credit.
On quarterly reports, grades will be recorded in letters: A, B,
C, D, E, and F. In students' reports A is considered excellent;
B is considered good; C is considered fair; D, passable. A student receiving E on any study is conditioned in that study and is
allowed to take another examination or make up the work in
some other manner approved by the instructor of the course, unless such a student has conditions or failures on more than forty
per cent of her full program. In such case she may elect, upon
consultation with the dean of the college, either to lighten her
load and remove her conditioned grades as indicated above, or
she may repeat these courses in another quarter. Examinations
to remove conditions are to be taken the next quarter in residence.
F signifies failure, and the entire work of the quarter in this
study must be repeated if credit is desired. Conditions not made
up in the next quarter of residence automatically become F.
SCHOLASTIC PROBATION
Students who fail or are conditioned on fifty per cent of their
work for any quarter are placed on academic probation for the
succeeding quarter. Students on probation failing to make fifty
per cent of their work for two consecutive quarters will be dropped from the roll. Students doing hopelessly poor work at the
end of the second quarter may be asked to withdraw from the
college at that time.
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QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Students who entered in September, 1928, and all students
entering thereafter, will be required to meet not only the quantitative requirements in number of quarter session hour credits as laid
down on pages 43 to 55, but also will be required, in keeping with
the practice of most higher institutions, to meet the qualitative
requirements indicated below.
Quality points will be assigned for each grade as follows : A,
4 quality points; B, 3 quality points; C, 2 quality points; and D,
1 quality point. No quality credits will be allowed for an E
which is removed by examination or otherwise. Thus the grade
of B in a course giving 3 quarter session hour credits would give
9 quality points.
Graduates of the two-year courses will be required to make
150 quality points before graduation. However, such students
will be required to earn a minimum of quality credits before
entering the Training School for student teaching as follows : in
the fourth quarter, 90 quality points; in the fifth quarter, ll5;
and in the sixth quarter, 135.
A graduate of the four-year courses will be requited to make
325 quality credits but she must earn not less than 175 credits
in her last two years of work, that is, in the junior and senior
years. A student in these courses may not begin student teaching until she has earned 245 quality credits.
Students entering from other institutions will be allowed a
proportionate number of quality credits for the quantitative
credits which they offer.
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PROGRAM OF STUDIES

GENERAL PLAN
The curricula offered in the college have been planned after
careful study of. the conditions and needs of both the rural and
the city schools of the State. The fact that the college exists
primarily for the professional training of teachers for the public
schools of Virginia has been kept constantly in mind. It is recognized that a good teacher must have an adequate knowledge of
the special subject-matter that is to be taught and of related subjects, as well as a thorough understanding of the technique of
presentation; hence the college provides for both these phases of
teacher-training. It recognizes also its duty to train young women along vocational lines as special teachers and supervisors of
health education, home economics, and home makers, and workers
in certain domestic occupations peculiarly adapted to women:
The college trains teachers for kindergarten, primary, grammar grade, junior high school, high school, and home economics
teaching. Graduates of the college are authorized by .law to
teach in all grades of school work, both elementary and secondary, according to the curriculum completed. In accordance with
the policy of the management of the teachers colleges of Virginia,
the curricula are co-ordinate in rank with those offered at the
other teachers colleges in this State. Graduates of the college
are now successfully teaching in all grades of school work from
the kindergarten through the high school, are holding positions
as principals, special teachers, and supervisors and are giving
instruction in normal schools and colleges. Work completed at
this institution has been fully credited at other institutions of the
highest rank and students in large numbers have pursued courses
in such institutions with credit to themselves and to the college.
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A. TWO-YEAR CURRICULA
CURRICULUM I

FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY GRADE
TEACHERS
This two-year curriculum prepares teachers for the kindergarten and grades one to four in either city or rural schools. Student teaching is offered in the second year in either kindergarten
or primary grades.
The professional diploma and normal professional certificate
are awarded to graduates of this curriculum. Graduates who
wish to specialize further in elementary education may enter
Curriculum III and receive the Bachelor of Science degree in
two additional years.

FIRST YEAR
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Quarter
Hours
I II III

Clas.t
Periods
I II III
0 0 6
3 3 3
3 0 0
3 3 3
3 3 3
3 0 0
2 2 2
3 3 3

3

0

0

3
3
3
1
1

3
3
0
1
1

3
3
0
1
1

3
3

0
0

3
3

3
0

Quarter
Art 133---Industrial and Fine Arts ............
Biol. 151-152-153-Nature Science ............
Ed. 130--Introduction to Education ..........
Ed. 141-142-143-Primary Education .. . ......
Eng. 131-132-133-Freshman English .........
H. Ed. 140--School Hygiene .................
Music 131-132-133-Primary Music ..... . ....
Phys. Ed. 131-132-133-Physical Education I..
Psy. 132-133-General and Educational
Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Geog. 132-Geography for Primary Teaching .. 0

3
0

20 20 23

0

0

3

2

2

2

16 16 16

Students who are looking forward to kindergarten work are advised
to take individual instruction in piano music unless they are already proficient.
If a student completing the above program cannot remain longer in
school she may secure an Elementary Certificate.
The student's attention is called to the qualitative credit system, described on page 41, as her work in the freshman year will, under this system,
determme when she may undertake student teaching.
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CURRICULUM I
SECOND YEAR
Quarter
Hours
I II III

Class
P eriods
Quarter I II III
Ed. 242-243-History and Principles of
Education
0 3 3
Ed. 250-Edu~ti~~;i T ~~t·s· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3 0 0
Phys. Ed. 251-252-253---Physical Education
Practice .... .. ... . ... . . . ..... . . . ...... .. .. 2 2 2
Soc. Sci. 231-232-233---American History and
Government ...... ..... .. ··· ····· · · ··· · .. . 3 3 3
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

3
0

3
0

3

3

3

0
3
1

8

8

8

7

7

7

And one of the following groups:
Group I:
Art 230-Art Appreciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Ed. 230-Supervised Student Teaching ........ 16
Ed. 240-Teaching Conferences .. .. .... ... .. . 2
Eng. 230-Reading and Voice Training . . . . . . . 0
Eng. 232-233-Introduction to Literature ... . .. 0
Music 230-Music Appreciation ......... .... . 0
Phys. Ed. 230-Methods and Practice .... .. ... 0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
3
3
3

0
8
1
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

0
0
0
3
3
3

Group JI:
Art 230-Art Appreciation ....... . ...... . ....
Ed. 230-Supervised Student Teaching . . .. . ...
Ed. 240-Teaching Conferences ... . ..........
Eng. 230-Reading and Voice Training .......
Eng. 231-233-Introduction to Literature . .. .. .
Music 230-Music Appreciation ........ . .. . ..
Phys. Ed. 230-Methods and Practice .. .. . ...

Group III:
Art 230-Art Appreciation .. ...... . . . . . . . ....
Ed. 230-Supervised Student Teaching .... . . ..
Ed. 240-Teaching Conferences . . . . .. . .... .. .
Eng. 230-Reading and Voice Training . . . . . . .
Eng. 231-232-lntroduction to Literature ... . . .
Music 230-Music Appreciation .......... .. ..
Phys. Ed. 230-Methods and Practice

0

26 17 17

16 16 16

0 0
0 16
0 2
0 0
3 0
3 0
3 0

0
0
0
0
3
3
3

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

0
8
1
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

17 26 17

16 16 16

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

0 0
0 16
0 2
0 0
3 0
3 0
3 0

17 17 26

0
0
0
0
3
3
3

0
8
1
0
0
0
0

16 16 16

The division into three groups is necessary on account of the supervised student teaching, one group having this each quarter. It will be noted
that the three groups cover exactly the same work except in literature.
Leads to: The Diploma of this school and a Normal Professional Certificate issued by the State Board of Education.
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CURRICULUM II
FOR GRAMMAR GRADE TEACHERS
This two-year curriculum gives particular attention to the
needs of those who wish to teach in elementary grades four to
eight, in county and city systems. Advanced work in the various
school branches is included and is taught from the standpoint
of application in teaching rather than merely for its own acquisition.
The graduate of this curriculum receives from the college the
professional diploma and the normal professional certificate. The
gra,.duate of Curriculum II may also enter Curriculum III and
receive the Bachelor of Science degree in two additional years.
FIRST YEAR
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Class
Periods
Quarter I II III

Art. 141-Fine and Industrial Arts ...........
Ed. 130-Introduction to Education ..... . ....
Ed. !SO-Teaching and Management . . . . . . ....
Eng. 131-132-Freshman English . . . .. ... . ....
Eng. 143-Child Literature . . .................
H. Ed. 140-School Hygiene ............ .. ...
Math. 140-Arithmetic for Grammar Grades ..
Music 142-143-Music for Grammar Grades . .
Phys. Ed. 131-132-133-Physical Education I ..
P . S. 151-152-153-Elementary Science .......
Psy. 132-133-General and Educational
Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geog. 133-Geog. for Grammar Grade
Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Soc. Sci. 140-Modern European History .....

Quarter
Hours
I II III
3 0 0
3 0 0
0 0 3

6
3
0
3
0
0
3
0
3
3

0
0
0
3
0
3
0
2
3
3

0
0
3
0
3
0
0
2
3
3

0
0
3

0
3
0

3
0
0

0
1
2

1
1
2

1
1
2

0

3

3

0

3

3

0
0

0
3

3
0

0
0

0
3

3
0

21 20 20

3

3

0

15 16 16

If a student completing the above program cannot remain longer in
school she may secure an Elementary Certificate.
The student's attention is called to the qualitative credit system, described on page 41, as her work in the freshman year will, under this system,
determine when she may undertake student teaching.
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CURRICULUM II
SECOND YEAR

1I

I

PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Quarter
Hours
I II Ill

Class
Periods
Quarter I II Ill

Ed. 242-243-History and Principles of
Education ................................
Ed. 250-Educational Tests ..................
Phys. Ed. 251-252-253-Physical Education
Practice ........... ... .. .................
Soc. Sci. 231-232-233-American History and
Government .... .... ... ...................

0
3

3
0

3
0

0
3

3
0

3
0

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

8

8

8

7

7

7

Art 230-Art Appreciation ................... 0
Ed. 230-Supervised Student Teaching ........ 16
Ed. 240-Teaching Conferences ... . .......... 2
Eng. 230-Reading and Voice Training . . . . . . . . 0
Eng. 232-233-Introduction to Literature ...... 0
Music 230-Music Appreciation .......... , ... 0
Phys. Ed. 230-Methods and Practice ......... 0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
3
3
3

0
8
1
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
3
3
3

And one of the following groups:

Group I:

26 17 17

16 16 16

Group II:
Art 230-Appreciation .......................
Ed. 230-Supervised Student Teaching , .......
Ed. 240-Teaching Conferences ......... .... .
Eng. 231-233-Introduction to Literature ......
Eng. 230-Reading and Voice Training . . . . . . .
Music 230-Music Appreciation ..............
Phys. Ed. 230-Methods and Practice ........

0 0
0 16
0 2
3 0
0 0
3 0
3 0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

0
0
0
3
0
3
3

0
8
1
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

17 26 17

16 16 16

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

3
0
0
3
3
0
0

Group Ill:
Art 230-Art Appreciation ...................
Ed. 230-Supervised Student Teaching ........
Ed. 240-Teaching Conferences ..............
Eng. 230-Reading and Voice Training . . . . . . .
Eng. 231-232-Introduction to Literature ......
Music 230-Music Appreciation ..............
Phys. Ed. 230-Methods and Practice .........

0 0
0 16
0 2
0 0
3 0
3 0
3 0

17 17 26

0
0
0
0
3
3
3

0
8
1
0
0
0
0

16 16 16

The division into three grOl!PS is necessary on account of the supervised student teaching, one group having this each quarter. It will be noted
that the three groups cover exactly the same work except in literature.
Leads to: The Diploma of this school and a Normal Professional Certificate issued by the State Board of Education.
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B. FOUR-YEAR CURRICULA
CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE DEGREE
All candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree must complete in the four years of the course the following:

I. Constants:
Quarter session hours
a. English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
b. Education and supervised teaching .... 33
(Must include 9 quarter hours in supervised teaching and 9 quarter hours in
psychology and principles of education.)
c. Social science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
d. Biology, chemistry, or physics . . . . . . . . 9
e. Health and physical education . . . . . . . . 9
( 3 in school hygiene and 6 in physical education).
II. Majors and Minors: Each candidate for a degree selects
during her sophomore year one major and two minor subjects of study. The major may be selected from the fields
of English, social science, physical science, French, Latin,
mathematics, and health and physical education.
When French, Latin, or mathematics is the major selected, the
number of quarter session hours required for the major is 27.
When the major is English, social science, health education, or
physical science the number of hours required is 36. Students
majoring in science will meet the state requirements for the special certificate in science. Minors may be selected from the same
subject groups, 18 hours being required for a minor in Latin,
French, or mathematics, and 27· hours in English, social science,
physical science, or health and physical educ~tion.
Candidates for a degree in Curriculum III may take a major
(36 hours) or a minor (27 hours) in elementary education or in
arts studies.
In selecting majors for Curricula III and IV a student should
have had at least 2 high school units in Latin, 2 in French, 3 in
mathematics including 1 unit in plane geometry, 2 in history, 2
in physical science, and 4 in English in order to elect respectively
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these subjects as majors, although general admission to all is
based on graduation from an accredited high school or its equivalent.
Students who have completed the two-year curricula previously offered in this college and the other teachers colleges of
the State will be admitted to the third year of the corresponding
curriculum and will not be required to repeat supervised teaching
in the fourth year. However, in case one's interests have changed
markedly and provision can be made, some additional student
teaching may be provided on request.
III. Electives: In addition to the constants and majors and
minors, which are not exclusive, each applicant, with the
approval of the Dean or Classification Committee, must
elect such additional subjects as will bring the total credit
hours to 192. Students entering after September 24, 1928,
will be required to make 325 qualitative credits before
graduation (see page 41).

CURRICULUM III
FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AND SUPERVISORS
Graduates of Curriculum I and Curriculum II who wish to
take advanced training may enter Curriculum III and receive two
additional years of college work leading to the Bachelor of Science degree. Those who have finished the two-year elementary
curriculum at this college or other teachers colleges of Virginia
in past years are eligible to enter the third year of Curriculum
III. However, a total of 192 quarter hours will be required for
graduation. Students entering as Freshmen on or after September 24, 1928, will be required also to make 325 qualitative credits
before graduation ( see page 41).
This curriculum leads not only to the Bachelor of Science degree but also to the Collegiate Professional Certificate, the highest certificate granted by the Virginia State Board of Education.
Responsible positions in elementary teaching, the supervision of
elementary instruction, and the administration of schools are open
to those who complete this curriculum.
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FIRST YEAR
Identical with the first year of Curriculum I or the first year
of Curriculum II.

SECOND YEAR
Identical with the second year of Curriculum I or the second
year of Curriculum II. The second year's work should be in the
same course as the first year's work. In case a student definitely
plans to stay four years she should postpone her supervised teaching until the fourth year.

THIRD YEAR
Quarter Session
Hours
Quarter I II III
Psy. 330-340-353-Experimental Psychology; Child Psychology; Mental Hygienel ...... .. .. . .. . ... .. ...... . ... . . 3 3 3
Free Electives .. .... .... .. .. . .. . ...... . . . .... . ..... . . . .. .. .
Restricted Electives (Arts,2 Science, or History) . .. .. . ..... .
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Total

16 16 16

FOURTH YEAR
Ed. 441-442-443-Organizing Materials; Experimental Studies
in the Elementary Curriculum ; Supervision3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 3
Eng. 430-Advanced Composition4 . . . . ..... . ..... .. . ....... .. 3 or 3 or 3
Free Electives .. . . . ..... . . .... . . ... . ......... . . . .. . ...... . .
Restricted Electives (Arts,2 Science, or History) . .. ... . .. . . .
Total

16 16 16

lStudent will choose two out of three, including Psy. 330.
2Including fine and industrial arts, health education, home economics
and music.
3Two out of three, including Education 441. If supervised teaching
is postponed to the fourth year, the student will elect Education 430
(9 hours) .
4May be taken in any quarter.
required of all graduates.

Twenty-seven hours in English are

so
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CURRICULUM IV
FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

1,
Ii
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11

I
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!
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The work of training high school teachers is no longer assigned by the Board of the Virginia Teachers Colleges to one college
only, but each of the four state teachers colleges is permitted to
give a four-year course for the preparation of high school teachers in the usual high school subjects of study. Four years of
college work is becoming the standard requirement for high school
teachers. The great advantage which the teachers college offers
the prospective high school teacher is that, in addition to the usual
college training in subject-matter, thorough training may be had
in methods of teaching, curriculum-making, school supervision
and administration, principles of secondary education, and educational psychology, as well as in supervised teaching under public school conditions.
Students who have finished the two-year course for high
school teachers in this college or any one of the other state teachers colleges in past years may enter the third year of Curriculum
IV. A total of 192 quarter hours is required for graduation,
together with 325 quality credits for students entering in September, 1928, or thereafter.
This course leads to the Bachelor of Science degree and the
Collegiate Professional Certificate which entitles the holder to
teach in either the high school or elementary grades.
There is real necessity of careful thought being given, and
advice being secured, in determining one's major and minors as
the tendency is that altogether too many teachers are frequently
found to be prepared to teach certain subjects and too few to
teach other subjects.

.....,..

-- ~
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FIRST YEAR
Quarter
Hours
I II Ill
3 0 0
3 3 3
0 0 3
1 1 1

Class
Periods
I II III
3 0 0
3 3 3
0 0 3
3 3 3

PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Quarter
Ed. 130-Introduction to Education . . . . .......
Eng. 131-132-133-Freshman English .........
H. Ed. 140-School Hygiene .............. ...
Phys. Ed. 131-132-133-Physical Education I .
Geog. 131-Geography for High School
Teaching ........................... . .... . 0
Soc. Sci. 141-142-143-History of the Western
World . .. ... . ...... ... ... . .. . ............ 3
Total

3

0

0

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

12 12 12

10 10 10

One subject in each of the two groups below must be taken:

Group A:1
Biol. 131-132-133-General Biology I ..........
Chem. 131-132-133-General Chemistry ........
Group B:Z
French 131-132-133-Beginners' French
French 141-142-143-French I ... . .......... . .
Latin 121-122-123-Latin A3 ...... . ... . .......
Latin 131-132-133-Lain I ....................
Math. 131-132-133-Mathematics 14 ...........
Total

5
5

5
5

5
5

3
3

3
3

3
3

5

5

5

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

20 20 20

16 16 16

!Students who anticipate majoring in physical education will elect Biology 131-132-133.
2Students who offer no foreign language in high school units will be
required to take two years in college, and should take Beginners' French,
French 131-132-133. This course may be elected for credit only by those
offering no high school French and should be elected in the freshman
year.
3Latin 121-122-123 is offered for students who bring only two years'
credit in high school Latin. Students expecting to elect Latin 121-122-123
should take this course in the freshman year.
4Students offering no credit in plane geometry may not elect mathematics.
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CURRICULUM IV
FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS
SECOND YEIAR
Class
Periods
I II III
0 0 3
3 3 3
2 2 2

PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Quarter
Ed. 250--Educational Tests . ... ...... . .. .. ...
Eng. 231-232-233-Introduction to .Literature ..
Phys. Ed. 231-232-233-Physical Education Ill
Psy. 231-232-General and Educational Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Soc. Sci. 261-262-263-American History .. .... 3
Total

3
3

0
3

12 12 12

Quarter
Hours
I II Ill
0 0 3
3 3 3
1

1

1

3
3

3
3

3

0

10 10 10

The following pairs of subjects represent satisfactory combinations of
electives.2
Group A:
Biol. 131-132-133-General Biology I . .. ...... 5
Math. 231-232-233-Analytic Geometry ........ 3
Group B:
Chem. 131-132-133-General Chemistry ........ 5
Math. 231-232-233-Analytic Geometry ........ 3
Group C:
Latin 131-132-133-Latin I .. ·· ··· · · . .. .. ..... 3
French 231-232-233-French II ............. .. . 3
Group D:
French 141-142-143-French I ................ 3
Latin 231-232-233-Latin II ................ .. 3
Group E:
Phys. Ed. 261-262-263-Advanced Practice .... 5
Chem. 131-132-133-General Chemistry .. . .. . . 5
Group F:
Math. 131-132-133-Mathematics I ... ... ...... 3
P. S. 231-232-233-General Physics ........... 5

5
3

5
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

5
3

5
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

5
5

5
5

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
5

3
5

3
3

3
3

3
3

16 16 16
lStudents electing Phys. Ed. 261-262-263 will not take Phys. Ed. 231232-233, but will be required to take Phys. Ed. 230.
2The student is expected to choose a major and two minors during
the sophomore year. Some other choices than those listed in Groups A-F
may be made but the student needs to bear in mind her future teaching
situation. The State Board of Education suggests the following combinations of subjects for high school teachers:
English and Foreign Language
Mathematics and Science
Physical Education with Science or Mathematics
Social Science, with one of the following: English, Foreign Language,
Mathematics, or Science.
Students who want to major in science will need to elect two sciences
this year.

l!!!!!l!!!IIL-- -
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CURRICULUM IV
FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS
THIRD YEAR
Class
Periods
Quarter I II III
Ed. 331-332-333-History and Principles of Secondary Education; Technique of Instruction; Organization of Material . ... . . ... ... 3 3 3
Major . ............. .. . ... . .. ....... . . . .. . . .
Minors ... ... . . . ... ...... ........ . . . ... . ... .
Electivesl . ... . .. . ... .. ... . . ... ... . ......... .
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Total

Quarter
H ours
I II Ill
3
3
6
4

3
3
6
4

3
3
6
4

16 16 16

FOURTH YEAR
Ed. 430-440-Supervised T eaching and Conferences . .......... . . . ..... . . . . . .. . . . ... .
Eng. 430-Advanced Composition2 .. . .... .. . .
Major .. . .... . .. ... . . ... . . . . . . ... ......... . .
Minors and Electivesl . . ... .. .. . .. .. ... ............ . ...... . .
Total

9 or 9
3 or 3 or 3
3 3 3

16 16 16

!Subjects particularly planned for this year are as fo llows : Bib. Lit.
331-332-333; Biol. 331-332-333; Chem. 351-352-353; Eng. 330, 333, 340,
341, 342, 352-353, 362; F . A. 331, 332, 333; French 331-332-333; Greek 251252-253, 361-362-363; H. Ed. 340; Latin 431-432-433; Phys. Ed. 431-432-433;
Psy. 330, 340, 353; P . S. 331; S. S. 261-262-263; 351-352-353, 360, 380, 390;
Math. 431-432-433; Music 331; P. S. 231-232-233; 361-362-363. Juniors,
however, are eligible to courses numbered 200 to 299 which are prerequisites to the above list and have not already been taken. Those who have
not had American History in college, and particularly those who want
to make social science a major or a minor will do well to elect S. S.
261-262-263.
2May be taken any quarter. Twenty-seven credits in English are required for graduation.
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CURRICULUM V
FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS AND
SPECIALISTS
This curriculum is a four-year technical curriculum intended
primarily for the training of teachers and supervisors in the
special subjects relating to the home. Students wishing to prepare themselves to teach home economics in the larger high
schools, and those who are looking forward to positions of more
than ordinary responsibility, such as supervisor, county home
demonstration agent, dietitian, institutional manager, etc., should
elect this curriculum.
This college has been selected by the Virginia State Board of
Education and the Federal Board for Vocational Education to
train home economics teachers. The department is partially supported by Smith-Hughes funds and is required to meet the standards set up by both the State and the Federal authorities. The
department is equipped with excellent laboratories and both urban
and rural training schools.
The graduate of this course receives the Bachelor of Science
degree and the Collegiate Professional Certificate. Only graduates of four-year curricula are eligible for positions supported
in part with Federal funds.
FIRST YEAR
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Quarter
Art 131-Design ....•........................
Biol. 141-142-143-General Biology II .......
Chem. 131-132-133-General Chemistry .......
Eng. 131-132-133-Freshman English .... , ....
Home Ee. 132-133-Clothing and Textiles I ..
Home Ee. 141-142-143-Foods and Cookery I .
Phys. Ed. 131-132-133-Physical Education I ..

Class
Periods
I II III
6 0 0
S 5 5
S S S
3 3 3
0 S 5
S 5 5
3 3 3

27 26 26

Quarter
Hours
I II Ill
3 0 0
3 3 3
3 3 3
3 3 3
0 3 3
3 3 3
1 1 1
16 16 16

SECOND YEAR
Ed. 130-Introduction to Education ..........
Eng. 231-232-233-Introduction to Literature ..
Home Ee. 231-232-233-Clothing and Textiles II
Home Ee. 241-242-Foods and Cookery II ....
Home Ee. 2S3-House Planning ..............
P . S. 231-232-233-General Physics ...........
Phys. Ed. 231-232-233-Physical Education II ..
Psy. 231-232-General and Educational Psychology ..................................

3
3
3
5
0
S
3

5
3

0

3

0
3
5
5
0

3

3
3
3
3
0
3
1

0
3
3
3
0
3
1

0
3
3
0
3
3
1

3

0

3

3

0
3

s

0
3

s

22 24 22

16 16 16
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CURRICULUM V
FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS AND
SPECIALISTS
THIRD YEAR
PROGRAM OF CLASSESt

Quarter I
Art 331-332-Design; Costume Design ........ 6
Chem. 351-352-Organic Chemistry ........... 5
Chem. 353--Biochemistry .................... 0
Ed. 332-Secondary Education ............... 0
H. Ed. 350--Home Nursing and Child Care .. 5
Home Ee. 333--Costume Design and Draping .. 0
Home Ee. 341-Experimental Cookery ........ 0
Home Ee. 353-Home Management ........... 0
Home Ee. 363-Curriculum Building in
Home Economics ......................... 0
Psy. 340--Child Psychology .. .. ...... . .. .... . 3
Electives3 ····································-·

Class
Periods

II Ill
6 0
5 0
0 5
3 0
0 0
0 6
6 0
0 3

0
0

3
0

19 20 17

Quarter
Hours

I
3
3
0
0
4
0
0
0

II Ill
3 0
3 0
0 3
3 0
0 0
0 3
3 0
0 3

0
3

0
0

3
0

13 12 12

FOURTH YEAR
Home Ee. 442-443--Dietetics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Home Ee. 481-Home Economics Education .. 3
Soc. Sci. 461-462-463--Economics and Sociology 3
Electives3 .........................................

4
0
3

4
0
3

0
3
3

3
0
3

3
0
3

6

7

7

6

6

6

In addition to the above, one of the following groups must be taken :2

Group A:
3

0

0

3

0
0

6
0

0
6

0
0

Eng. 430--Advanced Composition ............. 3 0 0
Home Ee. 430--Supervised Teaching and
Conferences .............................. 0 10 0
Home Ee. 440--Practice House ............... 0 0 18

3

0

0

0
0

6
0

0
6

0

0

3

0

0 10
0 0

0
6

0
0

0

Eng. 430--Advanced Composition ............. 0 0
Home Ee. 430--Supervised Teaching and
Conferences ........... .. ... . .......... ... 10 0
Home Ee. 440--Practice House ............... 0 18

Group B:

Group C:

Eng. 430--Advanced Composition
0
Home Ee. 430--Supervised Teachi~g -~~d · · · · · ·
Conferences .............................. 0
Home Ee. 440--Practice House .............. 18

3

6

lln the junior year, section I will take Psy. 340 the 1st quarter, H . E.
341 the 2d quarter, and H. E. 333, the 3d quarter. Section II will take
H. E. 341 the 1st, H .. E. 333 the 2d, and Psy. 340 the 3d quarters.
2Students who wish to elect Institutional Management (Home Economics 452-453) should take Group C.
3Students will elect sufficient work to bring the total of credits for
the four years to 192, an average of 16 credits per quarter.

-----
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DIPLOMAS, DEGREES, AND CERTIFICATES
DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES

,

,' 11

i

I

I

I

I '
I

Professional Diploma: Granted upon the completion of Curriculum I or Curriculum II. To the student obtaining this
diploma the State Board of Education grants a Normal Professional Certificate, which is practically a life certificate, being valid
for ten years and renewable for like periods. This certificate entitles the holder to teach any grade in elementary schools.
Bachelor of Science Degree: Granted upon the completion
of the fourth year of Curriculum III for specialists in elementary
education, Curriculum IV for high school or junior high school
teachers, or Curriculum V for home ecomics specialists. To
the student obtaining this diploma and degree the State Board of
Education grants a Collegiate Professional Certificate, which is
the highest form of certificate issued and recognized by the State
of Virginia. It is practically a life certificate, being valid for ten
years and renewable for like periods. This certificate permits
the holder to teach in any year of any high school and in any elementary grade.
CERTIFICATES FOR PARTIAL CURRICULA
In case a student cannot complete a full curriculum leading
to the diploma of the school and the professional certificate, the
State Board of Education will give certificates for the completion of certain parts of these curricula. In addition, the college
grants full credit so that the student may, on returning, continue
toward the completion of her work without loss of credit.
The college encourages students not to be satisfied with these
lower grades of certificates, and strongly urges them to plan, if
possible, to remain and complete the curriculum. It is seldom
found that financial difficulties are in the way alone, as the school
makes every effort to assist where aid is needed.
It should be noted that the regulations of the State Board of
Bducation do not permit a State Teacher's certificate to be issued
to an applicant under eighteen years of age, although a student
under eighteen may receive full credit for work done.

!

I
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1. Elementary Certificate: Granted upon the completion of
the first year of either Curriculum I or Curriculum II as outlined
in this catalog.
The certificate granted by the State Board of
Education for the fulfillment of this requirement entitles the
holder to teach only in the elementary schools and is valid for
six years and is renewable for like periods.
2. Special Certificates: Granted to students who are pursuing
Curriculum IV for teaching in high schools and who find it necessary to drop out before its completion. Such students may
receive a speciai certificate to teach those subjects in which they
are specializing, providing they meet the requirements of the State
Board of Education for these certificates. In the main, the
special certificate will require two years or more of college work
in the subject or subjects in which the student is specializing.
On and after September, 1929, teachers entering the profession
will be required to hold either the collegiate or collegiate professional certificate if they desire to teach in the accredited high
schools of the state.
TIME REQUIREMENTS
The time required to complete any curriculum is shown by the
outlines of ·courses, pages 43 to 55. Except under unusual circumstances, two full years of work are required for the professional diploma and four years of work for the Bachelor of
Science degree. Fifty per cent of the credits for a professional
diploma should be obtained by residence work in this college.
The same general rule will hold for candidates for the Bachelor
of Science degree, except that, in the discretion of the Classification Committee, as much as, but not more than, three years of
credit may be accepted from other institutions provided the student brings a satisfactory record of previous work and provided
she be a resident in this institution during the quarter in which
she receives her degree or diploma.
A student who, for any acceptable reason, is absent from a
class, not to exceed one-fifth of the time during a quarter, will
be required to do such extra work as the faculty may assign in
each case. This may necessitate a longer period of attendance to
complete her work. The summer quarter is especially advantageous for this purpose.

I.
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PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES
The college aims to be of service in bringing students who
are being trained for positions as teachers to the attention of
educational authorities who are seeking such aid. Great care is
taken to recommend for any position only such as are considered
entirely competent and well suited for the particular work. The
services of the college rendered in this way are offered entirely
free of charge to all parties concerned.
Graduates in the field may oftentimes secure help in their
efforts to win promotion, or secure work for which they are better
fitted by getting in touch with this committee.
Division superintendents, school boards, and others desiring
competent teachers, are urged to write to the Placement Committee, giving information about the positions to be filled. Correspondence is invited at all times concerning the work of persons who are in attendance at the college.
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DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTION

I.

BIBLICAL LITERATURE
MR. VARNER

Brn.

LIT.

331.

HEBREW HISTORY AND LITERATURE.-lst

3 periods a week; 3 credits.

quarter;

MR. VARNER

The purpose of this course is to give the student a comprehensive
survey of Hebrew civilization. A study is made of the economic, political,
social, and religious development of the Hebrew people. The Old Testament is studied as to origin, content, form, authorship, and literary significance.

BIB. LIT. 332.

NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY AND LITERATURE.-

. 2d quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

MR. VARNER

This course aims to give the student a general perspective of the New
Testament; each book is studied from the standpoint of authorship, purpose, content and historical setting. Special attention is given to the life,
personality, and teachings of Jesus and Paul.

Brn.

LIT.

333.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.-Jd

week; 3 credits.

quarter; 3 periods a
MR. VARNER

This course is designed to familiarize the student with the modern
movement in religious education. The aims, theories, organization, and
methods of religious education are studied and evaluated in the light of
modern educational theory and practice.

II.

BIOLOGY

MR. CHAPPELEAR, MR. HANSON, AND MISS WITTLINGER

131-132-133. GENERAL BIOLOGY I.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter. MR. CHAPPELEAR

BIOL.

This course is adapted to meet the needs of teachers of biology in the
high school. The first quarter is given to the study of the botany of the
seed plants; the second quarter, to human physiology; and the third quarter, to the zoology of the vertebrates. Laboratory fee: $1.00 a quarter.

141-142-143. GENERAL BIOLOGY II.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter. MISS WITTLINGER

BIOL.

This course is intended to furnish the necessary information from the
field of biology that is needed by students in home economics. The division of the work is as follows: first quarter human physiology; second
quarter, bacteriology; third quarter, zoology. Laboratory fee : $1.00 a
quarter.
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151-152-153. NATURE ScIENCE.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters;
3 periods a week; 2 credits a quarter.

BIOL.

MISS WITTLINGER AND MR. HANSON

The subject matter of this course is adapted to the needs of teachers
of nature study in the kindergarten and primary grades. During the first
quarter the principal topics are flowering plants, including trees and spore
bearing plants. In the second quarter the entire time is devoted to physical nature study and special attention is given to stars, planets, soil, rocks,
fire, air, water, weather, and toy-making. The work of the third quarter
is concerned with zoological nature science and includes such topics as
birds, insects, frogs, reptiles, and water animals. Laboratory fee: $1.00
a quarter.

331-332-333. ADVANCED BIOLOGY.-1st quarter, 5 periods
a week; 2d quarter, 3 periods a week; 3d quarter, 5 periods a
week; 3 credits a quarter.

BIOL.

MR. CHAPPELEAR AND MISS WITTLINGER

This course is organized for teachers of biology in the high school.
The first quarter is given to the study of invertebrate zoology. The work
of the second quarter is with heredity and eugenics. In the third quarter
non-seed-bearing plants are studied. Laboratory fee for first and third
quarters : $1.00 a quarter.

431.
credits.

BIOL.

FIELD

ZooLOGY.-1st quarter; 5 periods a week; 3
MISS WITTLINGER

This course and the remaining two members of the sequence, Biology
432 and 433, presuppose Biology 151-152-153 or Biology 131-132-133, or
the equivalent. In this quarter attention is given to a wide range of animal life in their natural habitat. Laboratory fee : $1.00.

432. TEACHING BIOLOGY.-2d quarter; 3 periods a week;
3 credits.
MR. CHAPPELEAR

BIOL.

In this course a study is made of the problems that confront the
teacher of biology, such as, laboratory technique, curriculum, preparation
of material, and so forth. Laboratory fee: $1.00.

433.
credits.

BIOL.

FIELD

BoTANY.-3d quarter; 5 periods a week; 3
MR. CHAPPELEAR

This quarter's work comprises a study of plants in the field and forest
with systematic classification one of the principal aims. Laboratory fee:
$1.00.
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CHEMISTRY
MR. MABEE

NOTE :-Students interested in the teaching of high school science, and
home economics students, should observe that they may elect one of two
sequences during the junior or senior year. Sequence I consists of P . S.
331, Biol. 432 or Chem. 332, and Chem. 333. Sequence II consists of
Chem. 431, Chem. 432, Chem. 433. That sequence will be given for which
there is the greater demand.

131-132-133. GENERAL CHEMISTRY.-lst, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 5 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter. MR. MABEE

CHEM.

This course covers the subject of general chemistry: sections will be
arranged on the basis of high school preparation. Laboratory fee: $2.00
a quarter; contingent deposit: $2.00 for the session.

332. THE HISTORY
a week; 3 credits.

CHEM.

OF

ScIENCE.-2d quarter; 3 periods
MR. MABEE

The story of the development of science, with particular effort to
bring about an appreciation of the significant work of the more eminent
scientists and the important place of science in modern life, is the point
of special emphasis in this quarter's work. It will meet the needs of
students who have had only a limited formal training in the sciences, as
well as furnish a needed background for those specializing in science.

333. TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL
3 periods a week; 3 credits.

CHEM.

CHEMISTRY.-3d

quarter;

MR. MABEE

This course deals with the selection and organization of subject matter, demonstrations, laboratory work, equipment, textbooks, state requirements, observation, and discussion of library reading. Students electing
this course should have had general chemistry in college. The course is
designed for teachers of high school chemistry and presupposes Chem.
131-132-133 or the equivalent.

351-352. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.-lst and 2d quarters; 5
periods a week; 3 periods a quarter.
MR. MABEE

CHEM.

This is a required course for home economics students and is an
elective for students in other courses. The class work deals with the
theory, class reactions and syntheses, while the laboratory work includes
the preparation and properties of representative organic compounds. A
year's work in general chemistry is a prerequisite. Laboratory fee: $3.00 a
quarter; contingent deposit: $2.00 for the course.

353.
credits.

CHEM.

BrocHEMISTRY.-3d

quarter; 5 periods a week; 3
MR. MABEE

This is a laboratory and lecture course in chemical physiology, intended to accompany the course in dietetics· it has as a prerequisite, Chem.
351-352. It is required of home econo~ics students and constitutes an
elective for other students of organic chemistry. Laboratory fee: $3.00
for the quarter; contingent deposit: $2.00 for the quarter, if this has not
been previously paid in Chem. 351-352.
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431. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.-lst quarter; 5 periods a
week; 3 credits.
MR. MABEE

CHEM.

The systematic analysis of inorganic acids and bases forms the basis
of this course. It is open to students who have had at least one year's
work in general chemistry. Laboratory fee : $2.00 a quarter; contingent
deposit: $2.00 for the quarter.

432-433. QUANTITATIVE
5 periods a week; 3 credits.

CHEM.

ANALYSis.-2d

and 3d quarters;
MR. MABEE

This is an elective course in general quantitative analysis for home
economics students and those students specializing in science. The third
quarter will be devoted to food analysis. Laboratory fee: $3.00 a quarter; contingent deposit: $2.00 for the course, unless previously paid in
Chemistry 431.
IV.

EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

MR. GIFFORD, MISS ANTHONY, MISS GOODLETT, MISS LANIER, MISS
SEEGER, MR. SHORTS, MR. VARNER, AND SUPERVISORS

A.
ED.

130.

EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION TO

EDUCATION.-lst quarter; 3 periods

a week; 3 credits.
MR. GIFFORD, MISS GOODLETT, MISS LANIER, MR. SHORTS, AND
MR. VARNER

The aim is to give the student a preliminary survey of education and
the work of the teacher. The problems discussed are: meaning and aims
of education, sources of subject matter, school support and control, preparation and personality of the teacher, and professional ethics.
I;
ED.

141-142-143. PRIMARY EDUCATION.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MISS SEEGER

The first quarter stresses children's literature; the second, reading and
language; the third, arithmetic, handwriting, and children's activities from
the kindergarten through the third grade. Observations in the Training
S r.hool are a required part of the course.
ED.

TEACHING AND MANAGEMENT.-lst and 3d quarters; 3
periods a week; 3 credits.

150.

MISS GOODLETT, MISS LANIER, AND MR. VARNER

This course aims to give specific preparation for the supervised teaching in the second year. Some of the major topics are: organization of
materials for teaching, teaching through activities, the test-study-test plan,
major types of teaching and learning, and the problems and opportunities
in school management. Observations in the Training School are a required
part of the course.
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ED. 230. SUPERVISED TEACHING AND MANAGEMENT.-lst, 2d, or
3d quarter; periods as indicated in the course schedules; 8
credits.
MISS ANTHONY, MISS GOODLETT, AND SUPERVISORS

Students in this course are assigned to work under the direction of
the Training School supervisors. 'l hey have experience in organization
of materials for teaching and in all classroom activities, including recreation, supervision of study, and management. Supervised teaching is done
under real public school conditions.
ED.

240. TEACHING CoNFERENCES.-lst, 2d, or 3d quarter; 2
periods a week; 1 credit.
MISS ANTHONY, MISS GOODLETT, AND SUPERVISORS

Once a week the Director of Training holds a conference with the
student teachers in each department, primary and grammar grade. A
regular weekly'·conference with her group of student teachers is held by
each supervisor; individual conferences between the student and supervisor are held as needed.
ED.

242-243. HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION.-2d and
3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS SEEGER, MISS LANIER, AND MR. VARNER

In the first quarter a survey is made of the development of the theory
and practice of modern education. In the second quarter the aim is to
make explicit the educational aims and outcomes in a modern democratic
society.
ED.

250.

EDUCATIONAL

TESTS.-lst and 3d quarters; 3 periods a

MISS LANIER, MISS SEEGER, MR. SHORTS, AND MR. VARNER

The major objective is to familiarize the student with the measurement
movement in education. Students will participate in scoring and interpreting tests in connection with the annual survey in the local schools. Materials fee: $1.00.
ED.

331-332-333. SECONDARY
ters; 3 credits a quarter.

EDUCATION.-lst,

2d, and 3d quar-

MR. GIFFORD AND MR. SHORTS

The work of this course is divided as follows: first quarter, the study
of the history and principles of secondary education; second quarter, the
study of problems of teaching and management; third quarter, organization of materials in high school subjects. Materials fee: 50 cents each
for the 2d and ~he 3d quarters.
ED.

430. SUPERVISED TEACHING AND MANAGEMENT.-lst, 2d,
and 3d quarters; periods a week as indicated in the course.
MISS ANTHONY, MISS GOODLETT, AND SUPERVISORS

This course resembles closely Education 230, but is intended for those
completing the fourth year of Curricula III and IV who have not had
supervised teaching earlier in their courses.

~-----
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ED.

TEACHING CoNFERENCEs.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters;
periods a week as indicated in the course schedules; 3 credits; 9 credits.

440.

MISS ANTHONY, MISS GOODLETT, AND SUPERVISORS

The procedure in this course is identical with that in Education 240.
ED.

441.

ORGANIZING MATERIALS FOR

TEACHING.-lst quarter;

3 periods a week; 3 credits.

MISS ANTHONY

This course offers laboratory work in the selection and organization of
materials, with an analysis of the various schemes for organization now
being experimented upon. Observations in the Training School are an
integral part of the work. Materials fee: SO cents.

442.

ED.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY CuR-

RICULUM.-2d

quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS ANTHONY AND MISS GOODLETT

This is a critical survey of materials and procedures with the emphasis
on elementary English. The student is put in touch with the experimental
literature now available in the field.

443.

ED.

SUPERVISION OF lNSTRUCTION.-3d

weell; 3 credits a quarter.

quarter; 3 periods a

MISS ANTHONY AND MR. GIFFORD

The student makes a study of the theory and practice of supervision.
The Training School facilities are used in gaining supervisory experience.

452. VocATIONAL EDUCATION AND GuIDANCE.-2d quarter;
3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. GIFFORD

ED.

This is a brief intensive study of vocational education and vocational
guidance with special reference to the high school and junior high school.

B.
PsY.

PSYCHOLOGY

132. INTRODUCTION
a week; 3 credits.

TO

PsYCHOLOGY.-2d quarter; 3 periods

MISS GOODLETT, MISS LANIER, MR. SHORTS, AND MR. VARNER

This is a study of the major problems of general psychology. An
effort is made to develop the scientific point of view both in the interpretation of the student's own experience and in the study of the psychology
of school children. The principles are illustrated by observations in the
Training School.

133. PSYCHOLOGY
week; 3 credits.

PHY.

OF

LEARNING.-3d quarter; 3 periods a

MISS GOODLETT, MISS LANIER, MR. SHORTS, AND MR. VARNER

In this course a student is provided with principles and facts basic for
the motivation and directing of learning. Problems treated include types
of learning, laws of learning, individual differences, and so forth. Experimental work and observations in the Training! School supplement
classroom discussion. Materials fee: $1.00.
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231-232.

PsYcHoLoGY FOR THE HIGH ScHooL TEACHER.-

1st and 2d quarters or 2d and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week;
3 credits a quarter.
MR. GIFFORD AND MR. SHORTS
This course follows the general plan of Psy. 132-133, but is adapted to
the needs of the high school and the home economics students. Observations in the Training School are a reqitired part of the course. Materials fee for Psy. 232 : $1.00.

330. EXPERIMENTAL PsYCHOLOGY.-lst and 2d quarters; 3
periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. SHORTS

PsY.

The course offers experimentation in sense-perception in the development of muscular skills, and in various phases of the learning process,
with parallel readings in current psychological literature. Both in class
discussions and individual reports applications are made to classroom
practice. Materials fee: $1.00.

340. CHILD PsYCHOLOGY.-lst and 3d quarters; 3 periods a
week; 3 credits.
MISS SEEGER

PsY.

This is an intensive study of the psychology of the pre-school, primary,
and grammar grade child. Observations in the Training School are a necessary part of the course.

353.

PsY.

MENTAL

HYGIENE.-2d quarter; 3 periods a week; 3

credits.

MISS SEEGER

The aim is to acquaint the student with some of the causes of atypical
behavior and to suggest methods of prevention and treatment. It deals
particularly with the normal child and adult.

V.

ENGLISH

MR. LOGAN, MISS HOFFMAN, MISS HUDSON, MR. HUFFMAN,
MISS HARNSBERGER, MISS BOJE, AND MRS. MABEE

A. ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2
periods a week; no credit.

ENG.

Spelling, punctuation, dictation, and composition, designed to help students who have not had sufficient foundation work in these branches. At
the beginning of the session a rigid test in fundamentals is given to all
new students, and those who make satisfactory grades are excused.
Students will be enrolled in this class whenever in the judgment of the
English department such extra work is essential to their improvement.

131-132-133. FRESHMAN ENGLISH.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

ENG.

MR. LOGAN, MISS HOFFMAN, MR. HUFFMAN, MISS BOJE,
. AND MRS. MABEE

During the first quarter the emphasis is on such writing and speaking
habits as distinguish the literate from the illiterate person. Real mastery
is demanded. In the second quarter the work centers about the use of
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intelligence in writing and reading and encourages the student in building
up desirable reading habits. In the third quarter there is offered abundant practice in the writing of various types: essays, letters, episodes,
sketches, speeches, dialogue, verse.
ENG•.

143.

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE.-3d

week; 3 credits.

quarter; 3 periods a

MR. LOGAN AND MISS HOFFMAN

Literature which appeals to children in the intermediate grades; methods of building up a taste for good literature; relative values in oral and
silent reading.
ENG.

230.

READING AND VOICE TRAINING.-O ff ered

ter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

each quar-

MISS HUDSON

This course aims at (1) a good teaching voice, and (2) effective address, with facility and ease in oral expression. Reading aloud at sight
in a simple and appreciative manner.
ENG.

231-232--233.

INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE.-lst,

2d, and

3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. LOGAN, MISS HOFFMAN, MR. HUFFMAN, MISS BOJE,
AND MRS. MABEE

This course demands wide reading of English and American literary
masterpieces. Although undue historical emphasis is avoided, the course
offers a continuity of developing ideas as well as a variety of literary
forms.

240. COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC.-Offered each quarter;
MR. HUFFMAN
3 periods a week; 3 credits.

ENG.

Additional training in writing for students who need it.

330. SPOKEN ENGLISH.-Offered each quarter; 3 periods a
week; 3 credits.
MISS HUDSON

ENG.

Preparation of notes and papers; the nature of audiences. Talks for
public delivery before teachers' meetings, patrons' leagues, community
gatherings, round table meetings. Practical work in preparation for the
conduct of school debates, speaking contests, public programs, and the
supervision of literary societies.
ENG.

331.

SCHOOL

3 credits.

JoURNALISM.-lst quarter; 3 periods a week;
MR. LOGAN

Writing for publication; preparation of copy; special problems of
school publications.
ENG.

341-342-343.

SHAKESPEARE AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES.-

1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. HUFFMAN

A study of Shakespeare's predecessors and contemporaries and of the
Elizabethan stage in the first quarter is followed by two quarters devoted
respectively to Shakespeare's comedies and tragedies.

'l
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351-352-353. PROBLEMS IN TEACHING ENGLISH.-lst, 2d,
and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. LOGAN

ENG.

The first quarter concerns the history of language development, levels
of usage, standards of pronunciation. The second quarter deals with
problems in the teaching of composition. The third quarter considers
the teaching of literature. This course is required of all English majors.
ENG.

360.

LIBRARY METHODS.-O ff ered

each quarter; 3 periods

a week; 3 credits.

MISS HARNSBERGER

This course is planned for the teacher-librarian. It covers briefly the
State laws on library requirements for accredited schools, State aid for
school libraries, the selection and ordering of books, the classification and
cataloging of books, the organization and equipment of a classroom library
or central library, and instruction to pupils in the care of books and the
use of a library.

430. ADVANCED CoMPOSITION.-Offered each quarter; 3
periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. LOGAN AND MR. HUFFMAN

ENG.

Principles are taught in their application to the writing which each
student does.
·
ENG.

431.

AMERICAN

PoETRY.-lst quarter; 3 periods a week;

3 credits.

MISS HOFFMAN

A critical and historical study of American poetry.
ENG.

432.

THE POETRY OF ROBERT

BROWNING.-2d quarter; 3

periods a week; 3 credits.

MISS BOJE

A careful study in class of many of the important poems of Browning; also extensive readings and papers.
ENG.

433.

ROMANTIC POETS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.-

3d quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

MISS BOJE

An intensive study of the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Scott,
Byron, Shelley, and Keats.
ENG.

441.

THE

NovEL.-lst quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 cred-

its.

MR. LOGAN

A study of the development of the novel which traces its varied content and growing technique from Defoe to the moderns.
ENG.

442.

MODERN DRAMA.-2d

quarter; 3 periods a week; 3

credits.

MR. LOGAN

Dramas that have interested and influenced our generation are discussed
in the light of modern dramatic criticism. Particular attention is given
to the plays of Pinero, Shaw, Barrie, Galsworthy, Moody, O'Neill.
ENG.

443.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SHORT

ter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

STORY.-3d quarMISS HOFFMAN

Special stress on the short story as America's peculiar contribution to
literary forms.
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ENG.

452.

CHAUCER.-2d

quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. HUFFMAN

The language and poetry of Chaucer, with special attention to the
Canterbury Tales.
ENG.

453. MILTON.-3d quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. HUFFMAN

An extensive and intensive study of the poetry of Milton, with special reference to his life and to the times in which he lived.

VI. FINE AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS
MISS AIKEN AND MISS PALMER

F. A. 131.

DESIGN

I.-lst quarter; 6 periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS AIKEN AND MISS PALMER

Arrangements of line, dark and light, and color to produce fine design
in problems applicable to the home-as textiles, pottery, furniture, etc.
Fine historic examples will be studied. Materials fee: $2.00.

F. A. 133.
credits.

PRIMARY

ART.-3d quarter; 6 periods a week; 3
MISS AIKEN AND MISS PALMER

A study of the art principles and applications to problems suitable to
small children as paper cutting, clay modeling, simple construction, drawing, and painting. Reference reading assignments. Materials fee: $2.00.

F. A. 141. GRAMMAR
week; 3 credits.

GRADE

ART.-lst quarter; 6 periods a
MISS AIKEN AND MISS PALMER

Similar to 133, consists of problems suitable to older children as bookbinding, block printing, pottery, stenciling, drawing, painting, etc. Materials fee : $2.00.

F. A. 230. ART APPRECIATION.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS AIKEN AND MISS PALMER
An appreciative study of painting, architecture, sculpture, design, and
color in its historic development. It includes the art of primitives and
the ancient, medieval, and modern periods with appreciation as the aim,
based upon simple historic background. Application to the grades form
discussion and the lectures are illustrated by slides and prints. Note books
with prints and tracings are required. Materials fee: 75 cents.

F. A. 331.
its.

DESIGN

II.-lst quarter; 6 periods a week; 3 credMISS AIKEN

Similar to Design I, but more advanced. A more intensive study of
color theory and some application of design to crafts. Materials fee:
$2.00.
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332.
credits.

F. A.

CosTUME DESIGN.-2d
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quarter; 6 periods a week; 3
MISS AIKEN AND MISS PALMER

Line, dark and light, color and technique in relation to costume. Designing for individual types and various occasions. A study of historic
costume. Mediums-pencil, water color, ink, and pen. Materials fee :
$2.00.
F.

A. 333.
credits.

ART STRUCTURE.-3d

quarter; 6 periods a week; 3
MISS AIKEN

This course is intended particularly for advanced students in Curricula
III and IV. Problems best suited to the needs of the class will be selected.
Prerequisites 133 or 141, or the equivalent. Materials fee: $2.00.

VII. FRENCH
MISS CLEVELAND
FR.

131-132-133. BEGINNER'S FRENCH.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter for those offering
MISS CLEVELAND
no high-school French.

This is a rapid college course of one continuous year for beginners in
French. It is equivalent to two years of high-school work. It consists
of grammar, with composition and other written drills; simple conversation; pronunciation with the aid of phonetic symbols and of Victrola records for practice; French songs; dictation; the regular conjugations and
the most important irregular verbs; readings suited to the first two years
of study.
FR.

141-142-143. FRENCH !.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods
a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MISS CLEVELAND

Prerequisite: Two years of high-school French or one year of college
French similar to French 131-132-133.
The course consists of grammar, composition, dictation, a thorough drill
in irregular verbs, and readings from Merimee, George Sand, and other
authors of similar difficulty. Also a study of French history and geography and of the French life of today.
FR.

231-232-233. FRENCH ll.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MISS CLEVELAND

A study of the life and writings of Daudet, with readings from Maupassant and other short-story writers. Grammar, composition, dictation,
and conversation continued.
FR.

331-332-333. FRENCH III.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 perMISS CLEVELAND
iods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

Studies in the French drama: Corneille, Moliere, Racine. Instruction
largely in French. Given in alternate years with Fr. 431-432-433. (Given
in 1930-1931)
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FR.

FRENCH IV.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MISS CLEVELAND

431-432-433.

Studies in the French novel, centering in Victor Hugo.
largely in French.

Instruction

VIII. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MISS WEEMS, MRS. JOHNSTON, MISS MARBUT, MISS RATH,
AND MISS WAPLES
A. HEALTH EDUCATION

140. SCHOOL HYGIENE.-lst quarter; repeated 2d and 3d
quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS WEEMS

H. ED.

This course in school hygiene has for its aim the health of school children. Readings and lectures develop the subjects-physical defects.

340.
credits.

H. ED.

HOME NURSING.-3d

quarter; 4 periods a week; 3
MISS

w APLES

This course covers the essentials of home nursing, and physical and
mental care of children. It does not meet the requirements of the West
Law, but is open to students who have had H .. Ed. 140 or its equivalent.
H . ED.

350.

HoME NURSING AND CARE OF

CHILDREN.-lst quar-

ter; 5 periods a week; 4 credits.

MISS WAPLES

This course in the main covers practically the same ground as H. Ed.
340, but meets the requirements of the West Law and is planned as a required course in the third year of Curriculum V.

B.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

131-132-133. P,HYSICAL EDUCATION !.-1st, 2d, and
3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 1 credit a quarter.

PHYS. ED.

MISS MARBUT AND MISS RATH

This course has a double purpose: first, to introduce the student to
some of the outstanding activities in the field of physical education for
her enjoyment and the development of skills; second, to acquaint her with
the types of activities needed in the grades. Required of all freshmen. A
corrective class will be organized for those who are not physically able to
take the regular exercises.
Students majoring in physical education should as far as possible take
these related subjects: biology, organic chemistry and biochemistry, nutrition, public speaking, school music, and home nursing.
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PHYS. En.

230.

METHODS AND PRACTICE.-O

3 periods a week; 3 credits.

ff ered each quarter;

MRS. JOHNSTON AND MISS RATH

This course is designed to give the prospective teacher the principles of
selection, progression, and adaptation of materials for physical education
work to individuals and groups. Methods of presentation and actual practice in teaching the various phases of the program are provided for.
PHYS. En.

231-232-233.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR HIGH ScHooL

TEACHERS.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2 periods a week; 1
credit each quarter.
MRS. JOHNSTON
A brief study is made of the principles underlying the teaching of
physical education. Practice is given in the various activities suitable
for use in the high schools. Students electing Phys. Ed. 261-262-263 will
not take this but will be required to take Phys. Ed. 230, if they are seeking
a major or minor in Physical Education.
PHYS. En.

251-252-253.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION PRACTICE FOR

PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR GRADE STUDENTS.-lst,

2d, and 3d

quarters; 2 periods a week; 1 credit a quarter.

MISS RATH

A progression of materials such as are needed in the elementary grades
constitutes the basis of this course. The emphasis is laid upon the methods of organizing the work so that mass interest is obtained and carried
over to out-of-school activities.

261. ADVANCED PRACTICE.-lst quarter; 6 periods a
week; 3 credits. Prerequisites: Phys. Ed. 131-132-133.
A. BEGINNER'S SwIMMING.-2 periods a week; 1 credit.

PHYS. En.

This course teaches the foundations of watermanship, the back stroke,
side stroke, and elementary diving.

B.

CLOG AND CHARACTER DANCING.-2

periods a week; 1

credit.
This is a continuation of clogging given in Phys. Ed. 131-132-133 and
covers a wide variety of dances.

C.

SPORTS AND ATHLETIC AcTIVITIEs.-2

periods a week; 1

credit.
Competition and practice in technique is given in soccer, speed ball and
field ball.
PHYS. En.

262.

ADVANCED PRACTICE.-2d

quarter; 6 periods a

week; 3 credits.
A. INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING.-2

periods a week; 1 credit.

A continuation of the first quarter's work and a study of the single and
double overarm, crawl, and diving.
B. NATURAL DANCING.-2

periods a week; 1 credit.

The fundamental rhythms of natural dancing are reviewed and more
advanced dances and rhythms are ta~en up.
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C.

SPORTS AND ATHLETICS.-2

periods a week; 1 credit.

Instruction in practice· of hand ball, paddle tennis, ring tennis, indoor
baseball, and Danish gymnastics.

En. 263. ADVANCED PRACTICE.-3d quarter; 6 periods a
week; 3 credits.

PHYS.

A. ADVANCED SwIMMING.- 2

periods a week; 1 credit.

Advanced strokes, diving and life saving methods are taken up.

B.

FoLK AND NATIONAL DANCING.-2

periods a week; 1

credit.
The country dances of America and the folk and national dances of
Europe will be studied.

C.

ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS: TENNIS, ARCHERY,
GoLF.-2

periods a week; 1 credit.

Half the term is devoted to tennis, the other half divided between
archery and golf. The purpose of the latter is to teach correct use of the
course and clubs from the standpoint of the amateur.

En. 331. TECHNIQUE AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING.-lst
quarter; 6 periods a week; 3 credits. Prerequisite: Phys.
Ed. 261-262-263. (Offered in 1930-31)

PHYS.

A.

SwIMMING.-2

periods a week; 1 credit.

This is a professional course for training swimming instructors.
provided the theory and practice teaching of beginners.

B.

DANCING.-2

It

periods a week; 1 credit.

Methods of selection, presentation and teaching clog and folk dancing
material. One hour of theory, one hour devoted to advanced dances.

C.

SPORTS.-2

periods a week; 1 credit.

Methods of presenting technique, and practice in officiating, in hockey,
field ball, and tennis.

En. 332. TECHNIQUE AND THEORY OF TEACHING.-2d
quarter; 6 periods a week; 3 credits. (Offered in 1930-31.)
A. SwIMMING.-2 periods a week; 1 credit.

PHYS.

Principles of teaching advanced swimming, life saving, and diving.
One hour theory, one hour practice in teaching.

B.

DANCING.-2

periods a week; 1 credit.

Principles and problems in natural dancing. Practice in advanced
dances is given and adaptation of dances to the various grades is studied.

C.

SPORTS AND GYMNASTics.-2

'periods a week; 1 credit.

Methods of presenting technique in baseball, basketball, and Danish
gymnastics. Also practice in officiating in baseball and basketball.
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333. PLAYGROUND ORGANIZATION
3d quarter; 6 periods a week; 3 credits.

PHYS. En.

AND PAGEANTRY.MRS. JOHNSTON

Emphasis is laid here on the functions of play, organization and administration of play, and play-activities relating to the home, school, and
playground. Plans for the conduct of the playground and its construction
and equipment are considered. Scouting, its conduct and educational values, is given proper attention. Pageantry is also an important topic.
(Offered in 1930-31.)

431.

PHYS. En.

ANATOMY.-lst quarter; 3 periods a week; 3

credits.

MISS WEEMS

This course deals with the skeletal and muscular structures of the human body from the viewpoint of physical education. Some principles and
mechanisms of bodily movements are included. (Offered in 1929-30.)

432. PHYSIOLOGY
iods a week; 3 credits.

PHYS. En.

OF ExERCISE.-2d

quarter; 3 perMRS. JOHNSTON

By means of textbook, laboratory, and lectures the student will study
the general effects of exercise upon bodily functions, the effects of special
types of exercises, physical efficiency tests, and the physiology of training.
(Offered in 1929-30.)

433. INDIVIDUAL
a week; 3 credits.

PHYS. En.

GYMNASTics.-3d

quarter; 3 periods
MRS. JOHNSTON

This course presents by lectures, laboratory, and the study of textbooks, the various common deformities found in school children. The
causes of faulty posture, including lateral curvature and round shoulders,
and of weak and flat feet, will be studied and methods of correction discussed. (Offered in 1929-30.)
IX. HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
MR. WAYLAND, MR. DINGLEDINE, MR. MCILWRAITH, AND
MR. HANSON
A. GEOGRAPHY
GEOG.

131.

GEOGRAPHY FOR HIGH SCHOOL

TEACHING.-lst quar-

ter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

MR. HANSON

The principles of geography and the subject-matter of geography are
emphasized in the effort to give information basic to the understanding
of man's relation to his physical and social environment and his development therewith. The course is shaped with special reference to the
needs and problems of those students who are taking the four-year high
school course.

132. GEOGRAPHY FOR PRIMARY
quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

GEOG.

GRADE

TEACHING.-2d
MR. HANSON

The course is similar to Geog. 131, but an attempt is made to adapt
the work to the needs of primary grade teachers.
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133. GEOGRAPHY FOR GRAMMAR
quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

GEOG.

GRADE

TEACHING.-3d
MR. HANSON

The course is similar to Geog. 131, but an attempt is made to adapt
the work to the needs of grammar grade teachers.

331. GEOGRAPHY
week; 3 credits.

G EOG.

OF THE

LANDS.-lst quarter; 3 periods a
MR. HANSON

A study of the earth's surface features, from the standpoint of their
origin and modification, and their influence upon the modes of living,
industries, institutions, and distribution of peoples.

332. CLIMATE
3 credits.

G EOG.

AND

MAN.-2d quarter; 3 periods a week;
MR. HANSON

The course aims to give the student a basic understanding of all the
factors which make up the climate of any place. The chief types of
climate, their characteristics and distribution, with man's response to each
type, are studied.

333. INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY.-3d quarter; 3 periods a
week; 3 credits.
MR. HANSON

GEOG.

In this course the fundamentals of manufacture are studied. The
typical raw materials of industry from their production through their
manufacturing and marketing are considered. The raw materials include
a cereal, a fiber, a mineral, a building-material, and an animal-industry.

431. GEOGRAPHY
3 credits.

GEOG.

OF

AsIA.-lst quarter; 3 periods a week;
MR. HANSON

A study of the relationship of the economic, social, and political development of the peoples of Asia to their physical environment. Particular attention is given to the influence of the environmental factors which
may influence the development of manufacturing in Japan, China, and
India. Geographical conditions contributing to the increasing importance
of Asia as a field for American trade are emphasized. (Given in 1929-1930
if enrollment permits.)

432. GEOGRAPHY OF AFRICA AND
3 periods a week; 3 credits.

G EOG.

AusTRALIA.-2d

quarter;

MR. HANSON

Each continent is divided into natural regions or economic districts,
each of which is studied with regard to its resources, industries, and its
present development. Some emphasis will be given to the development of
colonial policy of the various nations claiming territories within these
continents and the relation of the colonies to the trade of the controlling
countries. (Given in 1929-1930 if enrollment permits.)

433. CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES.-3d quarter;
3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. HANSON

GEOG.

The exploitation of the natural resources which led to the presert movement to direct their utilization in the interests of the general good will
firllt be studied. Then the topics which will be considered will in.Jude the

i
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reclamation of overflow, swamp, and arid land, maintainancc of soil fertility, reduction of the ravages of pests, development of scientific forestry,
elimination of waste in mining and in the use of mineral fu els and metals,
and the development and utilization of waterways and water powers.
(Given in 1929-1930 if enrollment permits.)

B.

HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE

140. MoDERN EUROPEAN HISTORY.-lst quarter; repeated
2d and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

S. S.

MR. WAYLAND AND MR. DINGLEDINE

This course gives particular attention to the history of England, France,
and Germany as related to the history of the United States; the growth
of political and social reforms, territorial expansion, and the causes and
results of the recent war.

141-142-143. HISTORY oF THE WESTERN WoRLD.-lst, 2d,
and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

S. S.

MR. MCILWRAITH

This course is a general survey of history of the Western World, with
special emphasis on the history of Western Europe. The first quarter
deals with ancient history to the end of the Roman Empire; the second
quarter, from 476 A. D. to the French Revolution; the thirr. 'lUarter
surveys modern history.

231-232-233. AMERICAN HISTORY AND GovERNMENT.-lst,
2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

S. S.

MR. WAYLAND, MR. DINGLEDINE, AND MR. MCILWRAITH

In this course the work of the first quarter covers the period from
1492 to 1828; that of the second quarter deals with our national history
since 1828; and the third quarter is devoted especially to American government.

261-262-263. AMERICAN HISTORY.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter. MR. MCILWRAITH

S. S.

The first quarter covers the colonial period of American History; the
second quarter continues through the reconstruction period; and the third
quarter brings the study up to the present day.

341-342-343. RECENT EUROPEAN HISTORY.-lst, 2d, and
3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

S. S.

MR. MCILWRAITH

The nineteenth and the twentieth century in world history and the
steps leading up to the momentous events of the World War, together
with the problems arising from the war, are the central topics of this
course. This course is elective for advanced students and should be
elected as a year course. (Given in 1930-31, and thereafter in alternate
years.)
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s. s. 351-352-353.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND THE BRITISH

EM-

PIRE.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits
a quarter.
MR. DINGLEDINE
England and the development of the British Empire, with particular
attention to points of contact in the history and growth of the United
States, and the world situation at large, are the chief topics herein. This
course is elective for advanced students and should be elected as a year
course. (Given in 1929-30, and thereafter in alternate years.)

S. S. 360. AMERICAN GoVERNMENT.-2d quarter; 3 periods a
week; 3 credits.
MR. WAYLAND
This course deals in a general way with our political organization and
institutions, as illustrated in the state and the nation, and affords a practical knowledge of the functions and duties of citizenship.

s.

380. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY
quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

S.

OF VIRGINIA.-3d
MR. WAYLAND

This course makes an analysis of the recent economic, governmental,
and social tendencies in Virginia. Special attention will be paid to the
duties of a citizen in the future progress of the commonwealth.
S.

S. 390.

LATIN AMERICAN

week; 3 credits.

HrsTORY.-lst quarter; 3 periods a
MR. WAYLAND

In this course the student gets a general introduction to the great Spanish and Portuguese states south of us, especially those in South America.

431-432-433. AMERICAN GovERNMENT.-lst, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

S. S.

MR. DINGLEDINE

This course during the first quarter deals with local and state governments, with special attention to the forms used in Virginia; the second
quarter, the national government of the United States and the development
of political parties are studied ; and the third quarter is devoted especially to the federal constitution and comparative governments.

S. S. 441-442-443. SocroLOGY.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. WAYLAND
The development and significance of the several kinds of social groups
are studied against the historical background, and a constant effort is
made to apply facts and conclusions to conditions and problems in our
own country. During the third quarter the work is directed to some
special field. This course is elective for advanced students and should
be elected as a year course. (Given in 1930-31, and thereafter in alternate
years.)

4

451-452-453. EcoNoMrcs.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. WAYLAND

S.S.

his course is elective for advanced students and should be elected as
ar course. (Giveii in 1929-30, and thereafter in alternate years.)

I
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S. S. 461-462-463. SocIAL AND EcoNOMIC PROBLEMs.-lst, 2d,
and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. DINGLEDINE

This course is intended as an elective for advanced students, and is a
required course in the department of Home Economics. It is to be comprehensive in scope and practical in character. Current problems and
conditions in our social and economic life will receive careful study. (Not
open to students who have had S. S. 241-242-243.)

X.

HOME ECONOMICS

MRS. MOODY, MISS WILSON, MISS TURNER, MISS ROBERTSON,
MRS. BLACKWELL, AND SUPERVISORS
H.

E. 132-133. CLOTHING AND TEXTILES.-2d and 3d quarters;
5 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MRS. BLACKWELL

This course includes practice in the more complicated hand and machine work, with the use of machines and attachments. Study is also
made of the clothing budget, the use and selection of commercial patterns,
the laundry, and the growth and manufacture of textile fibers. Laboratory fee: 75 cents a quarter.

141-142-143. FooDs AND CooKERY.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

H. E.

MRS. MOODY AND MISS WILSON

The first quarter of this course is nutrition. The second and third
quarters are courses in cooking. Emphasis is put on the principles of
cooking and technique, through the preparation of meals. Laboratory fee:
$2.00 a quarter.
H.

E. 231-232-233. CLOTHING AND TEXTILEs.-lst, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 5 periods a week; 3 credits a quarters.
MRS. BLACKWELL

The first quarter deals with the study of textile fibers; their production, characteristics, tests, and manufacture. Emphasis is placed on the
study of standard materials used for clothing and house furnishing, from
the consumer's viewpoint. Fiber content, structure, design and cost are
studied.
In the second quarter, the aim of the course is to work out problems
of tailoring. Tailored dresses of both cotton and wool are made. Parallel with this, the different standards of dress are studied.
In the third quarter, other problems of dressmaking are considered.
Silk and lingerie afternoon dresses are made. The :esthetic principles
in the selection of the wardrobe are studied. Laboratory fee: 75 centis'. a
quarter.
.\
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E. 241-242. FooDs AND CooKERY.-lst and 2d quarters; 5
periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MISS WILSON

H.

ii
I

I

The first quarter of the course deals with the preservation of foods.
The second quarter is Home Cooking and Table Service. A study is
made of meal planning and preparation, serving and marketing. Laboratory fee: $3.00 a quarter.

E. 253. HousE PLANNING AND FuRNISHINGS.-3d quarter; 3
periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS WILSON

H.

The aim of this course is to give to the student an appreciation of
house plans and furnishings that will meet her practical and resthetic
needs. She should have the ability to interpret house plans intelligently,
to sketch a floor plan to scale, to select furnishings with reference to convenience, comfort, use, cost, and beauty.
H.

E. 311. SOCIAL AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS.-lst quarter; 3
periods a week; 3 credits.
MRS. BLACKWELL

This course deals wtih the relationships within the family group and
the relationships between the home and society at large. It includes a
brief survey of the development of the family as a social unit, and the
psychological, social, and economic problems arising in the modern family.
Open to juniors and seniors in all curricula.
H.

E. 333. CosTUME DESIGN AND DRAPING.-O ff ered in the 2d
and 3d quarters; 6 periods a week; 3 credits.
MRS. BLACKWELL

The aim of this course is to carry out the principles of design by
means of drafting and draping. An afternoon or evening dress is made.
Laboratory fee: $1.00.
H.

E. 341. EXPERIMENTAL CooKERY.-Offered in the 1st and 2d
quarters; 6 periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS WILSON

It is the purpose of this course to give an introduction to research in
cookery. Different processes of cookery are studied, as class and individual problems, with a view of gaining first-hand information on which
to base judgments. Laboratory fee: $3.00.

343. ADVANCED CooKERY.-3d quarter; 5 periods a week;
3 credits.
MISS WILSON

H. E.

This course aims to give a keener appreciation of cookery, to demonstrate the combinations of simple processes as applied to advanced cookery, and the economy of so-called "fancy cookery". Stress will be laid
on the value of seasonings and flavor and a comparison made of foods
and dishes of different countries. The history of cookery is included in
this course. Laboratory fee : $3.00.

353. HoME MANAGEMENT.-3d quarter; 3 periods a week;
3 credits.
MISS WILSON

H. E.

In these conferences there will be discussed the scientific and economic
principles applied to the problems of the home; household efficiency,
household service, division of income, apportionment of time, standards
of living.
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E. 363. CURRICULUM BUILDING IN
quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

HoME

EcoNOMics.-3d
MISS ROBERTSON

This course is a prerequisite to supervised teaching in home economics
and deals with a study of the principles underlying the planning of lessons; directed observations; management problems; and selection, organization, and adaptation of subject matter. Standards for scoring finished
products are determined.
H.

E. 430. SUPERVISED TEACHING AND CoNFERENCEs.-lst, 2d,
or 3d quarter; 10 periods a week; 6 credits. MISS ROBERTSON

Students are assigned to teach under actual school conditions in the
schools of Harrisonburg and vicinity. Careful study is made of lesson
planning relative to needs of the pupils, sequence of subject matter, and
method of presentation. The student is given practical experience in
dividing her work into units or projects, conducting socialized recitations,
and participation in lunchroom management. Original and standard modern tests are given and scored as needed.
This course provides for two group conferences a week.
H.

E. 431. ADVANCED CLOTHING.-lst quarter; 5 periods a week;
3 credits.
MRS. BLACKWELL
\

The aim of this course is to review the principles of selection, care and
construction of clothing. Applications of these principles are made to
junior and senior high school problems. Speed and skill are emphasized.
Laboratory fee: 75 cents.
·
H.

E. 440.

PRACTICE

HousE.-lst, 2d, or 3d quarter; 6 credits.
MRS. MOODY

Each member of the group will live in the practice home and will
serve there in all capacities. The student thus gains experience which may
easily be applied in her own home or in the instruction of others in home
duties. The supervisor lives with the students and directs their work.
Laboratory fee: $3.00.
H.

E. 442-443. DIETETICS.-2d and 3d quarters; 4 periods a
week; 3 credits a quarter.
MRS. MOODY

This course deals with the fundamentals of nutrition and their application to the feeding of individuals and families under varying conditions
with dietary standards and diet in sickness. Laboratory fee: $1.00 a
quarter.
H.

E. 452-453. INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT.-2d and 3d quarters; 4 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MISS TURNER

This course is offered as an elective to students in Home Economics.
The purpose of the course is to give those students who are interested in
large group living a working knowledge of the problems pertaining to
the choice and care of equipment; the buying and storing of food and
housekeeping supplies and their method of control; overhead expense;
labor and its problems; and something of the relation of the personality
of the one in charge of the successful organization and management of
the work.

----
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E. 481. HoME ECONOMICS EnucATION.-lst quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS ROBERTSON

H.

The following topics will be considered : a study of the purpose and
results of home economics teaching; tests and measurements ; equipment;
sources of illustrative material; study of textbooks for junior and senior
high schools; books essential for a small home economics library; courses of study and home projects for Smith-Hughes and other requirements ;
a thorough knowledge of the status of home economics in Virginia.

XI. LATIN AND GREEK
MR. SAWHILL

LAT.

'

11

121-122-123. LATIN A.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods
a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. SAWHILL

This course is prescribed for students who elect Latin but offer only
two years of high school Latin. Selected Orations from Cicero will be
studied; also Virgil's JEneid, Books I-VI. Latin prose composition will
accompany the study of Cicero. Open to sophomores and freshmen only
and should be elected in the freshman year.
LAT.

131-132-133. LATIN !.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods
a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. SAWHILL

During the first quarter, selections from Livy, Books I, XXI, and XXII,
will be read, with collateral reading in Roman History. Latin prose composition will be emphasized. During the second quarter, The Letters of
Cicero will be read. In the third quarter the most outstanding poems of
Horace will be studied in detail with emphasis on structure, metre, and
the character of Latin poetry. This course is open to students who have
had three or four years of Latin.
LAT.

331-332-333. LATIN III.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. SAWHILL

During the first quarter, selections from Catullus, Tibullus, and Propertius are studied; during the second quarter, Juvenal's Satires; and during the third quarter, Tacitus and selections from Books I-IV, Agricola,
Annals. (Given in 1929-30.)
LAT.

331-332-333. LATIN III.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. SAWHILL

This com se will be so directed as to meet the needs of the student
Selections from Ovid, Suetonius, and Lucretius will be read. Roman
comedy will be studied with emphasis on Plautus and Terence. In the
third quarter, consideration will be given to problems connected with the
teaching of Latin in secondary schools. (Given in 1930-31.)
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GREEK I.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods
a week; 3 credits a qitarter.

251-252-253.

This course begins with the rudiments of the language, paying careful
attention to inflection, grammar and syntax. An introduction to Greek
narrative prose will be given by a study of portions of Xenophon's
Anabasis and the Gospels of the New Testament. Much attention will be
paid to the Creek element in English as an aid to teachers of grade and
high school subjects in the proper understanding of technical terms. (Not
open to freshmen.}
GR.

361-362-363. CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY AND LITERATURE rn
TRANSLATION.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week;
3 credits a quarter.
MR. SAWHILL

Greek and Roman mythology will be thoroughly studied during the first
quarter in order to give a sound basis for the full understanding of the
literature. In the second quarter, masterpieces of Greek literature will be
studied through their English translations. Latin literature will be similarly treated in the third quarter. Emphasis will be given to the influence
of classical literature on English literature. (Partial credit may be allowed
toward a major in English.)

XII.

MATHEMATICS
MR. CONVERSE

131-132-133. MATHEMATICS !.-1st, 2d, and 3d quarters;
3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. CONVERSE

MATH.

The first quarter of this course is devoted to the usual topics in college algebra, the second to the development of important theorems in
college geometry, and the third to the essentials of trigonometry.

140. ARITHMETIC FOR GRAMMAR GRADES.-lst quarter;
repeated in 2d and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits.

MATH.

MR. CONVERSE

In this course a review is made of the arithmetic of the elementary
grades, special drill being given in the fundamental operations of integers,
common and decimal fractions, and the simple business applications of
percentage.
To this is added a summary of important development in methods of
presentation, and in judging the accomplishment of the pupil. A special
study is made of the State Course of Study for the grammar grades.

GEOMETRY.-lst, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.

MATH .

231-232-233.

ANALYTIC

MR. CONVERSE

This course includes the topics usually taught in elementary analytic
geometry of the plane, the straight line and the conic sections and their
properties, tangents, normals, poles and polars, and the like. A brief
treatment of higher plane curves is given and an introduction to analytic
geometry of space. A continuous unit co'urse.

I
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MATH.

331-332-333.

DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS,

SPACE.-1st, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 3 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter. MR. CONVERSE

AND ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY OF
I

This course will include the derivatives of functions of a real variable
and the corresponding integrals, with their applications to maxima and
minima, areas, volumes, etc., with a brief treatment of line and planes in
space and the prdinary quadric surfaces. A continuous unit course. (Given
in 1930-31, and thereafter in alternate years.)

431. STATISTICAL METHODS.-lst quarter; 3 periods a
week; 3 credits.
MR. CONVERSE

MATH.

This course is an introduction to the logical methods commonly in use
for drawing conclusions from statistical data. Open to juniors and seniors. (Given in 1929-30, and thereafter in alternate years.)

432. MATHEMATICS
iods a week; 3 credits.

MATH.

OF INVESTMENT.-2d

quarter; 3 perMR. CONVERSE

This course gives a brief treatment of present methods underlying the
theory of investment. It treats of such subjects as compound interest,
annuities, sinking funds, insurance, amortization of debts, and so on. Open
to juniors and seniors. (Given in 1929-30, and thereafter in alternate
years.)

433. DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN MATHEMATICAL METHODS.-3d quarter; 3 periods a week; 3 credits. MR. CONVERSE

MATH.

This course treats of the extension of the methods of both elementary
and advanced mathematics to apply to the affairs of practical life. Open
to juniors and seniors. (Given in 1929-30, and thereafter in alternate
years.)

XIII. PHYSICS AND GENERAL SCIENCE
MR. PICKETT AND MRS. GARBER

151-152-153. ELEMENTARY ScrnNCE.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods a week; 2 credits.

P. S.

MR. PICKETT AND MRS. GARBER

Introductory science, designed to suit the needs of teachers in the
grammar grades, is presented here in a series of selected science topics.
Each quarter's work constitutes a complete unit. Laboratory fee: $1.00 a
quarter.

231-232-233. GENERAL PHYSICS.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 4 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. PICKETT

P. S.

This course deals with the fundamentals of mechanics, heat, sound,
light, and electricity. Due attention is given to practical applications. Two
lectures and one two-hour laboratory period per week. Laboratory fee:
$1.00 a quarter.

i
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P. S. 331. TEACHING GENERAL ScrnNCE.-lst quarter; 3 periods
a week; 3 credits.
MR. MABEE
This course considers the general science work of the upper grades,
junior high school, and the senior high school. The topics developed are:
selection and organization of subject matter, methods of teaching, field
work, demonstrations, laboratory work, equipment, textbooks, reference
readings, and state requirements.
This course forms a sequence with Biology 432 or Chemistry 332, and
Chemistry 333. The student must offer as prerequisite two of the following courses or their equiva1ent: Biol. 131-132-133, Chem. 131-132-133,
P. S. 231-232-233.

P. S. 361-362-363. ADVANCED PHYSICS.-lst, 2d, and 3d quarters; 4 periods a week; 3 credits a quarter.
MR. PICKETT
This course is built upon P. S. 231-232-233 and will take up such problems as heat, electricity, and sound, depending upon the needs of the class.
Laboratory fee: $1.00 a quarter; contingent deposit: $2.00 for the session.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
MISS SHAEFFER, MISS MILLER, MRS. COURNYN, MISS MICHAELS,
MISS SMITH, AND MR. HARMON

The work of this school is of two kinds, namely, ( 1) individual instruction in piano, organ, violin, and voice, and (2) class
instruction in school music, music appreciation, theory, and history of music. Second year students who are proficient in school
music may arrange to do supervised teaching in this branch.
Studio and public recitals offer opportunity for solo and ensemble
playing and singing. Opportunity is given for chorus singing in
the choral club and the glee club.
The school of music now occupies a large section of Harrison
Hall, in which are located a commodious music assembly room,
a number of studios for instructors, and a number of practice
rooms for students. Provision is made for the use of instruments for practice purposes under conditions and at such time
as will not interfere with the student's other work.
College credit is offered for individual instruction in piano,
organ, violin, and voice and for class instruction in theory and
history of music, as well as for the required courses in music.

-
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GROUP INSTRUCTION

Music 131-132-133. Music FOR PRIMARY GRADES.-lst, 2d, and
3d quarters; 2 periods a week; 1 credit a quarter.
MISS SHAEFFER

I
1.

1/i
1

:1

. I'

A careful study is made of songs suitable for rote teaching in the
kindergarten and primary grades. Special attention is given to the child
voice and to the treatment of monotones. Emphasis is placed on song
interpretation. Individual work is required of each student. The course
endeavors to cover the organization of material for the first three grades
of the elementary school.

Music 142-143. Music FOR GRAMMAR GRADES.-2d and 3d quarMISS SHAEFFER
ters; 2 periods a week; 1 credit a quarter.
This course is similar in character to course 131-132-133, but covers the
work of the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades.

Music 230. Music APPRECIATION.-lst quarter; 3 periods a
week; repeated in 2d and 3d quarters; 3 credits.
MISS SHAEFFER

A brief study is made of the history of music development so as to
familiarize the student in a general way with the various schools of music
and their representatives. An effort is made to create in the student an
intelligent enjoyment of music.

Music 331. HISTORY
3 credits.

OF

Music.-lst quarter; 3 periods a week;
MISS SHAEFFER

This course includes a study of the development of musical art from
its beginning through the modern period.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
PREPARATORY COURSE

This course affords opportunity for college students to begin
the study of music. It is also open to students under college age,
without credit.
Thorough training is given in the fundamentals of musichand position, notation, rhythm, scale building. Studies, sight
reading, ensemble playing, and pieces are included in the course.
The grade of work is adapted to the age and needs of the student.
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CREDIT COURSES
PIAN0 1

11-12-13.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MISS MICHAELS AND MISS SMITH

PIANO

The technical work of this course is a continuation of the preparatory
course, including a study of intervals and scales in different rhythms and
in thirds, sixths, and tenths. Studies are used, such as Czerny Op. 299,
Heller Op. 47, 46, 45, etc. Pieces are given and students appear in student
recitals.

21-22-23.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MISS MICHAELS AND MISS SMITH

PIANO

Major and minor scales are studied along with chords and arpeggios.
Bach's Two-part Inventions are taken up, and such studies as Czerny Op.
740. Sonatas and pieces are chosen to suit the needs and ability of students. Recitals are given frequently, in which students appear.

31-32-33.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MISS MICHAELS AND MISS SMITH

PIANO

Technical work is continued in more advanced form, including the
dominant and diminished seventh chords. Sonatas of Beethoven and
Mozart are studied and compositions of corresponding difficulty. The
student appears in joint recital with two or three.

41-42-43.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MISS MICHAELS AND MISS SMITH

PIANO

This course includes a study of advanced technique, more difficult
studies and sonatas, concertos, more difficult compositions, and an individual recital by the student.

VoicE 1
In the department of singing, during the entire course special
attention is given to breath control, voice building, diction, and
interpretation. Each individual voice requires special treatment
and students are enabled to overcome incorrect habits by conscious repetition of selected exercises and songs. Exercises have
their place in vocal technique, but we believe that much of the
technique may be accomplished by properly selected songs and
thus accomplish technique, interpretation, enunciation, and diction at the same time. For this reason, we use simple songs from
the beginning of the vocal course.
Students taking voice who desire to do so will be formed into
a special class in English diction on the same basis as the course
!Credit is contingent upon three quarters of work.
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in Theory. The aims will be a thorough working knowledge and
abundant practice in habit formation regarding tonal quality and
clearness of enunciation.

11-12-13.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MRS. COURNYN

VoICE

This course takes up the beginnings of voice training. A study is made
of the structure and action of the vocal organs, and exercises are given
for correct breathing, resonance, flexibility, and enunciation. The student's
work consists of individual exercises and simple songs. The student appears in class recitals.

21-22-23.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MRS. COURNYN

VoICE

Individual exercises are continued, including phrasing, interpretation,
and artistic execution. Moderately difficult songs of old and modern composers in English are used. Students sing in chorus and appear in recitals.

31-32-33.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
MRS. COURNYN
credits per year.

VoICE

Major and minor scales are studied. Individual exercises are given to
suit the needs of the individual student. Modern and classic and the more
simple arias in English, Italian, French, and German are included in this
course. The student may appear in joint recital with two or three.

41-42-43.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MRS. COURNYN

VoICE

This course continues the individual exercises and includes difficult
songs by classic, romantic, and modern composers, and arias from the
operas. The student appears in individual recital.
VIOLIN 1

11-12-13.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
MR. HARMON
credits per year.

VIOLIN

Throughout the entire first year special attention is given to the proper
holding of the violin and bow, together with elements of bowing, left hand
technique, and pure tone production. The Laoureux Method is used along
with easy pieces.

21-22-23.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
MR. HARMON
credits per year.

VIOLIN

The second year includes more difficult etudes in first position, together
with all major and minor scales in first position. Grand Detache, Martele,
and staccato bowings are introduced. More advanced pieces in first position are played in small class recitals. Ensemble playing of an hour a
week is required.
!Credit is contingent upon three quarters of work.
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31-32-33.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MR. HARMON

VIOLIN

If the intonation of the student in first position is satisfactory, work is
started in third position. Thorough training is given in shifts by using
Weisberg's School of Shifting. More difficult bowings and scales are
studied as well as etudes in first and third position by Laoureux and
Kayser, Book IL Solos are played in informal recitals. Ensemble playing
is continued.

41-42-43.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
MR. HARMON
credits per year.

VIOLIN

Advanced bowings and left hand technique, including use of all positions and double stops, are required. Standard violin compositions are
used. Students appear in formal public recitals. Ensemble playing is continued.

PIPE ORGAN 1

11-12-13.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 credits per year.
MISS SHAEFFER

PIPE ORGAN

A study is made of the organ-the stop values and mechanical accessories. Studies for manuals and pedals are given. Hymn playing is
stressed. Prerequisites are three years' study in piano and the ability to
read at sight hymns and chorales.

21-22-23.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 credits per year.
MISS SHAEFFER

PIPE ORGAN

This continues the pedal studies and registration and includes moderately difficult solos. Training is given in choir accompaniment.

31-32-33.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 credits per year.
MISS SHAEFFER

PIPE ORGAN

Pedal studies are continued. Compositions by Bach, Mendelssohn,
Harker, Batiste, and others are used. Training is given in the accompaniment of solo voices and chorus.

41-42-43.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarMISS SHAEFFER
ters; 3 credits per year.

PIPE ORGAN

Transposition is studied. Compositions by Bach, Handel, Guilmant, and
Carl are included. The student appears in individual recital.
!Credit is contingent upon three quarters of work.
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THEORY 1

I.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 credits
per year.

THEORY

This includes the study of scales, keys, and their relationships, intervals, structure and progression of chords and their inversions; harmonization of basses and melodies, using triads and dominant seventh chords in
all positions, together with the simpler forms of modulation.
A thorough knowledge of musical notation, a correct ear, and ability to
play a simple hymn tune are requirements for this course.

II.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 credits per year.

THEORY

This includes the review of the study of the dominant seventh chord
and its inversions, the st"uy of irregular resolutions of the dominant
seventh, lead-tone seventh chords, secondary chords of the seventh, chords
of the ninth, altered and augmented chords, suspensions, ornamental tones,
and the more advanced forms of modulation.
A thorough knowledge of elementary theory is the requirement for this
course.

SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION 1
MISS HUDSON

The aim of this department is to give students training in the
technique and art of expression and to develop the possibilities
and remove certain defects in speech by giving them ease and
poise. The work is planned not only for those who are talented
in this art, but also for beginners. Stress is laid upon preparing
students for more effective work in professional life.

ExP. 11-12-13.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
MISS HUDSON
credits per year.
Consideration is given to the conditions of the voice with drills for
corrective speech and exercise to bring out and develop the modulation of
the voice and its relation to speech. Logical thinking in reading is
stressed, simple problems in vocal expressions are worked out. Readings
are given for memory work and interpretation.

ExP. 21-22-23.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MISS HUDSON
This course continues the drills in the fundamentals of expression for
rii.ht tone production and improvement of speech. It stresses reading
from the printed page, story telling, and interpretation of literature. Some
memory work is required. Students do some work in dramatics and appear in s tu dent recitals.
1Credit is contingent upon three quarters of work.
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EXP. 31-32-33.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MISS HUDSON
This stresses dramatic thinking through dialogue, one-act plays, etc. It
develops the student in the best methods of play production, giving her an
opportunity to enter into the spirit of the play and giving her a chance to
lose herself in the impersonation of characters. Students also appear in
recitals, as well as in plays.

ExP. 41-42-43.-2 periods a week; 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3
credits per year.
MISS HUDSON
The technique of acting is studied in rehearsals, and practical problems are worked out. Special emphasis is placed upon modern presentation of plays. Students are given opportunity to coach plays, plan costumes, and to plan programs of various types. Cuttings are made from
books. The student appears in individual recital.
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EXPENSES

BOARDING ARRANGEMENTS
:/

II

Excellent boarding accommodations for 750 students are provided in the college dormitories which are in charge of several
members of the faculty who room in these buildings. The rooms
are comfortably furnished with enameled iron single beds, oak
dressers, tables, chairs, rockers, clothes-closets, bed clothing, and
towels. All are outside rooms. The buildings are lighted by
electricity and heated with steam. Conveniently located bathrooms are provided with modern sanitary equipment. Hot and
cold water is available in bedrooms or bathrooms in abundance.
The rate for board, as stated on a following page, includes
furnished room, meals, light, heat, laundry, and service.
The newly installed equipment in the school kitchen enables
the boarding department to serve meals in the most approved,
modern, and sanitary manner. The large dining halls are bright,
airy, and attractive. The director of the dining halls is a skilled
dietitian, and menus are carefully prepared. Only food supplies
of the best quality are used.
A few rooms in Alumnre Hall are provided for entertaining
visiting alumnre, patrons, and friends of the school. Students
may invite relatives or friends to meals at the school by obtaining
permission from the dietitian and buying from the dietitian meal
tickets at twenty-five cents a meal.
DAY STUDENTS
Students whose homes are in the city or in the county near
enough may live at home and attend the college as "day students".
For such students there is, of course, no charge for board.
Day students will be subject to all general school regulations
and to such special regulations as may be provided by the faculty.
While on the campus or in school buildings, day students will be
required to conduct themselves properly, whether during classhours or not. Day students have the status of other women vis-
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itors as far as dormitory privileges are concerned, and they are
expected to be governed by the same customs as other visitors
when they go to the dormitories.
SUMMARY OF EXPENSES
(Payable Quarterly in Advance)
Summary of expenses for a session of nine
months, exclusive of laboratory fees:
Board at $75.00 per quarter .................. $225 .00
Fees ( excepting laboratory) at $25.00 per quar-.
ter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 .00*
$300.00
The above schedule of expenses is for the Virginia student
who has taught in Virginia for two years, or who promises to
teach in Virginia for two years. The Virginia students who do
not promise to teach for two years in Virginia and all students
from other states must pay, in addition to these expenses, a tuition fee of ten dollars per quarter.
For private lessons in expression and in music, vocal, piano,
violin, or organ, a tuition fee of twenty-two dollars ($22.00) per
quarter is charged. This covers twenty-two individual lessons
during the quarter. For less than this number the charge is $1.10
a lesson. No charge _is made for music taken in classes as a part
of the regular college courses.
For students taking private instruction in piano music, a fee
of one dollar ($1.00) per month will be charged for the use of a
piano for daily practice.
For part-time courses, tuition is charged on the basis of the
foregoing statements and in accordance with the number of
classes taken, the amount to be arranged in each case at the time
of registration.
PAYMENT AND REFUND OF FEES

All expenses are payable in advance to the treasurer of the
college before a student may enter classes.
*This total includes all such fees previously listed as matriculation,
physical education, maintenance, student activities, etc., in fact, all fees
except laboratory fees. For details concerning fees see following pages.
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No expenses, except board, are refunded for any cause. See
next page for statement concerning refund of board.
Fees of $25.00 per quarter are charged day students as well as
boarding students.
EXPLANATION OF FEES
Each student is required to pay a fee of twenty-five dollars
($25.00) per quarter. Receipts from this fee are used for a variety of necessary purposes, thus including in one fee such charges
as are made at most schools in the form of registration, library,
and incidental fees.
Student Activities: The sum of three dollars ($3.00) per
quarter of this fee is used to finance the various student organizations and publications and the Lyceum Course. The funds thus
appropriated are divided among the various organizations which
are by this means relieved from the many difficulties of collecting
a large number of small fees from the students.
Medical Attention: Receipts from this fee are also used to
partially support the infirmary and the cost of school physician
and trained nurse. This fee covers the furnishing of simple home
remedies and of ordinary nursing and physician's attendance. It
will not cover the cost of the student for specially compounded
prescriptions, special private nursing, hospital care in serious
and protracted cases, surgical operations, or the service of specialists ; but for practically all students it will cover all requirements for medical attention and supplies.
Maintenance: This fee is partly used to provide for the upkeep and repair of the buildings and equipment of the college.
Physical Education: The upkeep of the gymnasium, swimming pool, and the general equipment and material for corrective
and health education is taken care of by this fee.
Board: For students living in the college dormitories, the
charge for board is seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per quarter, or
two hundred and twenty-five dollars ($225.00) for a nine months'
session. This covers furnished room, meals, heat, light, laundry,
and service--all necessary living expenses.
It is understood that board is to be paid at the beginning of
each quarter-three months being counted in each quarter regard-
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less of the number of weeks or days in any quarter, the quarters
being arranged to cover the same amount of time as far as practicable. The dates for the quarterly payment of board during the
year 1929-30 are as follows: September 23, January 2, and March
19. By special agreement with the president of the college, the
board may be paid in three equal installments, in advance, if a
parent finds it impossible to make the payments quarterly.
The rate of board by the week is six and one-half dollars
($6.50), and by the day is one dollar ($1.00). If any one who
pays in advance finds it necessary to leave before the end of the
term for which the board has been paid, a rebate will be issued
for the difference, if any, calculated at the monthly, weekly, or
daily rates, as the case may be.
No reduction or rebate will be allowed for board for an absence of less than two weeks, and then only in case of sickness or
for some equally good reason. Students entering late in a quarter
will be charged from the beginning of the quarter, unless they
are as late as two weeks, in which case, if the reason for late entrance is satisfactory to the college, they will be charged for the
remainder of the month in which they enter at the weekly rate,
and for the remainder of the quarter at the monthly rate.
Books and Supplies: The cost of textbooks varies for the
year, according to the classes iri which the student is registered,
but this amount may be greatly reduced by re-selling the books.
If board is payable on the installment plan the dates for payment
are as follows : September 23, October 23, November 23, January
2, January 31, February 28, March 20, April 21, and May 21.
Laboratory Fees: In certain laboratory courses, fees will be
charged for the use of materials, as stated in connection with the
description of courses in the following pages.
A fee of seventy-five cents (75c) will be charged for a certificate, one dollar and a half ($1.50) for a professional diploma,
and five dollars ($5.00) for the Bachelor of Science diploma.
Fees are payable invariably in advance, and no payments, except those for board, are subject to reduction or refund because a
student is in attendance for less than a full quarter.
A Lyceum Course, consisting of musical numbers, plays, and
lectures of high class, is provided for the student body and fac-
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ulty each year. The season admission ticket to this course is provided for in the general fee paid by all students.
It is not desired that students shall have on hand much spending money, as extravagance of every kind is discouraged. It is
furthermore requested that spending money in any considerable
amount be not kept in bedrooms, but deposited in the Student
Deposit Fund, with the treasurer, subject to withdrawal as needed. For this purpose a banking system has been inaugurated, and
students not only have the advantage of safety against possible
loss, but also get practice in valuable business methods.
FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS

'I
I

1

Tuition in this college is free to Virginia students, graduates
of accredited high schools, who obligate themselves to teach for
two years in the public schools of Virginia, and also to teachers
who have taught for two years in Virginia. Board and other
necessary expenses are kept at minimum figures. In Harrisonburg there are few calls upon the student for extra expenses.
Simplicity and neatness of dress with economy are encouraged,
and women members of the faculty will co-operate with students
and advise them on points of economy and help them to do necessary shopping to the best advantage.
Employment: A limited number of opportunities for remunerative employment are open to those who need financial assistance. These positions require work in the college offices, library,
and dining rooms. On account of the nature of the duties to be
performed, new students are not eligible for positions in the offices and library, but may, if application is made early enough,
secure positions in the dining-room. All the employees in our
dining-room are students and many young women have worked
their way through their entire course in this way. In view of the
large number of applicants for these positions; the college cannot
promise that such a place will be available in every case, but applications will be received and positions given wherever possible.
While the effort is made to prevent these positions from interfering with the school work of the students holding them, it is
not possible to excuse student employees from any college requirements, and in some cases it may be necessary for such stu-
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dents to take slightly less than the full amount of classwork,
which will probably necessitate attendance for a somewhat longer
period than would otherwise be required.
State Loan Fund: The State Legislature has made provision
for the maintenance of a students' loan fund, from which sums
not to exceed $200 annually may be lent to worthy students on
proper security. Applications for the use of this fund should be
made to the president of the college.
Alumna' Fund: The graduating class of 1911 established an
aid fund for the use of worthy students who find it impossible to
meet all their expenses in completing their courses. The classes
of subsequent years have added a considerable sum to the original
amount. For the present, the use of this fund will be limited to
seniors, and application should be made to the president of the
college.
Caroline Sherman Fund: The Fairfax County Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution has very generously placed
at the disposal of the school an aid fund for the use of members
of the graduating class who find it impossible to meet their entire
expenses in completing their work. This fund has been named in
honor of Mrs. Caroline C. A. Sherman, wife of the late Captain
Franklin Sherman, of Fairfax County. As an officer and a member of the Fairfax County Chapter, Mrs. Sherman has been an
untiring worker for the advancement of public education. Applications for assistance from this fund should be presented to the
president of the college.
Franklin Sherman Loan Fund: On August 9, 1915, four
months after the death of Captain Franklin Sherman, a fund was
established by members of his family for the aid of worthy students, as a memorial to this distinguished and beloved citizen, who
for thirty years served on the school board of Fairfax County.
Applications for assistance from this fund should be made to the
president of the college.
Heironimus Scholarship: A scholarship valued at $150 per
year has been established by the S. H. Heironimus Company,
Roanoke, Virginia, for which graduates of the Roanoke City
High Schools are eligible. Applications should be made to the
Superintendent of Public Schools, Roanoke, Virginia.
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Daughters of the Confederacy Scholarship: A scholarship,
covering the cost of board, has been established by the Virginia
Division of the United Daughters of the Confederacy. Applicants
must be lineal descendants of Confederate veterans and must be
endorsed by the president of the division and chairman of the
committee on education. Application should be made to Mrs.
Edwin Goffigon, Cape Charles, Va., before May 3 each year.
Home Demonstration Fund: By the efforts of Miss Ella G.
Agnew, former State Agent for Home Demonstration Work in
Virginia, a loan fund valued at $150 per year has been made
available for a member of the canning clubs of the State who has
made a good record in the club work and who is looking forward
to a position as demonstration agent or similar industrial work.
Annie Cleveland Fund: On December 19, 1916, Miss Annie
V. Cleveland died. She had lived a long life of great usefulness,
and her influence during the formative period of our college was
most helpful. She had been connected with the college since its
beginning. In honor of her memory, the Young Women's Christian Association has established a fund to be used for the aid of
worthy students, under the direction of the president of the college. All past, present, and future students are asked to contribute something to this fund, but it should be an especial privilege to those who knew "Miss Annie" to thus honor her memory.
Application for assistance from this fund should be made to the
president of the college.
Nell Farrar Fund: In the summer vacation of 1913, following her attendance at this school for two years, Miss Nell Christine Farrar, of Clifton Forge, Virginia, lost her life by accidental
drowning. She had been a most popular student, and in loving
memory of her the Class of 1913 has established a scholarship
fund at present amounting to $150. Application for assistance
from this fund should be made to the president of the college.
Old Dominion Fund: An aid fund has been started by a citizen of Harrisonburg, a prominent public official who has been a
staunch friend of the college for a number of years, and to whose
efforts its development is largely due. It is expected that others
will contribute to this fund, which will be used in aiding worthy
students to meet their expenses at the college. Applications for
assistance should be made to the president of the college.
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Daughters of the American Revolution Loan Fund: The sum
of three hundred dollars ($300) is now available at this College
from the Virginia branch of the D. A. R. Application for loans
from this fund should be made to the president of the college.
The Knights Templar Loan Fund: Assistance is rendered
worthy students in continuing their training by certain funds
made available by the order of the Knights Templar of Virginia.
Application for this aid should be made to the president of the
college.
The Turner Ashby Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy Fund: The local chapter (Turner Ashby) of the U.
D. C. is making available this year a certain amount for the assistance of students at this college. Information relative to this
fund can be gotten from the president of the college.
The scholarships and aid funds have been of very great assistance to many worthy young women and it is hoped that other
friends of education will provide in the near future "aid funds"
for students of this institution. Sums from such funds can be
lent to worthy students, to be returned after they have begun
teaching and have had time to earn enough to reimburse the fund.
This should appeal to persons of means as a most worthy manner
in which to invest money and reap a manifold return in the influence which a trained mind may exert on the rising generation.
Any sum, large or small, contributed to the college for this purpose, will be faithfully used and greatly appreciated by the management and by students. Scholarships covering all or a part of a
student's expenses and bearing a name designated by the donor
will be established upon the receipt of the nc cessary sum. The
president of the college will be pleased to correspond with any
person on this subject.
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GRADUATES AWARDED DIPLOMAS
June 11, 1928

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Janie Elizabeth Anderson ........... . ........... Vinton, Roanoke County
Pauline Shank Armentrout .............................. Roanoke (City)
Margaret Helen Baillio .................... Oceana, Princess Anne County
Anna Gertrude Barrett ........... . .......... Ocean View, Norfolk County
Alice Carey Bartlette ..................................... Nor folk (City)
Cathemie Lindella Beale ................ Hampton, Elizabeth City County
Mable Frances Beale .................... South Norfolk, Norfolk County
Susie Virginia Beddow .................... Earleysville, Albemarle County
Helen Katharine Bedout. ........................ . ....... Norfolk (City)
Beatrice Victoria Bell ................................... Roanoke (City)
Charlotte Mildred Berryman ..................... . ....... Newport News
Annie Berson .............................................. Portsmouth
Margaret Whitworth Birsch ..... . ....................... Norfolk (City)
Louise Bloxom .......................... Hampton, Elizabeth City County
Ruth Lago Bowman ....................................... Harrisonburg
Gladys Mae Brandenham ................ Barhamsville, New Kent County
Mildred Mae Brinkley ................................... Nor folk (City)
Helen Veronica Brooker ....... . .............. Swoope, Augusta County
Sarah Katherine Brooks .......... . ....... Stuarts Draft, Augusta County
Helen Virginia Brown .................................. Norfolk (City)
Helen Rebecca Browne .................................... Charlottesville
Lelia Katherine Burner .................. Woodstock, Shenandoah County
Dorothy Lee Burnett ...................... Independence, Grayson County
Virginia Helen Callahan .................... Danville, Pittsylvania County
Ferne Lucille Carpenter ......... , ................ Orange, Orange County
Virgniia Louise Charles .................................. Newport News
Blanche Elizabeth Cook .............. . .. La Crosse, Mecklenburg County
Bess Cowling ................ ,............ Eastville, Northampton County
Margaret Augusta Cunningham .......................... Norfolk (City)
Virginia Anne Curtis ................... Hampton, Elizabeth City County
Lillian Mae Derry ...................................... Norfolk (City)
Ruby Virginia Dixon ........... . ......... Phrebus, Elizabeth City County
Ruth Elizabeth Dold ............. . ...... Buena Vista, Rockbridge County
Flora Virginia Driscoll ........................................ Covington
Grace Catherine Eagle ....................................... Winchester
Isla Browning Eastham ..................... Front Royal, Warren County
Thelma Elizabeth Emerson .......................... Luray, Page County
Rebecca Ellsworth Emory ................. . .............. Nor folk (City)
Madeline Turpin English .................... Greenville, Augusta County
Jessie Loraine Fadely .................. Mt. Jackson, Shenandoah County
Madaline Faulconer ............................. Orange, Orange County
Hazel Virginia Foltz ................................ Luray, Page County
Elizabeth Katherine Gaines ............ Charlotte C. H., Charlotte County
Frances Mary Gibson ............................ . ....... Norfolk (City)
Margaret Virginia Goodwin ................. Nellys Ford, Nelson County
Alice Gertrude Green ........................... Crewe, Notoway County
Amanda Anne Griffith ...................... Warrenton, Fauquier County
Demris Zelma Grogan .......................... . .. Critz, Patrick County
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Mabel French Handy .................. Hilton Village, Warwick County
Edith Hermenia Harper .................. Harpersville, Warwick County
Dorothy Jacqueline Hearring .................. Fentress, Nor folk County
Mary Frances Hileman ......................... McLean, Fairfax County
Willie Frances Hodges .................................. Nor folk (City)
Elizabeth Frances Hopkins ............ McGaheysville, Rockingham County
Virginia Maude Hughes .................. Ore Bank, Buckingham County
Estelle Elizabeth James .................... Purcellville, Loudoun County
Cora Caroline Johnson .................................. Norfolk (City)
Louise Mae Johnston ........................... Norfolk, Norfolk County
Helen Virginia Jones .................................... Norfolk (City)
Evangeline Joseph ......................................... Harrisonburg
Dorothy Virginia Keller ................ Fishers Hill, Shenandoah County
Isabel Lanford ............................. Campbell, Albemarle County
Elizabeth LaPrade .................... Republican Grove, Halifax County
Hannah Naomi Lewis ................................... Norfolk (City)
Lillian Eunice Lindsay .................................. Norfolk (City)
Sara Ida Loeb ............................................... Alexandria
Nancy Ann McCaleb .................................... Norfolk (City)
Dorothy Lydia Mabry ................... Hampton, Elizabeth City County
Linda William Malone ..................,..................... Petersburg
Mary Elizabeth Malone ................................. Roanoke (City)
Katherine Bryarly Manor .......................... Brunswick, Maryland
Mary Elizabeth Massie .................... Edinburg, Shenandoah County
Bernice Amelia Mercer .................................. Nor folk (City)
Inez Kincheloe Morgan ......................... Crewe, Nottoway County
Charlotte Virginia Moubray ................................ Harrisonburg
Sylvia Graham Myers ..................................... Harrisonburg
Virginia Myers ............................ Cambria, Montgomery County
Mildred Elizabeth Neale ...................... Bealeton, Fauquier County
Margie Ellen Neff ........................................ Harrisonburg
Mary Margaret Nicholls ................................. Norfolk (City)
Bertha Gordon Norman ...................... Culpeper, Culpeper County
Frances Morton Pattie ......................... Novum, Madison County
Mary Yager Payne ............................ Madison, Madison County
Louise Phillips . .......................................... Newport News
Mary Laughton Puryear ...................... Ashland, Hanover County
Hazel Nevelle Reynolds ................ Appomattox, Appomattox County
Suella Reynolds ................................. Gate City, Scott County
Louise l< ranklin Robertson ..................... Wakefield, Sussex County
Mary Elizabeth Ruhrman .................. ,....... Reading, Pennsylvania
Ruth Seale Sampson ...................... Standardsville, Greene County
Mabel Alice Sandridge ..................... Ft. Defiance, Augusta County
Nancy Margaret Schulken .................... Whiteville, North Carolina
Myrtle Elizabeth Scott ................................... Norfolk (City)
Margaret Esther Sexton ................................. Norfolk (City)
Blanche Mildred Smith ....................... Fincastle, Botetourt County
Ethel Brown Smith .................... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newport News
Pearl Dorothy Smith .................... Oldhams, Westmoreland County
Ruby Dare Smith ........................ Oldhams, Wesmoreland County
Kathryn Brown Snapp .......................... Pulaski, Pulaski County
Martha Almedia Spencer ................................ Norfolk (City)
Annie Preston Starling ........................ Lone Oak, Henry County
Laura Gertrude Stoneburner .............. Edinburg, Shenandoah County
Mary Kathleen Sullivan ................................... Charlottesville
Rose Marie Sweeney ....................... Bowers Hill, Nor folk County
Shippie Myrle Tanner ............................ Ruth, Madison County
Lucy Ratcliffe Taylor ...................... Waynesboro, Augusta County

•
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Thelma Alberta Taylor ...................... ,................ Portsmouth
Mary Elizabeth Terrie ................................... Norfolk (City)
Evelyn Virginia Timberlake ....................... Westfield, New Jersey
Dorothy Antoinette Townsend .......... Manquin, King William County
Ruby Trussell .. ...................... Preonian Springs, Loudoun County
Verna May Vaughan ................... Hampton, Elizabeth City County
Mary Louise Venable ......................... Charleston, West Virginia
Grace Willis Wade ........................ Franklin, Southampton County
Eunice Daphen Weddle ..................... Troutville, Botetourt County
Velma Elizabeth Wessells ..... .... ....... ...... Bloxom, Accomac County
Doris Faire Willey ................ ,...................... Norfolk (City)
Lena Sarah Williams ......... .. ......................... Norfolk (City)
Katie Margaret Witt. ....................... Nellys Ford, Nelson County
Mary Elizabeth Worsham ................................ Norfolk (City)
Esther Allen Wright. ............... . . .. White Plains, Burnswick County

July 27, 1928

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Edith Mary Agner .... .. ................... Covington, Alleghany County
Margaret Alice Borden ........ ........... ...... ........ . Norfolk (City)
Catherine Taliaferro Branch ........ . ....... .. Toano, James City County
Lilliam Gray Campbell ...................... Warm Springs, Bath County
Mary McLaurine Clark .................... Barboursville, Orange County
Mrs. Virginia Robinson Fristoe ........ ,.................... Harrisonburg
Anne Mitchell ................................ Greenville, Augusta County
Claudine Myers ........................... Waynesboro, Augusta County
Sallie Lewis Norman ......................... Culpeper, Culpeper County
Sarah Hoisler Shefler ......... ... ............................. Richmond
Daisy Hinton West ...... .... .................. Bedford, Bedford County

August '31, 1928

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Inez Katharine Baines .... . . ................ Suffolk, Nansemond County
Mary Elizabeth Brumback ................ Strasburg, Shenandoah County
Amelia Ruth Cox .......... ................... ...... . Odd, York County
Estelle Shirley Crockin ................,.................. Nor folk (City)
Lucy Goodloe Faulkner ................ ... . .... Blanton, Carolina County
Mary Rebecca Foltz ..................... Lacey Springs, Rockingham Co.
Martha Elizabeth Graham ...... ... .. .... ..... Henderson, North Carolina
Esther Sylvette Hackner ............ ... .................. Norfolk,. (City)
Verona Wilson Hamilton ................ Cheriton, Northampton County
Margaret Elizabeth Heatwole .................... Harrisonburg, R. F. D.
Josephine Blackwell Hite ...................................... Richmond
Mattie Hooe ....... .... ..... ..... ..... . New Canton, Cumberland County
Stella Mae Johnson ............ .... .. .... ........... Dryden, Lee County
Mary Ruffin Judkins ............................... Surry, Surry County
Lillian Etna Moore ............................ Poquoson, York County
Mildred Amelia Painter ................ .. ... . Hillsboro, Loudoun County
Rosa Alease Perdue ........................ Matoaca, Chesterfield County
Linnie Frances Sipe ................ . ........ Elkton, Rockingham County
· Frances Ellen Slough .... ........... ... ... . Glasglow, Rockbridge County
Marie Ruth Will .............................. Cootes Store, Rockingham
Mildred Beckwith Williamson ................ Martinsville, Henry County

.'
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December 18, 1928
PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Anna Dove Charles ...................................... Newport News
Frances Christine Garrette ..................... Vera, Appomattox County
Margaret Tyson Hunt . . ..... ......... Cape Charles, Northampton County
Catherine Lapsley Sproul. ................. Middlebrook, Augusta County
Nell Wright Vincent. ................... ,....... Weldon, North Carolina
Martha Miller Williams ...................................... Petersburg

GRADUATES AWARDED THE BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE DEGREE
June 11, 1928
HOME ECONOMICS
Mildred Beech Alphin .................... Lexington, Rockbridge County
Elizabeth Belle Armstrong .................... Greenville, Augusta County
Emma Trower Bell .................... Bridgetown, Northampton County
Marguerite Willard Bloxom ................ . .................. Richmond
Pattie Waller Callaway ........................ Norwood, Nelson County
Margaret Virginia Chandler ............ _................... Harrisonburg
Margaret Williams Coleman .............................. Newport News
Virginia Graham Eans ........................ New Castle, Craig County
Edna D. Holland ........................................ Newport News
Virginia Lewis Hoover . ................................... Harrisonburg
Beth Cornelia Jordan ............................. Ivy, Albemarle County
Mildred Kline ................ ,...... .... ... Waynesboro, Augusta County
Olivia Cordelia Malmgren ... . . ........................... Nor folk (City)
Sarah Christine Milnes .............. McGaheysville, Rockingham County
Mary Louise Moomaw .................... Rocky Point, Botetourt County
Anne Moss Moore ........... .......... Toms Brook, Shenandoah County
Mary Louise Moseley ..................... Springbank, Brunswick County
Mary Virginia Oakes ........... . .............. Gladys, Campbell County
Geneva Moomaw Phelps ................... . Troutville, Botetourt County
Matilda Magdalene Roller .............. ... .. .... . . ...... ..... .. Staunton
Ollie Elizabeth Strough .................... Ft. Defiance, Augusta County
Alice Roberta Tatum ........................ ,.............. Harrisonburg
Charlotte Rose Turner ............... .... Hendersonville, North Carolina
Marion Van Dyke Wagner ............. Appomattox, Appomattox County
Elizabeth Genevieve Warwick ........................... Norfolk (City)
Mary Elizabeth Will .................... Woodstock, Shenandoah County
Annie Kathryn Womeldorf. ........ .. . .... Lexington, Rockbridge County

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATION
Mary Moore Aldhizer ..... ....... .. ...... Broadway, Rockingham County
Mary Travers Armentrout ............ McGaheysville, Rockingham Cou1;1ty
Hilda Page Blue .......................................... Charlottesv11le
Frances Lehew Cabell ........................ Cedarville, Warren County
Lucy Adalene Davis ...... ..... . . ... ... + . . .. ......... .. . Norfolk (City)
Martha Cosby Derrick ........................... Pulaski, Pulaski County
Mary Ellen Fray ... . ..... .................. ... Madison, Madison County
Ernestine Lorraine Gentis . ...•................. .. ....... Norfolk (City)
Helen Myrtle Goodson .. ........................ ....... . Norfolk (City)
Jessie Woods Hill. ............................................ Richmond

'
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Helen Fauntleroy Holladay ....... ....... .. ...... Orange, Orange
Mary Lou Joyce ................................. Stuart, Patrick
~- Mabel Ruth Kiracofe ........................ Mt. Solon, Augusta
'I\ Mary Alice M~Neil. ........................ Fishersville, Augusta
•• t,,fary Botts Miller ....................... Smedley, Rappahannock
}4:ary Gordon Cameron Phillips . ..... . ..... Gloucester, Gloucester
Mamye Snow Turner .................. Stone Mountain, Bedford
_ Virginia Mae Turpin .................................... Norfolk

•h-

County
County
County
County
County
County
County
(City)

,:· ELEMENTARY TEACHING AND SUPERVISION
.

' I·

....\·;::.

.,

Martha Overton Cockerill .......... .. ...... Purcellville, Loudoun County
Wilmot Sydnor Doan .. _...................................... Petersburg
Jane Gordon Eliason .......................... Statesville, North Carolina
Gladys Elinor Goodman .................. Ore Bank, Buckingham County
Virginia Tucker Harvey ................................ Roanoke (City)
Lillian Lee Jackson ................. .... ............... . ..... Winchester
Media Page Johnson .......... ... ........... Suffolk, Nansemond County
Adelia Krieger ............................................. Portsmouth
Rowena Julia Lacy ..................... .... . Oak Park, Madison County
Thelma White Lewis ............ ... South Richmond, Chesterfield County
Martha Nottingham Minton ................................. Portsmouth
Carrie Joe Moore ......................... Boykins, Southampton County
Ethel Jane Nickell ............................. Herndon, Fairfax County
Georgene Cameron Phillips ................ Gloucester, Gloucester County
Ida Eley Pinner .................... ,......... Suffolk, Nansemond County
Rebecca Elizabeth Spitzer ..... . ........ . .... Hinton, Rockingham County
Eila Averst Watts ...................... Clifton Forge, Alleghany County
Willie Bernice Wilkins .............. .......... ........ . . .. .. Portsmouth

July 27, 1928

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATION
Elsie Thurman Leake ............... . .......... Somerset, Orange County
Comena Mildred Mattox ........ .. ............ Leesville, Campbell County

ELEMENTARY TEACHING AND SUPERVISION
Sadye Elizabeth Ashwell .................... Huddleston, Bedford County
Hazel Farrar. ............................... Keysville, Charlotte County
Carrie Constance Watson ....... .. ...... . Stephens City, Frederick County

August 31, 1928

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATION
Ernest Frederick Bowman ................................. . Harrisonburg
Cornelia Catherine Carroll .................. Front Royal, Warren County
Dorothy Rebecca Cox .. ............... ...... . . ...... ..... .... Petersburg
Sarah Lee Hartman ................... Temperanceville, Accomac County
Nellie Gertrude Rhodes .................. Broadway, Rockingham County
Margaret Kathryn Rowan . . ............ .. .. Raphine, Rockbridge County
Mabel Fern Stafford ...... .... .......... ... Danville, Pittsylvania County

ELEMENTARY TEACHING AND SUPERVISION
Virginia Illinois Brumbaugh .. ........ .............. .... Roanoke (City)
Mary Rhodes Lineweaver ................................... Harrisonburg
Lyda Delle Moore .............................. Burgaw, North Carolina
Irene Crim Sibert. .. . ...... . ..... ............ ............. Harrisonburg
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
1928-29
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND FOURTH (1928)
QUARTERS
(*Students whose names are starred were present only during th e
summer quarter.)
County or City
*Abernathy, Saline ....................;........ . ..... .... .. . .. Dinwiddie
Adams, Dorothy Browning ............................... Charlottesville
Adams, Hallie Ward ........................... . ........... ... Fauquier
*Adams, Winny Mary ............... . ... ... ,.......... : ... Charlottesville
Adkins, Virginia C....................................... West Virginia
* Affleck, Eula Jeannette ..................................... Winchester
*Agner, Edith Mary ..................................... .. .... Alleghany
Albaugh, Helen Elizabeth ................................... Shenandoah
*Albin, Virginia Adeline ....................................... Frederick
Aldhizer, Virginia Stuart ................................... Rockingham
Alexander, Janie Jordan ...... .................. ................... Wise
*Alger, Verdie May ............................ . ........... Rockingham
Allen, Monterey Virginia .................................... Portsmouth
Allgood, Mary Brown .. ...................... ................ Petersburg
Allport, Mildred Shuman ....................................... Culpeper
Anderson, Dorothy Mildred ................................ .. ... Warren
Anderson, Madeline Mary .................................... Winchester
Anderson, Nettie ............................................. Albemarle
Andes, Artie Ruth .............................................. Augusta
Andes, Edith Florence .......................................... Augusta
Anthony, Evelyn Josephine ......... ... ..... .. ............ North Carolina
Antrim, Mildred M ............................................ Augusta
Archibald, Ruth ......................................... Newport News
* Arey, Charles Golden ............ ..... ......................... Augusta
Armentrout, Lida Virginia ........................ ,.......... Rockingham
* Arnold, Minnie Belle ........................... ..... .......... Loudoun
* Artz, Sydney Martha ...... ............... ................. Shenandoah
Ashby, Irene Margaret. ................................... . .... Loudoun
* Ashwell, Sadye ............................................... Bedford
*Athey, Kathleen .............................................. Loudoun
*Atkins, Annie M ..... .................. .... ... .......... Rappahannock
Atkins, Pearle Elizabeth ........................................ .. Wythe
Atkins, Virginia Launna ....... .. ..... ........ ................. Botetourt
Austin, Patsy ....... ........ ..................... ....... Norfolk (City)
Ayres, Pauline Houston ..................................... Rockbridge
*Baber, Helen L ............................................... Loudoun
Baber, Myrtle Mae .................. ,............ ............... Loudoun
*Baines, Inez Katharine ..................................... Nansemond
Baker, Irene A. . ............................................. Fluvanna
Baker, Jacqueline ............................. , ............ Cumberland
Baker, Myn Alma .......................................... Rockingham
Baker, Myrtle Glen ................................................. Clark
Baker, Violet Pauline .. .. ...... ............ ... ... . ......... Rockingham
*Baker, Virginia Margaret. ................................. Rockingham
*Baldwin, Clara E. .............. ........... ., ......... ......... Fauquier
*Ball, Dorothy Mae ............................................ Fairfax
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Bane, Doris Elizabeth .......................................... Halifax
Barbour, Lestelle Bidgood .............................. Richmond (City)
Bargamin, Anne .........................•.................. Albermarle
Bargelt, Eva Elizabeth ....................................... Shenandoah
Barham, Kathryne .......................................... Portsmouth
Barker, Martha Louise ............................ : ............ Danville
Barner, Grace Williene ..............•... ,.................... Petersburg
Barnes, Sadie Louisa ....................................... Southampton
Barnette, Eva ........................................... Charlottesville
Barnhart, Helen Elizabeth ..................................... Maryland
Barrett, Leonora ....................................... Nor folk (City)
Barton, Miriam .......................................... Elizabeth City
Bass, Frances Ann ............................................... Halifax
Bass, Martha Mae ......•....................................... Halifax
*Bates, Regina Virginia ....................................... Frederick
*Bauserman, James Edward ..................,............... Rockingham
*Bayliss, Florence Virginia ................................... Winchester
*Baylor, Margaret Lynn ........................................ Augusta
Bayto, Evelyn Cordelia .................................. Norfolk (City)
Bazzle, Gertrude Elizabeth ...................................... Fairfax
*Beale, Edna Elizabeth ........................................ Arlington
Bean, Odella ................................................. Frederick
Bear, Mrs. Evelyn ................................ . ........ Harrisonburg
*Bear, Mary Bell ......................................... Harrisonburg
Beazley, Annabelle ...................................... Newport News
Beazley, Eugenia Jackson ...................................... Hanover
Beck, Margaret Evelyn ........................................ Frederick
Beery, Clara .............................................. Harrisonburg
Beery, Juanita ......................._........................... Augusta
Beery, Ruth Hoover ..... , ................................. Harrisonburg
Beiser, Cecilia Katherine ...................................... Loudoun
*Bell, Beatrice Victoria ............... .i ••••••.••••.••••• Roanoke (City)
Bell, Frances B. ........................................... Northampton
Bell, Pauline Virginia ............................................ Clarke
Bemis, Helen Lee ............................................ Arlington
*Berry, Marvey Frances ....................................... Staunton
Beverage, Rebecca ............................................ Highland
Beverage, Virginia ............,................................ Highland
Bennett, Julia Bridgewater ...................................... Danville
Beydler, Beatrice Belle ...................................... Shenandoah
Biedler, Janet Esther ...................................... Harrisonburg
*Biggers, Elizabeth C. •......................................... Fairfax
Biggerstaff, Mrs. Louise ........................................... Page
Bird, Kennie .............................................. Shenandoah
Bishop, Audrey Mae ................................ , ............. Surry
Bishop, Elizabeth Moore ................................. Nor folk (City)
Blalock, Grace Lucille .......................................... Halifax
Blake, Gertrude Bristow ..............................,........ Lancaster
Blankenbaker, Lillie Frances .................................... Madison
Blankenbaker, Mary Louise .................................... Madison
Blanks, Grace Trumon .......................................... Halifax
Blanks, Mildred Earle ...................... J ••••••••••.....•••• Halifax
Blanton, Henrietta LeGrand .................................. Petersburg
Blocker, Bessie ............................................... Loudoun
Bloome, Lillian Marie ....................................... Portsmouth
Boaz, Martha Teros ............................................. Patrick
Bolton, Alice Rohrer ........................................ Rockingham
*Bolton, Christine Elizabeth ................... , ............ Rockingham

.'
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*Bolton, Cornelia Kathryn .................................. Rockingham
Bolton, Ida Valentine ....................................... Rockingham
Bones, Lena ...............••................................... Pulaski
Booker, Suzanne Jane ....................................... Cumberland
Boone, Elizabeth .......................................... Southampton
Booth, Chloe Annie ......................... . .... ,............ Lancaster
Booton, Mrs. Pearl Roller ......................................... Page
Borden, Geraldine Brown ............,........................ Shenandoah
*Borden, Margaret Alice ................................ Norfolk (City)
Borum, Dorothy Brooks ....................................... Mathews
Boswell, Eliza Coleman ....................................... Charlotte
Botkin, Mabel Clare ............................................ Augusta
Bottom, Margaret Hillsman ................................... Richmond
Bowen, Lou Belle ............................................... Halifax
Bowen, Mary Katherine ...................................... Albemarle
*Bowers, Lawrence David ................................... Rockingham
Bowers, Mary Evelyn ........................................... Fairfax
*Bowles, Helen Virginia ....................................... Fluvanna
*Bowles, Lucille Frances ....................................... Fluvanna
*Bowman, Ernest F. . ...................................... Rockingham
*Bowman, Esther Marguerite .... ,........................... Rockingham
*Bowman, M. Katharine .................................... Rockingham
*Bowman, Ruth C......................................... Rockingham
Bowman, Ruth ..................................... . ...... Harrisonburg
Bowman, Velma Elizabeth ...................................... Franklin
Bradford, Joanna Stott .................................... Northampton
Brame, Martha E ......................................... Pennsylvania
*Branch, Catherine Taliaferro ................................ James City
*Brandon, Rebecca ............................................. Halifax
Branson, Annette ............................................ Richmond
*Branum, Nora V. . ........................................ Rockingham
Bratton, Cornelia Frances .......................................... Bath
Breeden, Myrtle Alice .............................................. Page
Bricker, Alberta J ................................................. Page
Bricker, Jean Brooke .............................................. Page
*Bricker, Leila Burns ....................................... Rockingham
Bright, Beulah Elizabeth ........................... . ............ Augusta
Brinkley, Florence Elizabeth ............................. Norfolk (City)
Brockett, Axie Humphries ............................... Norfolk (City)
Brockett, Mary Virginia ................................. Prince William
*Brooker, Esther Mary ......................................... Augusta
Brooks, Sarah Katherine ........................................ Augusta
Brothers, Rachel Butler ..................................... Nansemond
Brown, Annie Mae ...................... ,....................... Campbell
Brown, Dorothy ............................................... Fairfax
Brown, Edna Alice ....................,........................ Louaoun
Brown, Katy Wray ...................................... Roanoke (City)
Brown, Lessie ............. . ................................ Nansemond
*Brown, Mary A. ........................................... Cumberland
Brown, Mary Kathryn ........................................... Clarke
Brown, Mary Stuart. .................... ., ................... Rockbridge
Brubaker, Gladys .................................. . .............. Page
Brumback, Blanche ............................................ Fairfax
Brumback, Mary Elizabeth ............................. . .... Shenandoah
*Brumbaugh, Virginia Illinois ........................... Roanoke (City)
*Brunk, Anna M .................................. . ........ Rockingham
*Bryant, Edna L. ............................................. Staunton
Buchanan, Mary E ................................................ Wise

I
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Budd, Virginia Katherine ...................................... Accomac
Bulloch, Anne Roberta ........... . ... ..... ..... .............. Portsmouth
*Burchfield, Mrs. Bess H. . ...................................... Russell
*Burchmyer, Margaret Lloyd .......... ....... .... . ....... South Carolina
*Burford, Anne Archer ............................. ............. Bedford
Burnette, Hazel .. ............................................. Campbell
Burnette, Marie .............................................. Campbell
*Burtner, Helen Esther ..........,........................... Rockingham
*Burtner, Irma Eakle ...................................... Harrisonburg
*Burtner, Mabel Stover ..................... ...... ...... . ..... .. Augusta
Bush, Violet Estelle . ... .......................... ........... Nansemond
Byers, Charlotte . ...................... '. .................. Harrisonburg
*Byrd, Bessie .............................................. Rockingham
*Byrd, Catherine .......... .... .. ............ ... .... ....... Harrisonburg
*Byrd, Emma Elizabeth .................................... Harrisonburg
*Cale, Nellie Cronk ............................................. Staunton
*Callender, Bessie Wills ......... ... . .. ..... ... .. ........... .. Petersburg
Cameron, Laura Elizabeth ................. . .. .. .......... Prince William
Campbell, Edna Earle .................................... North Carolina
Campbell, Jane Elizabeth .......................... . ............ Hanover
*Campbell, Mrs. Robert. ................. . .......... .... ... Harrisonburg
*Camper, Thelma Beatrice ..................................... Botetourt
Canada, Marie Carolina ........................................ Campbell
*Canada, Ruby E ................................. . ............. Halifax
*Caplinger, Mrs. C. M .. . ... . . . ............... ............. Harrisonburg
Carmack, Juanite Vernon ................................. .. . Washington
Carmines, Pauline Elizabeth ... ..... ........ ....... . . . . .... Elizabeth City
*Carpenter, Grace Virginia ............ ........ ... ..... ....... Winchester
*Carpenter, Jessie Catherine ...................................... Clarke
Carpenter, Mary Eleanor ......................................... Clarke
Carpenter, Myrtle Josephine ..................... . . ... .......... Culpeper
Carr, Marion Powell ....................................... . ... Loudoun
*Carroll, Cornelia C... ............ ............ . .... ............ Warren
*Carroll, Elizabeth Arrena .......................... . ............ Warren
Carter, Dorothy Clare .... ....... ..................... . ......... Halifax
Carter, Elizabeth Arleene ......................,...................... Lee
Carter, Mary Duke .................. . ........ .......... .. .... Dinwiddie
Carter, Virginia Lee ............................................ Halifax
Carwile, Early M. . ................................... . . . ..... Campbell
Cary, Kathleen ..................................... ..... . .... ..... Page
*Cash, Ethel Whitehead ........................................ Amherst
Cash, Virginia Ethel. .................................. ..... ... Amherst
Cassell, Audrey Louise .................................. Roanoke (City)
Catron, Nancy ............................. .................... .. Wythe
Cave, Mrs. Hilda S. . ........................................... .. Page
Cawood, Ruble Virginia .................. ...... ................... Wise
Cecil, Nancy Ellen .............................................. Pulaski
*Chandler, Harry ..................................... . .... Rockingham
Chapman, Henrietta Ramsey ... ........................... . Isle of Wight
Chapman, Nelson .......................................... Rockingham
Charles, Anna Dove ..................................... Newport News
*Charlton, Gladys Gertrude .............................. Norfolk (City)
*Cheatham, Ethel Mae ... ................. .... ...... .......... Lynchburg
Chew, Sudie Edith ............................................. Augusta
Chick, Janie Belle ....................................... Roanoke (City)
Chisholm, M. Ruth ..... . ..... .. ..................... .... ... Rockingham
Christian, Miriam ....................................... Newport News
*Clarke, Alice Jane ... . ................................... .. .... Warren
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Clarke, Dorothy ............................................... Accomac
Clarke, Mary McLaurine ................................. .... . . .. Orange
Clark, Mollie Gertrude ...................................... Pittsylvania
Claytor, Mary Fred ............................................. Bedford
*Clem, Lucy Belle ........................................... Shenandoah
Clemens, Emma Shray ......................................... Loudoun
Clemmer, Margaret Kerr ........... _............................ Augusta
*Clemmer, Martha Colleen ................................... Rockbridgr
Cleveland, Bertha Pettus ....................................... Fluvanm,
Clevenger, Genevieve ....................................... Wincheste1
Click, Mary Evelyn ............................................. Augusta
Cline, Audrey L .................................... ........ .... Augusta
*Cloud, Mrs. James ............................................ Loudoun
Cockerill, Anne Elizabeth ........... .. ........... . .... . ......... Loudoun
Coffman, Emma Mildred .................. . ................. Shenandoah
Coffman, May Marie ........................................ Shenandoah
Coffman, Olive Margaretta .................................. Rockingham
Coffman, Virginia Lee ...................................... Shenandoah
Coleman, Pattie Louise ........... . ............................ Albemarle
Colley, Mrs. Grace G......................................... Tennesser
Collins, Florene Stewart ........................................ Staunton
Collins, Georgia Virginia ...................................... Maryland
Compton, Bertha Frances ....................................... Halifax
*Conn, Anne ............................................ Newport News
*Converse, Henry A. III ...................... ... .......... Harrisonburg
Cook, John G. . ............................................ Shenandoah
Cook, Mabel Claire .................................. ... .... Mecklenburg
Coons, Ann Elizabeth .......................................... Culpeper
Copenhaver, Lucy Haven ......................................... Pulaski
Corbin, Lula Wilson ............................................ Augusta
Corder, Lucille Conrad ........................................... Warren
Cornell, Dorothy Louise ................................ Richmond (City)
*Cornett, Sue Alice .................................. ,........... Grayson
Cosby, Julia Estelle ........................................... Powhatan
Cowan, Nellie Morgan ................................... Norfolk (City)
Cowling, Bess ............................................ Northampton
*Cox, Amelia Ruth . . .............................................. York
*Cox, Dorothy R. ................... . ....... . .............. Chesterfield
Cox, Elizabeth Postlethwaite ................................... Augusta
Cox, Margaret Elizabeth ..................................... Portsmouth
Cox, Sallie Estelle ............................. . ............ Pittsylvania
*Cox, Sarah Evans .............................................. Fairfax
Coyner, M. Elizabeth ........... . ............................... Augusta
Crane, Mary Eleanor ........................................... Augusta
*Craun, Eva Blanche ....................................... Rockingham
Crawford, Helen Elizabeth ................................ West Virginia
Crawn, Ethel Margaret. .................................... Rockingham
Grenshaw, Edna Odile ...................................... Mecklenburg
*Crews, Frances S. . ........................................... Danville
*Crews, Louise B. . ............................................ Danville
Crews, Nan Elizabeth ......................................... Charlotte
Crider, Sallie Hunt ............................................. Danville
Crim, Catherine Coleman ................................... Shenandoah
*Crockin, Estelle Shirley .......................... .... ... Norfolk (City)
*Cross, Harriet Rymple ........................................ Loudoun
Crowder, Willie Edna ........................................ Brunswick
Cundiff, Josephine Sarah ...................................... Campbell
*Daniel, Elizabeth .. .......................................... Charlotte

.. ...... ~, .
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*Davis, Elizabeth C. ...................................... Harrisonburg
Davis, Elizabeth Lucile ...................................... Albemarle
Davis, Lola Katherine ..................................... Harrisonburg
Davis, Mary Amanda ........................................... Mathews
*Davis, Mary Daisy .......................................... Gloucester
Davis, Mary Edla ........................................ Newport News
Davis, Violetta L .................................................. Page
*Deacon, Anna Virginia ...................................... Rockbridge
*Deacon, Mary Margaret ..........•......................... Rockbridge
*Deal, Ethel May ........................................... Portsmouth
Dearing, Grace Mildred ................................... Harrisonburg
*DeHart, Charlotte E. . ....................................... Frederick
*Dellinger, Lewis S. . ....................................... Shenandoah
Denton, Mrs. Warren ....................................... Rockingham
Derry, Lillian Mae ...................................... Norfolk (City)
*Devlin, Annie Elizabeth .................... ,............. South Carolina
*Diamond, Eunice ............................................. Augusta
Dice, Margaret Ann ......................................... Rockbridge
Dickenson, Audrey .................•........................... Russell
Dickinson, Alice Josephine .............................. North Carolina
Dickson, Harriet Wright. ....................................... Roanoke
*Didawick, Susie Lee ......................................... Frederick
Diehl, Ethel Frankie ........................................ Rockingham
*Diehl, Samuel C. .•.......•............•.......•............... Augusta
*Diggs, Mrs. Gladys D. . ................................. Harrisonburg
Diggs, Marian Elizabeth ............ ,............................ Mathew
Dixon, Gladys Ann ..................................... Roanoke (City)
Dixon, Mary Elizabeth ................................... Norfolk (City)
Dixon, Margaret Mildred .................•................. Rockingham
Dobbins, Mary Lee ......................................... Montgomery
Dodson, Elsie Cora ............................................. Warren
Dou that, Betty .................................................. Russell
Downey, Elizabeth Ellen .................................... Shenandoah
*Drew, Virginia T ........................................... Richmond
Drinker, Gertrude Roper ........................................ Henrico
*Driver, Hazel Catherine ........................................ Augusta
*Driver, Mary Frances .......................................... Augusta
*Driver, Virginia Charlotte ...................................... Augusta
Dryden, Martha Maxine ........................................... York
Duer, Gladys Celeste ........................................... Accomac
Duffy, Dorothy Gabriel. ........................................ Augusta
Duke, Emily Viola .............................................. Norfolk
Duke, Julia Lois ........................................... Harrisonburg
Duke, Lulia Evelyn ............................................. Norfolk
Duke, Mariana Katherine ................................ North Carolina
Duling, Jeannette Lee ........................................ Portsmouth
*Dull, Martha Jane ............................................. Augusta
· *Dunivin, Kate May ........................................ Rockingham
Dunn, Alice Newell ............................................ Hanover
*Dunn, Ethel Virginia ..................................... West Virginia
*Dunn, Mrs. Hadassah R. ...................................... Warren
Dunn, Mary E ................................................... Halifax
Dunnavant, Mildred Elizabeth ............................... Portsmouth
Durrette, Elizabeth Ann .......................................... Greene
Durrer, Haseltine Elizabeth ................................... Albemarle
Duvall, Helene Ernestine .................................... Portsmouth
Du Val, Isabelle D ............................. . : . . ....... Norfolk (City)
*Dyche, Mrs. Florence ...................................... Rockingham
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*Earhart, Susie Elizabeth .................................... Rockbridge
Earle, Miriam Turner .................... ..... . ........ Richmond (City)
Early, Naomi I. ................................................ Augusta
*Eastham, Ruth R. ............................................ Highland
*Eckhardt, Nine Elizabeth ................................... Shenandoah
Edwards, Eileen Mae .... ......... ..... ........... . ....... Charlottesville
Edwards, Mary Wilhelmina ................................ Isle of Wight
Effinger, Betty Jones ..... . ..... ............ ... ................ Maryland
Efford, Pauline Agnes ... . . ................. ................... Richmond
Elam, Alice Overton ............................................. Orange
Elburg, Virginia Anderson ................................ Norfolk (City)
Eley, Janet Eugenia ............................ . ............ N ansemond
*Elliott, Lillian Long .. ..................... ........................ Page
Elliott, Verona Virgie ................................ '. .. Norfolk (City)
Ellis, Lois Virginia ........................................ Elizabeth City
Ellis, Mary Catherine ..... ......... .. .... ................... Portsmouth
Ellis, Negebie Martha ......................................... Alleghany
Ellmore, Emma V .......................... ,.................... Fairfax
Ellmore, Mary Paulyne ......................................... Loudoun
*Elmore, Lucy R. . ....................................... .' ....... Craig
Elsea, Callie Ellen ............. ,................................... Clarke
Engleman, Vivian Lee .......................................... Augusta
English, Madeline Turpin ....................................... Augusta
Epperson, Grace Gilliam ....................................... Campbell
Escue, Mattie Coleman ............................................. Page
Evans, Eleanor Virginia ................. .................... Shenandoah
Everett, Anna Eliza ......................................... Nansemond
*Everett, Mrs. Ruby Day .................................... Spotsylvania
Fagan, Margaret Katherine ...... ........ . ............. .. Norfolk (City)
*Fagg, Mrs. Josephine Northcross .................... ....... Montgomery
Farinholt, Mary Waller ....................................... Dinwiddie
*Farrar, Hazel ............................................... Charlotte
*Faulkner, Lucy Goodloe ....................................... Caroline
Fearnow, Genevieve Ambrose ............................... Rockingham
Fearnow, Lillian Antoinette ................................. Rockingham
Finkelstein, Sadie Sylvia .................................... . Winchester
Firebaugh, Geneve Boggan .. .. .................. ..... .. . ..... Rockbridge
Firebaugh, Mary Kathryn ... ... ............................. Rockingham
Fishback, Dicie Ella ........................................... Madison
*Fitzhugh, Mattie Conway ....................... .......... ..... Augusta
Fitzhugh, Patty Boykins ................ ..... ............ North Carolina
Flowers, Dorothy G............... .... .... .............. ..... Frederick
Foley, Jean Clifton ........................................ Harrisonburg
*Foltz, Mary Rebecca ...................................... Rockingham
Forbes, Maude .................................... District of Columbia
Ford, Margaret Elizabeth .. .......... ......... .. . .. ... ....... Alexandria
Forester, Margaret Mae . .... ............. ................. .... Charlotte
Forrer, Susan Regina ........................................... Augusta
*Fox, Esther D ............................................... Maryland
Fox, Mrs. W. L. . ................................................ Page
*Franklin, Margaret U ......................................... Loudoun
*Ftavel, Josiah Clayton ..................................... Shenandoah
*Fray, Florence Jackson ........................................ Madison
Frey, Dorothy Virginia ...................................... Portsmouth
*Fristoe, Bessie Mae ... ........................................... Page
*Fristoe, Mrs. Virginia Robinson ........................... Harrisonburg
Fritts, Hairiette Elizabeth ........................................ Clarke
*Fritts, Lucille Harriette ........................................ Warren
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Fuller, Mary Ruth ...................................... Norfolk (City)
Funk, Martha E. . ............................................ Frederick
Funkhouser, Lois ......................................... Harrisonburg
Gammon, Nannie Vivian ........................................ Nor folk
Gar bee, Ethel Mae ............................................ Campbell
*Gar bee, Ida Claire ............................................ Campbell
*Garber, Frances W ...................................... Harrisonburg
Garber, Mary Margaret. ........................................ Augusta
Garber, Ruth Mildred ....................................... Rockingham
Garner, Matilda Mela ...................................... Mecklenburg
Garnes, Evelyn Williwee ......................................... Wythe
Garrette, Frances Christine ........... . ...................... Appomattox
*Garrison, Faye .......................................... West Virginia
Garrison, Mary Irene ...................................... Harrisonburg
Gay, Mary Katherine ......................................... Greenville
Giles, Hazel Elizabeth ............... ............ . .. ......... Pittsylvania
Gill, Emily Lee .............................................. Lunenburg
*Gillespie, Eva Dold ........ ............ .................... Rockbridge
Gillespie, Lillia Lucille ...................................... Mecklenburg
*Gillespie, Louise Graham ................................... Rockbridge
Gillespie, Mary Elizabeth ...................................... Tazewell
Gilliam, Lucy Skelton ......................................... Dinwiddie
Gilliam, Virginia Ruffin .................... ............... Prince George
Gimbert, Mary E. . .......................................... Albemarle
Glass, Margaret Grace ............ . ...... ........... ...... ... Rockbridge
Glick, Edith Margaret .......................................... Augusta
Glick, Esther Virginia .. ...................... ......... .. ....... Augusta
Glick, Vernie Cornelia ..................................... Pennsylvania
Gochenour, Elzie Marie ..................................... Rockingham
Gochenour, Thel1:1a Virginia ................................ Rockingham
*Goddin, Molly Virginia ............ .............. ........ .... James City
*Golden, Ethel May ....................................... Rappahannock
*Golightly, Mattie Molor ...................................... Frederick
Good, Mrs. Bertie ......... ............................. . ..... ..... Page
*Good, Frances Hermoine ....... ...... .... ............. .. . . Rockingham
Goodman, Marguerite Elizabeth . ............................ Buckingham
Goodwin, Mildred Page .......................................... Nelson
Gordon, Ellen ........................................... North Carolina
*Gordon, Mabel ............ ... . ..... ........ .... . .... ... . . Spotsylvania
Gore, Elizabeth Jeanette ....................................... Maryland
*Gore, Mary Elizabeth .......................................... Warren
*Goss, Barbara Virginia ........................................ Loudoun
*Graham, Elizabeth ..................................... North Carolina
Gray, Frances Irving . .... ......... ........ ............... Newport News
*Green, Mary Boyd .............................................. Wythe
Greene, Mary Elizabeth .... .... .................. .......... . .... Augusta
Greene, Nellie Vaughan ........... ... ... ... .. ... .. ....... .... Rockbridge
Grice, Ola Gladys ............... ... ..... ... ................ Montgomery
Griffis, Mary Marshall ...................................... Rockbridge
Griffith, Ophelia Mae ............................................... Page
Grove, Frances ................................................... Page
Grove, Helen Elizabeth ............................................ Page
Grove, Mary Virginia ................ ...... ... .. .......... ......... Page
Gum, Inez Estelle ............................................. Fauquier
Giintner, Patricia Rebecca .......................................... Wise
Guthrie, Catherine Wade ............ ·........ ......... .... West Virginia
Gwaltney, Marie Catherine ................................. Isle of Wight
*Gwyn, Mary Beatrice ............................. District of Columbia
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Hackel, Charlotte Marie .. . . .. . ..... ...... ....... ............ Portsmouth
*Hackner, Esther S ..................................... Nor folk (City)
Hagan, Charlotte Reed .................... . ..... .. ... ...... ... Arlington
Hagood, Ida Epperson .. ... ................................ Mecklenburg
Haley, Mary Bannister. ..................................... James City
Hall, Christine Catherine ......................................... Nelson
*Hall, Hildreth ................................................... Clark
*Halterman, Mrs. Lucie Andes .............................. Rockingham
Hamilton, Thomas .... .... ..... ....... ... . .. .. .................... Page
*Hamilton, Verona W . ...... .. ........... ... ...... ........ Northampton
Hamilton, Virginia Maxine ..... . .................... ........... Augusta
Hamilton, Wilsye Lucille ............................ .. .... Northampton
*Hammack, Alice Eugenia ..... . .... ....... . .... .. ............. Frederick
*Hammer, Alma Katheryn ................................. Rockingham
Hamrick, Garnet Leighton ................................... Winchester
*Haney, Reba Mae .............................................. Greene
Hannah, Mary Katherine .......................................... Craig
Hardy, Nathalie Randolph .................................. Appomattox
*Hardy, Rebecca C. . ............................................ Amelia
*Harkins, Leoenora Mildred ............................... Pennsylvania
Harlin, Virginia Clyde .................................... Harrisonburg
*Harnsberger, Grace R. .................................. :Harrisonburg
Harper, Edith Hermenia ....................................... Warwick
Harrell, Lily L ..................................................... Page
Harrell, Nannie Louise .................................. North Carolina
*Harris, Elizabeth J. ..................................... Harrisonburg
Harris, Kathryn Neeson Compton ......................... West Virginia
*Harrison, Rosa Thelma .. ....... ...... ...... .. ..... ..... .... Greensville
Harriss, Lydia Leonide ........... . .. ... ........ ........ . Norfolk (City)
*Harshbarger, Boyd .. ... .................... . .................. August11
Hart, Mary Lelia ... ... .............. .. ......... . ..... . . King and Queen
*Hart, Pearl Mohler ........................... .. . .......... Shenandoah
*Hartman, Sarah Leigh ........................................ Accomac
*Harvey, Bertha Lucille ........ ....... .. ... .................... Amherst
Harwell, Louise Eppes ... .................. .................. Petersburg
Haskins, Louise Emma ...................................... Pittsylvania
Hawkins, Gladys .............................................. Augusta
*Hawthorne, Cornelia H ............................ .. . ...... Lunenburg
*Hayes, Bertha S. . .......................................... Gloucester
*Haynes, Ada . .......... . ................................ West Virginia
Head, Maxine Benefield .......... . ....... .... ... .... ... ....... Albemarle
Hearring, Virginia Dare ...... ..... ......... ..... ............... Nor folk
Heath, Mildred Dawson ... .. . ... . .................. ..... . . . ...... Nelson
Heatwole, Cora Malinda ... ....... ........ ........ .......... Rockingham
*Heatwole, Margaret E ........................ .. . .......... Rockingham
Heatwole, Vada Pearl. .... .. .......... .......... ........ .... Rockingham
Heatwole, Win tie Mary ..................................... Rockingham
Hedgecock, Lillian Beatrice ........... .................. ..... .. .. Henry
*Hedrick, Minnie Sue ........................................... Warren
*Heishman, Edna Mae ... ........ .... .......... ... ...... .... Rockingham
Heizer, Clelia Evans .. ......... ..... ....... ....... ............. . Augusta
*Helbert, Marnie V ......................................... Rockingham
Heltzel, Rachel K. ........... . ........ .... . . . .... .......... Rockingham
Heltzel, Trene P ... . ..... ... ........ ....... ... .. .. ......... Rockingham
*Helwick, Flo A. . ................................. . ..... West Virginia
Henderson, Mildred Maude .............................. North Carolina
Henderson, Nan Elizabeth ................................. Northampton
*Henley, Sallie Straughan ....... .............. .. ..... . ... .... ..... Essex
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*Henry, Judith Constance ................................. Harrisonburg
*Hensley, Annie Laurie ..................................... Rockingham
Henton, Lida Mary ......................................... Rockingham
*Hepler, Minnie Lee ............................................... Bath
Herndon, Jane .................................................. Greene
Heuser, Elsie Adeline .............................................. Wise
*Hicklin, Lillian Bernice ....................................... Highland
Hicks, Ida ................................................ Pennsylvania
Higgs, Evelyn Marguerite ................................. West Virginia
Hight, Mary Jacquelin ........................................... Nelson
Hill, Katherine Louise ........................................... Nelson
*Hill, Mrs. Maidie Byerley ................................... Albemarle
*Hillyard, Charlotte Virginia ............................... Rockingham
*Hillyard, Hazel Rebecca ................................... Rockingham
Hines, Audrey Steinbach ........................................ Sussex
Hines, Lois Hoyt .............................................. Danville
*Hines, Orice Maie ........................................ Southampton
Hinkel, Mary Madeline ........................................ Fauquier
*Hite, Josephine Blackwell ............................. Richmond (City)
*Hoak, Hattie Mae ................................................. Page
*Hoak, Myrtle Blanche ............................................. Page
Hodges, Doris Tate ..................................... Roanoke (City)
Hodges, Mrs. Mildred ............................................. Page
Hodnett, Mattie Elizabeth .................................. Pittsylvania
Hoff, Stasha Virginia ............................................ Clarke
Hogge, Rose French ...................................... Elizabeth City
Holland, Eva Bernice ..................... ,................. Northampton
Holland, Mildred Maudine ...................................... Roanoke
*Hollar, Anna Virginia ..................................... Rockingham
*Hollar, Edith Clara ........................................ Rockingham
*Hollar, Ethel Elizabeth ................................... Harrisonburg
*Hollen, N. Ola ............................................ Rockingham
Holler, Hazel .............................................. Shenandoah
Holmes, Rebecca Delia ............................................ Page
*Holsinger, Anna M. . ...................................... Rockingham
*Holsinger, Earl C. ..........•...•......................... Rockingham
*Holsinger, Martha Cline ................................... Rockingham
Holter, Mary William ......................................... Maryland
Holzhauer, Hilda Pauline ................................... Washington
*Hooe, Mattie .............................................. Cumberland
Hook, Lelia Gladden ............................................ Augusta
Hooley, Mrs. Ethyl Pickeral ................................... Frederick
Hoover, Annie Lupton ............................................. Bath
*Hoover, Ethel Rebecca ..................................... Rockingham
Hopkins, Elizabeth Frances ................................. Rockingham
Hopkins, Mary Elizabeth .................................... Rockingham
*Horn, Linwood ............................................... Augusta
Horsley, Alice Rhea Cabell ............................. Roanoke (City)
Horton, Charlotte Virginia ................................ Elizabeth City
*Hoskins, Eula Elizabeth ........................................ Warren
*Hoskins, Frances Burger ....................................... Warren
*Hottle, Mary Catherine .................................... Shenandoah
Houck, Janet Elizabeth .................................... Harrisonburg
Howell, Margaret Catherine ................................... Alleghany
Hubbard, Ruby Rose ........................................ Pittsylvania
Huckstep, Reba Mae ........................................... Madison
Hudgins, Elsie Knight. ........................................ Mathews
Hudgins, Georgia Elva ......................................... Mathews
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Hudgins, Hazel Gertrude ....................................... Mathews
Hudgins, Ivey Leone ........................................... Mathews
Huff, Eugenia May . ..... .. .... . . .. ......... .. ..... . .. . . Roanoke (City)
*Huffer, Lillian E lvesta .... ........ ................ .. .. ... ... .. Augusta
Huffman, Mrs. Beulah Comer . .. . .. .. .... .. ...... .................. Page
Huffman, Mr s. Roxie Riddel ........ . .. ............ ...... . Harrisonburg
*Huffman, Fay ...... ... ...... ........... . ............. .. .......... Page
Hughes, Frances Newton ... ...... . ...... . ......... .. .. .. .. Harrisonburg
*Hulvey, Alta Nathalie .... . .... ... . ..... .......... .. ........ . .. Augusta
*Hulvey, Mrs. S. Virginia ... .... ... ........ . . ..... ........ Harrisonburg
*Humphreys, H elen H ... . . .... ...... . .... . . . ...... .. . . .... . . .. Augusta
Humphries, Nettie May .......... .... ... ............ . .. Richmond (City)
Hundley, Mary Celestia ..................................... Pittsylvania
Hunt, Margaret Tyson ..................................... Northampton
Hunter, Virginia Jewel. ....... .... ... . ........ . ........ .... .... Danville
Hupp, Dean Elaine .......................................... Shenandoah
Hurd, Marjorie Carr ............. ................ ......... .. ... Danville
Hurst, Ida Delphine . ..... ... .. ..... ... . ................. Norfolk (City)
Hurt, Eleanor Louise .......................................... Charlotte
Hyatt, Audrey M . .. .. ..... ..... .... ............ .. ....... Newport News
Hyde, Mary Virginia . ............ ........................... Winchester
Ingle, Jeannette Cuttle .......................................... Halifax
*Jackson, Elizabeth Ridgely .................................. Winchester
Jackson, Hunter Lee ........................................ Rockingham
Jacob, Henrietta Fitchette . . .. ..... . ............. . .... ..... ... . . Accomac
Jacobs, Gertrude ......... ... ..... ....... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ..... N ansemond
James, Kathryn ........................................... Northampton
Jarrelle, Mary Adelia .. .. .......... .... ... . .. . ...... . .... ... ... . Madison
Jarrett, Bessie Virginia .... ...... ...... .. ............. . ............ Bath
Jenkins, Bertha Virginia ...... . . . . ... ........ ... .. .. ..... .... ...... Page
Jenkins, Grace Herndon ... ........ ...... . ...... .... .. ... . . . ... . Loudoun
Jennings, Edna Lutie .. .... . ...... . ... . ......... .... . .. . . ..... Lynchburg
Jennings, Sarah Rebecca ........................................ Halifax
Johnson, Florence Virginia . .. .. .. ...... .. . .......... .. ... . King William
*Johnson, Mabel Florence .. ... ................ .. .. .. ....... . ...... . Bath
*Johnson, Minnie Louise ..................................... Portsmouth
Johnson, Pauline Lula .......................................... Bedford
*Johnston, Stella Mae .... .... ...... .... ... . .. . .. ................. ... Lee
*Jones, Anna Louis ........................................ Mecklenburg
*Jones, Mrs. Anna Valeria ..................................... Maryland
Jones, Bernice Catherine ... .... . ................................ Augusta
*Jones, Evangeline Bernice .... .. . ... . .... ............. . .. .. Rockingham
Jones, Iva Lou ........................................... Newport News
Jones. J ennie Wooding ........ .... . . . .. ... ... . ......... . .. ... Albemarle
Jones, Mary Elizabeth . ........ . . . ... ........ ........ . ... . ..... .... Surry
Jones, Sallie Bishop ....................................... Northampton
Jones, Sally Frances . ... ... . ..... . ...... .... . .... .. ... .... .. .. Dinwiddie
*Judkins, Mary Ruffin ............................................. Surry
Judy, Mrs. Elsie P ...... ................. .... ..... ..... ........... Page
*Kackley, Leora .. ......... .. ........... .. . . .. . ............ .. ... Clarke
Kadel, Martha ................................................. Fairfax
Kagey, Frances Elizabeth ... . . . . ...... .... .. ......... . ...... Shenandoah
Kagey, Marietta ...... .. .. . ..... ............... ...... ... ... Rockingham
Kaminsky, Elizabeth Lee .. ..... . ... ..... ....... .... . ... .. Nor folk (City)
Karnes, Hilda Maxine .. .. ... .... . .... ... ... .... . ... . . . ............ Page
*Kay, Annie Russell .. . ..... ·........................ . ...... .... . Caroline
Kaylor, Gladys Virginia .... . ... .. ...... .. .......... . . .. .... Rockingham
Kaylor, Willie Pansye ... . ........ ....... .. . ...... .. . . ... . .. Rockingham
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Kearney, Lelia Rose ............................................ Caroline
Kearney, Margaret Gomez ...................................... Caroline
Keeler, Hellyn Virginia ...................................... Winchester
Keller, Lucy Emma ......................................... Shenandoah
*Keller, Lula White ......................................... Washington
*Keller, Minnie Springer ...................................... Maryland
Kelley, Doris ................................................. Accomac
Kelly, Margaret Anne .......................................... Henrico
Kelly, Margaret Flanary ........................................... Wise
Kelsey, Florence ............................................. Albemarle
Kendrick, Evelyn Rebecca ...................... . ................ Warren
*Kendrick, Roberta Withers ..................................... Warren
Kent, Mary Louise .................................... Richmond (City)
*Kerns, Alvan Ritchie ...................................... Rockingham
*Kerns, Lee Doil. .......................................... Rockingham
Kerr, Grace Dalgety .......................................... Winchester
Keyser, Anna Bryan ...................................... Rappahannock
Keyser, Mrs. Louella L. ........................................... Page
*Kidd, Corinth Mae .......................................... Lunenburg
Kidwell, Willie Marjie ....................................... Alexandria
Killinger, Mabelle Inez ........................................... Wythe
*King, Mrs. Mary ................................................ Surry
King, Sarah Ruth ......................................... Clifton Forge
King, Vivian Elizabeth .............................. . .... Newport News
Kinsey, Edith Mildred ........................................ Alleghany
Kinsey, Eva May ............................................. Alleghany
Kipps, Lillian White ........................................ Montgomery
*Kiracofe, Stella E. . ....................................... Rockingham
Kirkpatrick, Elva E. . ........................................... Canada
Kline, Carrie E ............................................ Rockingham
*Kline, Mary Alma ......................................... Rockingham
*Kline, Paul G. . ........................................... Rockingham
Kling, Lois Holston ..................................... Roanoke (City)
*Knee, A. Bernardine ....................................... Winchester
Knight, Elizabeth Larned .................................... New Jersey
Knight, Ida Dorothy ........................................ Nansemond
Krouse, Marianna Elizabeth ...................................... Clarke
Kulman, Elizabeth ............................... . .......... Lynchburg
*Lam, Laura ~lien .......................................... Rockingham
Lambert, Amy Ernestine .. . ................................. Rockingham
Land, Mary Louise ........................................ Mecklenburg
*Landes, Melvin Bowman ................................... Rockingham
*Landis, Juanita Frances .................................... Rockingham
LaPrade, Estelle Lula ........................................... Halifax
Lassiter, Mary Elizabeth .................................. Elizabeth City
Lauck, Argene Louise ............................................ . . Page
Lauck, Audrey W .................................................. Page
Laudermilk, Edith Helen ............. . .................... Harrisonburg
*Lawson, Lillian B............................. . .............. Loudoun
Leach, Sallie Bronner ............................................ Orange
*Leake. Elsie Thurman .......................................... Orange
Leatherbury, Rebecca W .................................. Northampton
*Leavell, Alma LaRue .......................................... Augusta
Lee, Helen Mary ........................................ Norfolk (City)
Leech, Isabel Judson ......................................... Rockbridge
Leffler, Mary Louise ........................................... Mathews
LeGrand, Mary Virginia ..................................... Lynchburg
*Legwin, Ethel Hillman ................... ,....................... Henry
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Leigh, Mary Elizabeth .......................................... Fairfax
Leith, Sue Lavinia ............................................. Loudoun
Lester, Annie Frances .................................... Norfolk (City)
Levi, Dorothy Dearing .................... ., ...... .. .............. Clarke
Levi, Hilda Page ................................................ Clarke
*Lewis, Hannah Naomi. ................................. Norfolk (City)
Lightner, Calegania Jane ...................... ....... . ... Prince William
Lillard, Kathleen Fl ester ............ ,............ .... ..... ... .... Madison
Lineweaver, Helen ......... . .............................. Harrisonburg
*Lineweaver, Mary Rhodes ............................ .... Harrisonburg
Linhos, Selina Mildred ..................... ..... . ...... .... Rockingham
Lipps, Bessie Maude ............................................... Wise
Lipps, Nancy Violet .............................. .. .............. . Wise
Littlejohn, Margaret Elizabeth ........................... Roanoke (City)
Littlewood, Helen Lavinia ......................................... Wise
Livesay, Mildred Elderaina .... . .......... ... ...... ........ Prince George
*Loker, Otis Lilburn ........................ ." .. ......... ... Harrisonburg
*Long, Lillie Elizabeth .... .... ......... ........ ..... ........ Rockingham
*Long, Violet Catherine ..................................... Rockingham
*Lovett, Hilda Muse .......................................... Frederick
Louderback, Fannie E. ............................................ Page
Lowman, Mary Kathryn ..... ... ........................ ........ . Pulaski
Luttrell, Mrs. L. H ....................................... Rappahannock
*Lutz, Alvin Ashby ............................. ...... ...... Shenandoah
*Lyle, Rose Williamson .......................... . ............. Charlotte
McCabe, May ....................................... . ........... Patrick
*McCaleb, Mildred Helen .................................... Petersburg
*McClanahan, Mildred Bertha ....................... .. ...... Shenandoah
*McConchie, Mary Margaret. .................................. Culpeper
*McCormack, Ruby Isabel. .................................. Rockbridge
McCormick, Sallie Elizabeth .. . . .. .................. ... ............ Bath
McCraw, Beatrice .................... ,......................... Halifax
*McDonald, Alice Eva ........ ...... ............................ Warren
McDonald, Clara Vivian ........................... ..... Roanoke (City)
*McDonald, Mary ............................ .......... Roanoke (City)
*McFall, Mary Katheryne ............................. ... ....... Augusta
McGhee, Frances Walthall ....................................... Patrick
*McKalester, N elsie Mae ...................................... Botetourt
*McKalester, Olive Kathryn ...............,.................... Botetourt
*McKenzie, Martha Evelyn ...................................... Patrick
McKim, Roberta Lee ............................................... Page
*McMullen, Virginia Christian ................................... Greene
McNair, Frances Marion ..................................... Rockbridge
McN ea!, Mildred Lee ....................................... Shenandoah
McNeely, Helen Shelton ................,. ................... Pittsylvania
McPherson, Annie Lynden ..................................... Botetourt
*McPherson, Mary E. .............................. .. ........ Botetourt
*Mabee, Ruth Bentley ..................................... Harrisonburg
Macon, Caroline Hervey ...................... ..... ...... Nor folk (City)
Madrin, Selma Snyder .................. . .... .. .......... North Carolina
*Maiden, Mary Lee ........ . ................................. Washington
Malone, Linda William ... . ....................... .. .......... Petersburg
Malone, Lucy Webb ............................... .. ... . ..... Petersburg
Mal pas, Sarah Augusta ............. .. ................. . ......... Florida
Mantiply, Emma Lillian ........................................ Amherst
*Merchant, Mary Butts ................................. . ...... Mathews
Markham, Catherine Lucrece ................................ Portsmouth
Marshall, Annie Louise ..................................... Pittsylvania
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Marshall, Elizabeth .......................................... Albemarle
Marshall, Mary Alice ............................................. Henry
Marshall, Virginia Elizabeth .................................... Accomac
Marston, Lucy Carter ......................................... Lancaster
Martin, Elizabeth Frances ...............,......................... Fairfax
*Martin, Elnora ................................................. Nelson
*Martin, Mrs. Irene ........................................ Rockingham
Martin, Jean McNutt. .......................................... Augusta
Martin, Marena Theresa ........................................ Tazewell
Martz, Margaret Mae ......... : .............................. Shenandoah
Mason, Christine ......................................... Prince Edward
Mason, Clarinda Lee .................................... Roanoke (City)
Mason, Martha Marcella ................................ Roanoke (City)
*Mathews, Irene Gladys ..................................... Winchester
*Mathews, Mrs. J. L ........................................... Warren
Matthews, Frances Ann ....................................... Maryland
*Mattox, Comena Mildred ..................................... Campbell
Mauck, Anna Laura ....................................... Harrisonburg
Mauck, Caroline Marie .................................... Harrisonburg
*Mauck, Madoline Gertrude ..................................... Warren
*Maupin, Malinda ........................................... Albemarle
*Maxwell, Leila Todd .......................................... Augusta
*May, Howard Vincent ..................................... Rockingham
*Maydian, Halcie M .......................................... Alleghany
Mayo, Grace Baxter ..................................... Norfolk (City)
*Mayse, Mrs. G. G. . .............................................. Page
*Meador, Bessie Gertrude ....................................... Amherst
Mears, Ione Grace ........................................ Northampton
Mears, Mary Madelene .....................·............... Northampton
Mecartney, Eleanor Gray ...................................... Frederick
Mendel, Anna Katherine ....................................... Arlington
Menin, Margaret Ross .................................... Newport News
*Merica, Magie Elizabeth ................................... Rockingham
Meyerhoffer, Mattie E .................,..................... Rockingham
*Michael, Verla Virginia ...................................... Highland
Middleton, Rebecca Alice ........................................ Fairfax
Milam, Ethel ............................... .J •••••••••••••• Pittsylvania
Miller, Annabel Lee .............................................. Giles
*Miller, A. Ruth ....................................... , ... Rockingham
*Miller, Mrs. C. Agnes ........................................... Clarke
Miller, Carrie Willey .................................... Norfolk (City)
*Miller, Dorothy Ferne ..................................... Rockingham
*Miller, Edith S ............................................. Rockingham
Miller, Elizabeth Roberts ........ '. ........................ Rappahannock
*Miller, Eloise A. ........•.................................. Rockingham
*Miller, Elva L. . .......................................... Rockingham
Miller, Grace I. ............................................... Fauquier
*Miller, Katherine Anna .................................... Rockingham
*Miller, Lillian M. . ........................................ Rockingham
Miller, Lula Mae ............................................... Augusta
Miller, Mary Thelma ..................... ,....................... Nelson
*Miller, Nannie Virginia .................................... Rockingham
Miller, Olive Pauline .............................................. Page
*Miller, Paul A. ........................................... Rockingham
Miller, Shirley Elizabeth .................................... Shenandoah
*Miller, Valley Virginia ..................................... Rockingham
*Miller, Walter D ..................... ; ....................... Michigan
Mills, Mary Louise ............................................... Halifax
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Milton, Frances Mildred .. . ........ ... .................. ... ........ Page
Minnich, Mabel Grace ....... .... ...................... Richmond (City)
Minor, Rebecca Maria ........................................ James City
*Mitchell, Anne .....................................,.......... Augusta
Mitchell, Florence ...................................... Nor folk (City)
*Mitchell Gladys Thelma ..................................... Rockbridge
Mitchell, Grace Lois ... ......... ........ ........................ Henry
Mitchell, Othelda ............ .... .. ... ...... .. .......... Norfolk (City)
*Mizroch, Rahel ........ . ............................... Norfolk (City)
Monahan, Edythe B.......................................... Nottoway
Montgomery, Eva M .. ...... . ..................... . ........... Maryland
Moon, Alice Mae ... ..... ................... ...... .. ............ Halifax
Moon, Margaret Raynes ........................................ Halifax
*Moore, Effie Syree ........... ......... ........................ Warren
*Moore, Hazel Irene ............................................ Augusta
*Moore, Lillian Etna ......................... . ...... .. .. ... ....... York
*Moore, Lois Wade ...... .... .......... .... . ... . ... ........ ..... Augusta
*Moore, Lyda Delle ...................................... North Carolina
Moore, Margaret Rebecca ............................... Norfolk (City)
Moore, Sarah EIJen ............................................ Botetourt
Moore, Stella D ............................ ~· ................... Clarke
*Moore, Viola M. . ....... . .... .......... . . .... .... .......... Rockbridge
*Morris, L. L .............................................. Rockingham
Morris, Margaret Augustus . .. .......... .. ...... .. ..... ........ Warwick
*Morrison, Emma ........................................... Lynchburg
*Mosleley, Alice Sidney .................................... Mecklenburg
Moses, Elizabeth ............. .... .......................... Pittsylvania
Moses, E. KelJey .................................. ,. .... .... Pittsylvania
Moss, Virginia ........................................... Westmoreland
Motley, Edna Virginia ......... .......... ..... 1• •• ••••••• ••••• Pittsylvania
*Motley, Mabel Eloise ....................................... Pittsylvania
*Mozingo, Nettie Mae . ... .............. . .......... . .... Northumberland
Mullins, Mary Elizabeth ..... .. ..... ..... ....... . ........ Roanoke (City)
*Mundy, Nellie Elizabeth ....... . ........ ...... ............. Rockingham
Murphy, Eliza Bland ........................... ........... Westmoreland
Murphy, Mary Boone ....... . ............................. Westmoreland
*Myers, Claudine ... ........................................... Augusta
Myers, Martha Louise ........ ...... ............................... Craig
Myers, Mildred M................ ............ .............. Rockingham
*Myers, Mrs. Ruby Welker .................................... Maryland
Nash, Pearl ................................................. Nottoway
*Neff, Ada Virginia .. . ...................................... Rockingham
Neff, Elaine ............................................... Rockingham
Neff, Mary Margaret ....................................... Rockingham
Neff, Mary ................................................ Rockingham
Nelson, Ruth Dandridge . ... ... ...... . ..... . ........ District of Columbia
Nethken, Anna May ..... . . .................. .. .. .... . .... . Harrisonburg
*Nevitt, Nellie Lee ................................. ....... . ...... Fairfax
Newbill, Margaret Josephine ...... .. ..... ..... .... .... .. ...... Gloucester
*Newkirk, Nellie Kathryn ........... .. . . ........... .... .. . .... Maryland
Ney, Mrs. Alvin ........................................... Harrisonburg
Ney, Mrs. Carl. ...... . ... ...... ..... ... ... ..... .... ....... Harrisonburg
*Nichols, Mrs. Anna ............ ..... ......... . ........... .. .. Maryland
Nichols, Mary Ann ...... ......... ............................. Loudoun
*Nicholson, Bernice Andell .................................... Accomac
*Nicholson, Maude Susie ...................................... Accomac
Noblett, Cora Adelaide ........................................ Lancaster
Norman, Sallie Lewis .......................................... Culpeper
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Nuckols, Alice Virginia ...................................... Rockbridge
Nunnally, Emily Victoria ........... ............ ............. Petersburg
Oakes, Jane Elizabeth ........................ ...... ............ Campbell
Odom, Margaret Anne ......... . .............. ... ·....... Norfolk (City)
Orange, Irma Acree .................................. .. ... Northampton
*Orndorff, Mabel Catherine ............... .. . .... ........... Shenandoah
*Ours, Mrs. Ruth S .. . ........ .. . ...... ........ ...... . ..... Rockingham
Pace, Kathryn T ......................................... Elizabeth City
face, Mil~red .Ki?&" ........ ..... ................ .. ......... Harrisonburg
·•Page, Elsie Virgm1a ........ ... ...... .. ....... ............ .. ... ... York
*Painter, Barbara Ann ..... ... ............... . .... ....... ... Rockingham
Painter, Mrs. Helen ............................................... Page
Painter, Nettie Hough ................................... . ... ... Loudoun
*Painter, Mildred Amelia ..... ....... . ...... ................... Loudoun
*Palmer, Anna Rebecca ....................................... Staunton
Palmer, Phyllis Peyton ..... ..... ..... ........ ... .... .......... Augusta
Parker, Janie Bolling ..................... ............ .... . . Cumberland
Parker, Virginia ............................................ N ansemond
*Parrish, Frances Armistead . ...... ............ .... .. .. Richmond (City)
Parrish, Marie Mattie ............................................ Nelson
Passagaluppi, Frankie . ... .............. ............ . ..... ........ Essex
*Patch, Grace Wilder ........................................... Henrico
*Pattie, Margaret Cushing ......... . ....... . .... ....... .. Prince William
Paul, Jessie Ferguson ........................................... Georgia
Payne, Clara Eugenia . ......... ................ ... . . .... ...... Alleghany
*Payne, Harold M .............................. . ........... Rockingham
Payne, Katheryn Ammonette . ..... ..... . . . ............ . ..... Chesterfield
Payne, Margaret Brent. ....................................... Lancaster
Payne, Myrtle Arleen . ... ................. ......... .. ... Roanoke (City)
Payne, Ida Elizabeth ........ ..... .. .. .......... . .... ..... ......... Giles
Peake, Ann Elizabeth ...... .... . . .... . .. ......... . . . ...... Elizabeth City
*Pearman, Elizabeth Katharine .... .. .' ................... Roanoke (City)
Pearson, Harriet Atkinson ................................... Winchester
Peery, Sarah Catherine . . . ... ...... . .... .. .. . .. ..... .... ...... .. Tazewell
Pence, Bertha Ola ....... . . . .............. . ..... ..... ... . .. Rockingham
Pence, Geneva Lillian .. ... .............. .... .... .... .. ... . .. Shenandoah
*Penn, Lillian Louise ........................................... Roanoke
Pennington, Ella Cleo .. ................... ,..... ... ..... ............ . Lee
*Perdue, Rosa Alease ....................................... Chesterfield
Petterson, Olga Margaretha ............................. Roanoke (City)
Petty, Doris Louise ........ .. .. ...... .... ... .............. . .... Warwick
Peyton, Elspeth Hall ......... .... ..... ...... .. .......... . .. ... Richmond
Phelps, Edna Jessie ...................................... Norfolk (City)
P hillips, Irml Virginia ..... . ...... . ... . ..... ...... . . . . .. . ... ..... Sussex
Phillippi, Verna Gaye .............................. . ............. Wythe
Pierce, Amy Marie ............................................ Fluvanna
Pierce, Annie F. . ................................................. Page
Pine, Marian Virginia .......... ...... . . .... .. ... ... ..... ... ...... Clark
Pittman, S. Groveen ... ... . ............ .... ... .. ........ . ... ... .... Page
Plank, Mary Elizabeth ............. .. .. ... .. .... .. . . ... ........ Botetourt
*Pleasants, Mrs. Mary R. . . ........ . . . ......... . ........... . . .. Amherst
Pointer, Mary Maxine ................... .. ... ... ....... .. ... . Gloucester
Pollard, Rebekah Frances ... . .... ........ .................. .. ... Halifax
Pool, Margie Larvenia ....... . ... .......... .. .. . . .. ..... Norfolk (City)
Porter, Caroline Brown ... ..... .. . ... . ...... . ....... ........ .... Culpeper
Porter, Lillian Mae ............................................. Roanoke
*Porter Nannie .... .. ....... : . ................................. Warren
Powell,' Margaret Alice ... . ................... 1••••••• ••• • Nor folk (City)
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Powell, Margaret Annetta .................................... Brunswick
*Powell, Martha Elizabeth .................................. Rockingham
*Powers, Janie Estelle ....................................... Rockbridge
*Poyntner, Mrs. Nora .............................................. Bath
*Poyntner, Una Myrl. .......... ... ,................................ Bath
*Frease, Kate Moman ......................................... Botetourt
Presson, Clarice Mabel. .................................... Southampton
Preston, Katharine Emily .......... . ......................... Lynchburg
Price, Nannie Ben Jones .......................................... Henry
Price, Roberta Augusta ......................................... Madison
*Pritchard, Mary Ellen ................................... Princess Anne
Proctor, Anne Elizabeth ....................... . .............. Charlotte
Pugh, Margaret Etta ......... . ....................... . ........ Albemarle
Pulley, Marion Cora ....................................... Southampton
Pusey, Margaret Kohn ....................................... Rockbridge
Quick, Robbie ..... ........ ....... .. .... ..... .... .. .'. ........ Albemarle
Quisenberry, Elsie Hart .... .. .... .......... ...................... Louisa
Quisenberry, Gertrude Elise ... .. ... ........... ......... .... Harrisonburg
Quisenberry, Mary Virginia ...................................... Louisa
Quisenberry, Mildred Gardner .................................... Louisa
*Quisenberry, Ruth Sims ......................................... Louisa
Ragan, Anne Catherine .... ................................. Montgomery
Ralston, Sara Frances ......................................... Staunton
Ramsburg, Edna Louise .......................................... Clarke
Ramsburg, Elizabeth Alberta ......... ............................ Clarke
Ramsey, Jewell Anderson ... .................... . ............ Pittsylvania
Rand, Mary Frances ............................................. Amelia
Ray, Madge Roberta ..... . ................... . ... ..... ............. Wise
Reade, Ercelle Bragg ........................................ Petersburg
Reaney, Margaret Delvita ................... . ............ Westmoreland
*Reese, Annie Roberta ..................................... Southampton
Reese, Florence Ellen .......................................... Hanover
*Reese, II eta May ............................................ Rockbridge
*Reese, Nannie Margaret .................................... Rockbridge
*Reid, Audrey Eva ............................................. Fairfax
Reilly, Margaret Payne .................................... Harrisonburg
Renalds, Louise Kathryn ... ...... ......... . .. ... ............... Madison
Revercombe, Mary Susan .. ............ ............. .. . ............ Ba th
Rew, Emma Lankford .......................................... Accomac
*Rexrode, Ruth Nevitt. ................................ . ...... . Highland
Reynolds, Eva Frances ...................................... Pittsylvania
Reynolds, Fannie Rebecca ................................... Pittsylvania
Reynolds, Julia ..... .... ............ ...... ,...................... Georgia
*Reynolds, Mildred Elizabeth .................................. Botetourt
Reynolds, Suella .......................... . ....................... Scott
Rhoades, Edna Elizabeth ....................................... Culpeper
Rhodes, Mildred Emilie .................................. Newport News
*Rhodes, Nellie Gertrude .... ·............................... Rockingham
Richardson, Marion Odell ...................................... Fauquier
Rickertts, Margaret Waddy ......... ........ .. . .. ....... ... Pennsylvania
*Rinker, Anna May . . ............ ......... ... ..... .. ............ Fairfax
Ritchie, Elinor Marie ... .. ... ... ................... .. .... Norfolk (City)
Ritchie, Elizabeth Otillia ... . . .......... ...... .... . ...... Nor folk (City)
Roark, Gwendoline Mitchell ..................................... Halifax
Roberson, Nina Olive ................................... Norfolk (City)
Roberts, Margaret Ruth . ........... ...... ......... ... . ... Nor folk ( City")
Robertson, Annie Lois ........................................ Botetourt
Robinson, Lucy Alice ... ....... ................. ......... ....... Warren
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*Robinson, Mattie Jordan ..... ............. ... ... . .. ...... Rappahannock
*Rodeffer, Margaret E ...... . ......... . ... . ...... . ... . ... .. Rockingham
Rodes, Mrs. Christine Long ............................... Harrisonburg
Rodes, Dorothy Helen .. ... ............... . .. ... ............ .. Albemarle
Rodes, Mary Betty ............................ ,..... .......... Albemarle
*Rogers, Gladys R. .... ..... . .......... ........... .... ...... Rockingham
*Rohr, Martha Ellis .......... ............ ... .............. ...... Orange
*Roller, John Michael. ............. ,................... ....... Rockingham
*Roller, Julia Ann ........ ........ ........ ......... . ... ...... .. . Augusta
Roller, Rita Darby .. ........................ .. .. .... .. ... ..... . .... Page
Rolston, Mary Frances ........ . . .. ..... ... ... ...... ,.... .. . . Rockingham
Rook, Carnie Frances ... ..... ... . .... ... ............ ..... North Carolina
Root, Rebecca Elizabeth ... . ...... .... ......... ... . ...... Roanoke (City)
Rosen, Eva Claudine .......................... . .. . .............. Augusta
Rotenberry, Thelma Irene ......................................... Wise
*Rowan. Margaret Kathryn .. .. ..... .......... ... ......... ... Rockbridge
*Rowland, Madeline ....... •'• .................................. Frederick
*Rowzie, Flossie Mildred ................................. Rappahannock
*Royer, Mrs. Elsie Williams ................................. Rockbridge
Rubush, Frances Cornelia .... . .... .......... ....... .......... Rockbridge
*Ruckles, Julia Garnett ....................................... New Kent
*Ruebush, Trenton Kieffer .................................. Rockingham
Rush, Edna Rebecca ............................................. Clarke
*Rusmisel, Beulah May ......................................... Augusta
*Rusmisel, Verta Arvetta ..... ...... .,........................... Augusta
Russ, Elizabeth Estelle ......................................... Tazewell
Rust, Virginia Gertrude ............ ........... .. ....... ... Rappahannock
*Ryan, Pauline .................. ...... . . ................... Shenandoah
Sanders, Linda ............................................... Lancaster
*Sandy, Frances Margaret. .................................... Frederick
Sanford, Mary Ellen ............... . ...... ........ ... ... .. Westmoreland
Santos, Rose Cecelia .... ..... .............. ...... ...... .. Norfolk (City)
Saunders, Belle Virginia ................................ Norfolk (City)
Saunders, Virginia Elizabeth .................................... Bedford
*Saunders, Virginia Price .............................. Richmond (City)
*Savedge, Florence Rosa .......................................... Surry
Schenk, Mary Buford .... .. .. . .. .......... ...... . .. ..... ........ Bedford
Schuler, Blanche .......................................... Rockingham
Schwarz, Elizabeth Boyer .................................... Pittsylvania
Sclater, Virginia .............................................. Culpeper
Scott, Fanny Doggett ..... ............. ........... ........ Fredericksburg
*Scott, Jean Lindsay ....... ......... ......... .. ...... ... ....... Culpeper
*Scott, Mrs. Laura P ............. ...... .......... .... . ....... . Culpeper
Scott, Pearl Naomi. ...... ...... ............................ Rockingham
*Sellers, Ina Virginia . .. ......... ........... . . ....... ... ........ Augusta
*Sellers, Margaret Catherine .......... ....... . . . ............ Rockingham
Shackleford, Margaret Taliaferro ............................. Richmond
Shafer, Frances I. .... ............ ..... . ... . .... .............. Botetourt
*Shaver, Samuel Marvin .................................... Shenando_ah
Shawen, Gladys Grace .... .. . .... ....... ....................... Fauqiue)
Shefler, Sarah Hoisler ................................. Richmond (Cit,:
Shelhorse, Elsie Ruth ....................................... Pittsylvama
Shelton, Eva Frances .. ...... ... .......... .... ............ Princess Ann11
*Shenck, Alice Lee ..... ....... .... ......... .... ............... Camp be
*Shen ck, Alma Mae ............................................... ~age
Shenck, Margaret V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . age
Shepherd, Dorothy Cleveland .................................. Fluvanna
*Shepherd, Elizabeth P .... ... ................. . .......... . .... Fluvanna
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Shepherd, Fannie Kent. .. ..... ................................ Fluvanna
*Shepherd, Mary Alice ......................................... Fluvanna
*Shiflet, Pauline ... ............. .. ..... .... ................ Rockingham
*Shiflett, Irene .............................................. Rockbridge
Shiflett, Shirley Virginia ................................ . ... Rockingham
*Shiflette, Edith Rebecca ........................... . ........ Rockingham
Shiplett, Irene Odessa ...................................... Rockingham
Shipp, Lelia Mary ............................................. Nottoway
Shoemaker, Ethel Louise .................................. Harrisonburg
*Shomo, Charlotte B. . .................................... Harrisonburg
Short, Ruth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... Campbell
*Short, Val ton Estis ............................................... Page
*Showalter, Elizabeth A. ................................... Rockingham
*Showalter, Margaret Elizabeth ............................. Rockingham
*Showalter, Ressie Viola ................................... Rockingham
*Showalter, Ruth Pauline ................... ................... Augusta
*Shumaker, Edwin F ...................................... Pennsylvania
Shuman, Ruth Mary ......................................... Alexandria
*Sibert, Irene Crim ........................................ Harrisonburg
*Silber, Ghay Lena ................ ...................... ... Rockingham
Simmons, Alma Lucille ........................................ Highland
*Simmons, Lucy W .. ..... ... ....................... ....... Mecklenburg
Simmons, Margaret Kennerly ............................ Norfolk (City)
Simmons, Thelma Genevieve .................... ... ... ......... Lancaster
*Simms, Edna Page .............................................. Louisa
Simpson, Edith Mary .......................................... Arlington
Simpson, Emma Mae ........................................ Pittsylvania
Simpson, Ethel Mae ..................................... Norfolk (City)
Sipe, Linnie Frances ........................................ Rockingham
Sisson, Ruth Louise ........................................ Montgomery
*Skelton, Hetty .... .... .... ... ....... ................. ........ . Augusta
*Slagle, Mary Margaret. ...................................... Maryland
Slayton, Mildred Lee ................. . ......................... Danville
*Slough, Frances Ellen ...................................... Rockbridge
*Slusser, Anna Mae ........................................ Montgomery
Smelser, Mary Louise ...................................... Montgomery
*Smith, Anna Virginia ...................................... Shenandoah
*Smith, Bessie Evelyn ............................................. Bath
Smith, Clara Belle .... .. ................... .... ................. Patrick
Smith, Eliza Norfleet. ..... ..... . ......... ........... .. ...... N ansemond
Smith, Esther Louise ............................................ Florida
Smith, Frances Carter ....................................... Cumberland
Smith, Helen .............................................. Buckingham
*Smith, Jacquelin .... .... .. ................ ........ ... Richmond (City)
Smith, Katherine Pocahontas . ........ ... .... ............. Charlottesville
Smith, Mary Overton .................. .... ................. .. ... Pulaski
Smith, Maude Victoria ........................................ Amherst
*Smith, Mrs. Mary Finney ..................................... Accomac
*Smith, Nellie .......... ... ................................... Fauquier
Smith, Odella Virginia ....................... ..... ... .. .... . .. Greenville
Smith, Virginia Minor .................................... Charlottesville
*Smith, Zetta .................................................. Augusta
Smither, Mary Dorothy .................................. Newport News
Smucker, Virginia Kathryn . ............................. ... Rockingham
Snapp, Sarah Kathleen ...................................... Rockingham
*Sneed, Josephine ........................................... Lynchburg
Snyder, Frances Didcoct. ...... . ........................ Roanoke (City)
Somers, Gwynn .............................................. Nottoway
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Sowers, Helen Margaret. ........................................ Clarke
Spain, Lillian Bertha ....... .... .......... .................... Petersburg
Sparks, Ella Catherine ... ....... ....................... Richmond (City)
*Sparrow, Henrietta . . .................. ...... ... .... .... North Carolina
Sperau, Ruby ............................................. Harrisonburg
Spitler, Mary Louise . ........ ............................... Shenandoah
Spitzer, Mrs. John .......................................... Rockingham
Sponseller, Catherine Virginia ................................. Maryland
Spring, Julia .............................................. :Montgomery
*Springman, Mrs. Helen ........................................ Fairfax
Sprinkle, Blanche ....................................... Roanoke (City)
Sproul, Katherine Lapsley . ............. ........... ....... ...... Augusta
*Stafford, Mabel Fern .......................................... Danville
Stark, Virginia Jordan ......................... .. .... ... Norfolk (City)
Starling, Annie Preston ........................................... Henry
Steger, Frances Allen .... ... . ....... ............. .. . ...... Charlottesville
Steinmetz, Henrie Rutney ................................. West Virginia
Stephens, Dorothy Carlyle ............................... Nor folk (City)
Stephenson, Eunice Belle .................................... N ansemond
Stephenson, Florence Elizabeth .......................... Nor folk (City)
Stephenson, Josephine ............................................. Bath
Stern, Cornelia Anne ........ .............. ... ............ West Virginia
*Stevanus, Ralph .......................................... Pennsylvania
Stewart, Ruby Alice .......................................... Brunswick
Stickley, Mrs. Pearl Haldeman ................................ Frederick
Stoltzfus, Ruth ........................................... Pennsylvania
Strailman, Virginia Lee ...................................... Petersburg
Strickland, Frances Adea ........................................ Halifax
Strickler, Virginia ................................................ Page
*Strough, May Guthrie ......................................... Augusta
Stultz, Louise Belle .............................................. Henry
Sublett, Nancy Harriet. .... ................. .. ............ Harrisonburg
Sullivan Anna Lyons .. ... . . ........... .................. .. Harrisonburg
Sutherland, Anne Elizabeth ...... ...... ............. .......... Albemarle
Sutherland, Frances Anderson ................................ Albemarle
Sutherland. Helen Wayland ............. .. .. ....... ... . ..... . . Albemarle
*Sutphin, Lucy Emma ........................................... Warren
Swank, Dorothy Virginia ................................... Rockingham
*Swank, James Russell ............... ... . ....... ........... Rockingham
Swartz, Mary Virginia ..... ............. . .. .. .. ............ ...... Louisa
Swartz, Ruth Zimmerman ...................................... Staunton
Swink, Alice Benson ..................................... Norfolk (City)
Switzer, Mrs. M. D ....................................... Harrisonburg
Swope, Lottie ............................................. Rockingham
*Swope, Sem Weaver .......... ............... .. ... .... ..... Rockingham
*Talbott, Elsie Lee ............................................ Maryland
*Tanner, Winifred Preston .. ...... ............... ........... ... Bedford
Tanquary, Sara Elizabeth .................................... Winchester
Taliaferro, Anna C. ...................................... Harrisonburg
*Taylor, Mrs. Janet Cary .................................... Rockbridge
Taylor, Zelia Marguerite ........ ........... . .. .. ............. ...... Page
Temple, Ethel Kathleen .............. ............ ...... ...... Brunswick
Thayer, Katherine Brewster ............................. Norfolk (City)
Thomas, Beulah Virginia .... .. ....... ......... ........... ... Portsmouth
Thomas, Julia Randolph .................. . ......... .. .... ...... Loudoun
Thomas, Lenore ............... .................... . ........ .. Arlington
Thomas, Mary Elizabeth .................................... Rockingham
Thomas, Mina Graves ................................. Richmond (City)
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Thomas, Olivita .............................................. Arlington
Thomas, Vestal .......................................... Charlottesville
Thompson, Carrie B..................................... North Carolina
*Thompson, Gladys Irene ........................................ Fairfax
*Thompson, Mildred C. .................................... Rockingham
Timberlake, Evelyn Virginia ................................. New Jersey
Timberlake, Lillian Louise .................................... Powhatan
Titus, Frances Virts ........................................... Loudoun
Townsend, Dorothy Antoinette ............................ King William
Townsend, S. Elizabeth .............................. .. ... King William
*Trader, Mrs. Maude J ........................................ Accomac
*Trenary, Lesley Lucile ......................................... Warren
Trent, Grace Mae ........................................... Pittsylvania
*Trent, Mrs. Gilberta W ...................... ....... .......... Campbell
*Trevvett, Maude Frances ...................................... Henrico
Trissel, Gail Edith ................. ......................... Rockingham
Trott, Anne Radford ................................ .. ......... Augusta
*Tucker, Hazel ............................................... Botetourt
*Turlington, Kathryn ................. .... .................... Accomac
Turner, Marian Frances .......................... ... ..... North Carolina
*Turner, Velma Melville ........................... . ... .. ..... Arlington
Turner, Virgelia Arinthia ...................... ..... ....... Northampton
Turner, Vivian Bryan ........................ ...... ..... North Carolina
Turpin, Frances Elizabeth . ... ... ............................... Bedford
*Tussing, Martha E. . . .. ......... ... ....................... Shenandoah
*Tussing, Ruth Virginia .................................... Rockingham
Twyford, Catherine Frances .. .... ......................... Northampton
Tysinger, Emily Utz ............................................ Madison
Ullrich, Harriet Agatha . ......... ... ... .. ..... .......... Norfolk (City)
Underwood, Alice Lee ....................................... N ansemond
*Updike, Una D . . ....................................... Rappahannock
*Varner, Alice G. . .......... . .............................. Rockingham
Vaughn, Tennie ........................... ... . . ................ Carroll
*Via, Hanna M .............................................. Albemarle
Vincent, Nell Wright .............. ..... ................. North Carolina
Vincent,. Tempie Winfrey ...................... , .... .. ... North Carolina
Wade, Agnes ........ . ............... ..... .................... .. Nelson
*Wade, Pauline ............................................. Rockbridge
*Wagner, Frances Margaret ................................ Rockingham
Wagner, Mae Bowen ............................. ......... ..... Augusta
Walker, Anna Christine ............................................ Giles
Walker, Lillian Ideal. ....................................... Pittsylvania
Walker, Winona Franklin ....................................... Halifax
Wallace, Edna Marie . ... ... .................. ........... Roanoke (City)
Wallace, Mae Ree Erline ..................................... Middlesex
Waller, Arabelle ............................................... Halifax
*Waller, A. Lucille ........ .. ........ ................. .. ...... .. Halifax
*Waller, Margaret M. . ........ .... ............ ........ ......... Patrick
Waller, Rubye Elizabeth .............. .................. ........ Halifax
Walters, Mary Joe ......................................... Harrisonburg
*Walters, Nell Davidson .... . ........ ... .......... .. . ... Roanoke (City)
*Wampler, Effie Susanna ........................... ....... Harrisonburg
Wampler, Ruth Emma .......................................... Augusta
*Wampler, Virgini~ Pleasant. .................................. Augusta
Ward, Anna Howard ........................................ Chesterfield
Ward, Gladys Alberta ....... ......... ........... ............. Lunenburg
Ward, Glenna Mae ........................................... Lunenburg
*Ward, Mary Elizabeth ...................................... Rockbridge
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Ward, Viola Elizabeth ............................. . .......... Albemarle
Ward, Virginia Turner .................................... Northampton
*Warren, Ethel Frances .......................................... . Surry
Warren, Mirian Cynthia ..................................... Portsmouth
Warren, Martha Freeman ..... ... .............................. Campbell
Watkins, Myrtie Estelle ........... ... ...... .. . ... ..... .. ... ... Maryland
*Watson, Carrie Constance .... .... .......... ... ...... .. ..... . . Frederick
*Watson, Florence Kathleen ....... . .. .... ................. West Virginia
*Watson, Virginia Florence .............................. Newport News
Watt, Mary Grace .................................. District of Columbia
Watts, Eva Louise ....................................... Norfolk (City)
*\Neadon, Elizabeth ................. .... ............ . .. . .. ... . Loudoun
*Weakley, Mrs. Eddie A ....................................... Amherst
Weaver, Eleanor Roberta ....................................... Warren
Weaver, Mary Agnes .......................................... Staunton
Weeder, Ella Louise ....................................... Clifton Forge
*Weeks, Virginia A. ........................................ Rockbridge
Weisiger, Anne .............................................. Powhatan
Wells, Emma Ruth ........ . .................................. Dinwiddie
*Wenger, Lula F ............................................... Nor folk
Wenner, Emma Malinda ....................................... Loudoun
*West, Daisy Hinton ........................................... Bedford
West, Frances Barksdale ................................ Roanoke (City)
Whaley, Clare Belle ........................................... Lancaster
*Wharton, Mary Alice .................... . ... . ................ Loudoun
Wheeler, Dorothy Bonner ................ ..... .......... Roanoke (City)
Wherrett, Catherine Elizabeth ............................ Norfolk (City)
Wetzel, Clara Ellen ........ . .............. ............ ...... Shenandoah
*White, Alice Virginia ................ .... .. ... ...... .. . .. .. Rockingham
White, Dorothy ............................................ Rockingham
White, Helen Moore ............. .. ................ .. ....... Rockingham
White, Hawse .................................................. Nelson
*White, Mary R. .......................................... Southampton
*Whitlock, Madeline Winefred ....... . ....................... Winchester
Wick, Helen .............................................. West Virginia
Wiley, Emily Olivia ..................................... Newport News
Wilkinson, Ida Mae ........................................ Mecklenburg
Wilkinson, Sue Frances . . ............ .. ......... . ........ North Carolina
*Will, Marie Ruth ........................... . .... ..... ..... Rockingham
Will, Myrtle Marie ......................... ... ............. Rockingham
*Williams, Lena Sarah .................................. Norfolk (City)
Williams, Lucy Lee ........................................... Nottoway
Williams, Martha Miller ........................ ... ..... .... . Petersburg
Williams, Nancy Rhoades ................... ... ............ Rockingham
*Williamson, Alice L .................................... Norfolk (City)
*Williamson, Mildred Beckwith ............... . .. ... . ........ .... . Henry
Wilmoth, Katherine ........................................ Rockingham
Wilson, Evelyn Adams ................................ Richmond (City)
Wilson, Faith Elizabeth .......................... ..... ........... Henry
*Wilson, M. Elizabeth ......................................... Botetourt
Wilson, Martha Lucy ............... .. ........ . ... ... .......... Highland
Wilson, Virginia Margaret. ..................... ....... .. . . Harrisonburg
*Wilt, Alice Eugenia ..................................... ...... Loudoun
Wine, Louise .................................................. Augusta
Wine, Mary Susan .......................................... Shenandoah
Wingo, Carol Lee ............................................. Charlotte
Wingo, Olive Louise ........................................ Chesterfield
Winston, Lois Watson ..... . ........ . .................... Prince Edward
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*Wise, Bernice ..... .. ............................ ..... .... Rockingham
Wise, Elizabeth Lillian ....... . ............... . ..... ......... Shenandoah
Wise, Loraine ............................................. Rockingham
*Witcher, Nora Estes ...................... ................. Pittsylvania
Wolfe, Evelyn Agnes ....................................... Shenandoah
*vVolfe, Lena Marie .... . ........................ ....... .. .. Shenandoah
*Wolfe, Thelma Christine .......... ..... .......... .... ...... Shenandoah
*Womack, Mary Elizabeth ..................................... Charlotte
Wood, Frances Rose ........................................ Chesterfield
*Wood, Ouida Moore .......................... . . .. ............. Warren
Woodard, Clarrisa Jane ............................ .... ..... Portsmouth
Woods, Amelia Elizabeth . .......... ..... ................... .... Norfolk
Woodson, Dorothy Belle .................................... Appomattox
*Worrell, Mrs. Ocie S ......................... : . ..... Richmond (City)
Wortman, Okla Pauline .................................... Mecklenburg
Wrenn, Eleanor Ashby ...................................... Shenandoah
Wright, Dorothy LaRue .................................... Shenandoah
Wright, Elizabeth Aileen ... ... ................. ................. Nor folk
*Wright, Grace Marie .......... .... ......... ........... .... Rockingham
Wright, Mary Eleanor ............................. . . . . ........ Fluvanna
Yancey, Catherine Elizabeth ................................. Rockingham
Yancey, Mary Louise ......................................... Albemarle
Yates, Ella Elizabeth ............................................... Page
*Yeratt, Helen ........................................... Prince George
Young, Marie Corinne ............................ .... ..... ... Nottoway
*Youngblood, Mary Rose ........................ ... ...... Prince George
Yowell, Lucy Ann ................................. ..... ........ Madison
Yowell, Nettie Tucker ............................................ Clarke
Zeigler, Ann Elizabeth .................................... West Virginia
Zimmerman, Beth ............................................. Roanoke
Zimmerman, Hilda ............................................ Roanoke
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SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT OF
STUDENTS
THE SCHOOL YEAR 1928-1929
A.

Regular Students:
Fourth Quarter ( 1928) ........... .... ... ... ......... 542
First Quarter (1928) .................... . ........... 780
Second Quarter (1929) ................. . ............ 794
Third Quarter (1929) ..................... . ...... ... 807
Total Different Students ..................... 1292 1292

B. Special Students in Music Dept. (not registered) . . . . . . . . .
Students in Training Classes :
1. Kindergarten-City Schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Elementary Grades-City Schools .................
3. Elementary Grades-Rural Schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. City Junior High Schools .........................
5. Rural Junior High Schools .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .
6. Girls in City High Schools ......... ... ... . .. .... ..
7. Home Economics Practice Classes:
City Elementary Schools .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
City Junior High School ....................
Bridgewater High School . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. ..
City High School .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. ..
Rural Junior High School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19

19

C.

39
448
0
192
18
167
11
11l
41
35
5

1067
Less Duplicates ...................... 157
Grand total of students receiving instruction from the Harrisonburg State Teachers College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

910
2221
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PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FOR
ADMISSION
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
Date ................................ , 192 .. .

1.

Name ........ .................................. ... . Age ......... .

2. P ostoffice ......................................................... .
3.

Street address .................................................... .

4.

Graduate of what high school? ...................... Year .. .. .... .

5. Is it accredited? ................ At what other institutions have you
done work beyond high school graduation? ........... .. ............ .

-

6.

When do you wish to enter? ...................................... .

7.

What course do you wish to take? ................................. .

8. Have you taught? ........ How long? ........ Certificate held? ....... .
9. Name of desired roommate ....................................... .
NOTE-: Upon receipt of this blank the college will make the necessary room reservations and will send a more detailed admission certificate
to be filled out and returned to the college. Address this blank to the
President of the College.

S"''\l\l\l\/\/\l\l\l\/\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\f\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\/\J\I\I\J\l\l\l\l\l\l\l \l \J\/\l\f\f\l\l\l\l\ l \ l \l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\J\I\I\I\I\I\I\I\

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS
1. Please read carefully this catalog.
2. If you have not applied for admission (unless you will live at
home), please do so at once.
3. All trains arriving on September 23rd will be met at the depot by
representatives of the school, and on other days by request.
4. Do not give . your railroad baggage-check to anyone on the train or
at the depot, but bring it to the school office as soon as you reach Harrisonburg. This is important, and will save you both money and trouble.
5. Table napkins should be brought for use in the dining-room.
other linen needed is furnished by the College.

All

6. A special train will be operated over the B. & 0. Railroad from
Staunton to Harrisonburg on Monday, September 23rd, connecting with the
afternoon C. & 0. trains, leaving Staunton about 8 :00 p. m. You are not
required to come earlier than this date. Buy your ticket through to Harrisonburg and also see that your baggage is checked through to Harrisonburg.

7. All day students should report for registration on Monday morning
September 23rd.
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